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Kurzfassung

Die Entwicklung der letzten Jahrzehnte hat gezeigt, dass die numerische Bauelementsimulation einen
wichtigen Beitrag zur Charakterisierung von Halbleiterstrukturen leistet. Der wirtschaftliche Vorteil des
Einsatzes von modernen Simulationsprogrammen ist enorm, da Resultate von aufwendigen und teuren Ex-
perimenten durch numerische Berechnungen vorausgesagt werden können. Darüberhinaus können diese
Resultate für die Optimierung der Strukturen herangezogen werden, wodurch nur die vielversprechend-
sten Varianten hinsichtlich zuvor bestimmter Kenngrößen tatsächlich hergestellt werden brauchen. Neben
diesen Vorteilen führte auch die breite Verfügbarkeit und großzügigere Speicherausstattung eines durch-
schnittlichen Computers heutzutage zu einer stark vermehrten Anwendung dieser Simulationsprogramme.

Um die Voraussetzungen für die Simulation von modernen Halbleiterbauelementen zu erfüllen, müssen
die Simulationsprogramme stets erweitert werden, um alle notwendigen physikalischen Effekte berück-
sichtigen zu können. Neben immer genaueren und aufwendigeren Modellen werden auch neue Simula-
tionsmodi benötigt, um die Menge an berechenbaren Kenngrößen zu erweitern. Im Zuge dieser Arbeit
wurden die Anforderungen an eine numerische Kleinsignalanalyse definiert und die zugrundeliegenden
Konzepte in den allgemeinen Bauelement- und Schaltungssimulator MINIMOS-NT implementiert.

Nach einer kurzen Einleitung über die Motivation dieser Arbeit und einen Überblick über die derzeitige
Marktsituation die Bauelemente und Simulatoren betreffend, wird das analytische Problem der Simulatio-
nen hergeleitet. Für stark miniaturisierte Feldeffekt-Bauelemente verliert das wegen seiner numerischen
Robustheit nachwievor sehr stark eingesetzte Drift-Diffusionsmodell für den Ladungsträgertransport an
Genauigkeit, weshalb erweiterte Transportmodelle, die mehr als zwei Momente berücksichtigen, herange-
zogen werden sollten. Die betreffenden Systeme nichtlinearer partieller Differentialgleichungen werden
zusammen mit den Systemen für die Kleinsignalanalyse hergeleitet. Danach werden die implementierten
neuen Fähigkeiten des Simulators erklärt und anhand von typischen Simulationsaufgaben vorgestellt.

Alle Fähigkeiten werden in einem eigenen Kapitel mit Beispielen eingesetzt, um moderne Bauelemente zu
charakterisieren, zum Beispiel InGaP/GaAs und SiGe Heterostrukturbipolartransistoren, einen SiC MES-
FET sowie Doppelgate-Feldeffekttransistoren. Alle Fähigkeiten zur Simulation von Schaltungen werden
anhand eines Colpitts-Oszillatorbeispiels gezeigt.

Da der gewählte Kleinsignalansatz direkt im Frequenzbereich arbeitet, muss pro Frequenzschritt ein kom-
plexwertiges Gleichungssystem gelöst werden. Da zuvor nur reellwertige Module zur Assemblierung und
Lösung von Gleichungssystemen zur Verfügung standen, wurde beschlossen, diese durch neue Module
zu ersetzen, welche sowohl reell-, als auch komplexwertige Systeme behandeln können. Darüberhinaus
bieten die neuen Module auch eine neue simulatorunabhängige Programmierungsschnittstelle, die es er-
laubt, einfach und benutzerfreundlich beliebige Gleichungssysteme tu assemblieren und lösen.

Um von der fortschreitenden Entwicklung von linearen Gleichungslösern zu profitieren, wurde das Löser-
modul um eine Schnittstelle zu externen Modulen erweitert. Mehrere Module mit Vorteilen für bestimmte
Simulationen wurden bereits angebunden. Zur Analyse dieser Vorteile wurden alle intemen und externen
Löser einer Beurteilung anhand von zahlreichen Simulationsbeispielen unterzogen, deren Ergebnisse es
erlaubten, automatische Hierarchien aus mehreren Gleichungslösern in den Simulatoren zu entwickeln.



Abstract

During the last decades numerical device simulation has proven to be invaluable for characterizing semi-
conductor devices. The economic impact is enormous because results of expensive experiments can be
predicted by employing one or more simulation tools. Furthermore, the results can be used to optimize
the investigated device ~tructures and to single out unpromising variations in advance. The application of
simulation tools has been significantly intensified because of the computational power and the available
memory in today's average computers.

To meet the requirements for the simulation of advanced devices, ongoing effort is put into extension of
these tools by implementations of state-of-the-art descriptions of all relevant physical effects. Besides of
that modeling the simulators have also to be extended by new simulation modes. In course of this work,
the requirements for small-signal simulations have been identified and new features have been added to
the general-purpose device and circuit simulator MINIMOS-NT.

After a short introduction including a motivation and overview of the current market situation, the ana-
lytical problem of the respectivesimulations is derived. As advanced device structures cannot be correctly
simulated by the drift-diffusion transport model any more, higher-order transport models such as four- and
six moments models are also taken into consideration. In addition, the small-signal systems are derived
which are based on the sinusoidal steady-state approach. Afterwards, the various new capabilities of the
simulator are presented and applied for typical simulation tasks.

All features have been used to characterize advanced devices, such as InGaP/GaAs and SiGe HBTS, a
wide-bandgap SiC MESFET, and double gate MOSFETS. The latter require higher-order transport models
in order to accurately extract the steady~state and small-signal device quantities. Furthermore, the mixed~
mode small-signal features have been used to simulate a Colpitts oscillator.

Since the small-signal simulation mode is directly based in the frequency domain, the solution of one
complex-valued equation system per frequency step is required. For that reason, the numerical core mod-
ules have been extended to handle both real-valued and coinplex-valued quantities. The application pro-
gramming interface of the new modules allows an efficient and user-friendlyassembling and solving of
linear equation systems.

In order to profit from new developments of mathematical code, the solver module has been extended
by an interface to external solvers. Several promising linear solvers which have particular strengths for
different kinds of simulations have been coupled to the solver module. In the course of a subsequent
performance evaluation, these strengths have been identified and efficient solver hierarchies have been
constructed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Numerical device simulation has proven to be invaluable for characterizing the specific properties of semi-'
conductor devices under different operating conditions. Advanced simulation tools are able to extract var-
ious figures of merit and allow detailed insight into the physical processes taking place in all regions of
the devices. Furthermore, they can be finally employed to optimize the device structures regarding various
targets.

Due to the computational power and the available memory in today's average computers, device simulation
and optimization can be rigorously employed to pursue these goals. The economical impact is enormous,
considering only the cost of one test wafer in comparison to the costs of one average workstation and the
maintenance of application setups. For that reason, the development of these tools, both commercially
and academically, will be continued in order to provide state-of-the art models, simulation modes, and
user-interaction capabilities.

Such extended features are necessary to meet the requirements for today's advanced radio frequency
(RF) device structures, which are supposed to be characterized also by efficient small-signal capabili-
ties. The basic idea of a small-signal simulation mode is to linearize the transport equations around a
steady-state operating point and apply sinusoidal contact signals. Various important figures of merit, such
as S-parameters or the cut-off frequency IT of atransistor, can be extracted by means of thesmall-signal
simulation mode.

In this introductory chapter the term RF is discussed first, followed by an overview of state-of-the-art RF

devices. In addition, the respective capabilities of commercial simulators are presented and compared
with academic codes, especially with the newl~ implemented features of MINIMOS-NT.

The second chapter contains the derivation of the analytical problem and its discretization including the
nonlinear solution technique. Since the accurate simulation of advanced Mos devices requires a higher-
order transport model as a replacement for the well-known drift-diffusion model, the energy-transport
and sixmoments model provided by MINIMOS-NT are discussed. Furthermore, the small-signal systems
for all three transport models are derived. The third chapter deals with the identified concepts of all
small-signal capabilities which have been implemented in MINIMOS-NT based on the chosen small-signal
approach. The various figures of merit are described and their results presented.

Since the small-signal simulation mode requires the ability to handle complex-valued quantities, the topic
of linear equation systems becomes important. As discussed in the fourth chapter, it has been decided
to completely replace the formerly applied modules handling the real-valued equation systems assembled
by the steady-state and transient simulation mode. Instead, new modules have been introduced which are
able to handle both real-valued and complex-valued equationsystems. As this decision raised various
questions regarding the design, implementation, and application of the new modules, their solutions are
a fundamental part of the discussion of a small-signal simulation mode. Thus, the fourth chapter deals
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with the assembly module, whereas the fifth one discusses the solver modules. Both chapters include
an overview of existing modules and the motivation behind each measure taken during assembling and
solving linear equation systems.

The simulationspresented in the sixth chapter finally demonstrate all of the capabilities discussed before.
Different kinds of examples show how well these features can be used to perform advanced device and
mixed-mode device/circuit simulations. In addition, higher-order transport models are evaluated for a set
of devices. All simulation results are compared either with measurements or with reference results from
other simulators.

A final summary and the outlook for future developments regarding the two main topics of this thesis are
given in the last chapter. The appendices consist mostly of topics regarding the usability of the newly
implemented capabilities. After the documentation ofthe input-deck interface to all feahires, the powerful
and convenient stepping module of MINIMOS-NT is presented, which has been significantly extended
in the course of this work. The third appendix discusses miscellaneous projects such as the interactive
and post-processing mode of MINIMOS-NT, the newly designed and implemented library SEILIB for
advanced and efficient processing of parameterized input-decks, and eventually one of its most prominent
applications, the MINIMOS-NT test. The fourth appendix summarizes the formulae oftwo-port parameter
conversions and the last one explains three different sparse matrix formats.

1.1 Radio Frequency

The abbreviation of radio frequency RF is used both as noun and as a qualifier as seen for example in
RF devices. Actually, the distinction betweenRF and other objects. is based on different historical con-
siderations, such as the bandwidth-based, frequency-based, application-based, and size-based definition
[95]:

Bandwidth-Based Definition: RF amplifiers are treatedsynonymously with tuned amplifiers, implicating
that RF circuits are necessarily narrow-band ones with bandwidths of a small-fraction of the center
frequency. This definition is not much in use any more today.

Frequency-Based Definition: RF is frequently defined as the range of electro-magnetic waves lying be-
tween the low-frequency and the microwave frequency bands, thus consisting ofthe three frequency
bands:

• MF (Middle Frequency) refers to the frequency band between 300 kHz - 3 MHz. The waves
are propagated in the troposphere and absorbed in the ionosphere. They are used for AMradio,
maritime radio, radio direction finding, and emergency applications .

• HF (High Frequency): The band between 3 MHz - 30 MHz is propagated in the ionosphere
and used for amateur radio, CB radio, international broadcasting, military communication,
long-distance aircraft and ship communication, telecommunication .

• VHF (Very High Frequency): The frequencies between 30 MHz - 300 MHz are characterized
by line-of-sight propagation and are used for VHF television, FM radio, aircraft AM radio, and
aircraft navigation.

Application-Based Definition: Especially in communication system engineering, RF is distinguished
by considering the role of the signals at these frequencies. RF signals were historically used as
carriers rather than containing information. Whereas an amplifier extending signals from 600 kHz
to 1600 kHz in the AM radio band would be an RF amplifier, a video amplifier having a pass-band
from 50 Hz to 6 MHz is not, since the information itself is the frequency range.
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Size-Based Definition: An RF device is characterized by taking the phase shift of a signal, occurring over
the extent of the device, into account. Compared to the wave-length of the electro-magnetic wave,
the size of RF devices is not negligible.

The qualifier RF is used to refer to the frequency range lying just below the microwäve range. But this
definition is inconsistent with the term RFlc (Radio Frequency Integrated Circuits) referring to integrated
circuits operating at the millimeter and sub-millimeter wave frequencies. Furthermore, signals are referred
as RF from the AM band to the sub-millimeter and even IR region.For that reason, microwave would be a
sub-range of RF and the distinction between RF and microwave would be obsolete. Though problematic,
the phrase RF and microwave is very popular [95].

As RF cannot be properly defined by etymological and historical considerations, the most rational basis
for defining RF seems to be a feature-based definition. So the distinction between the RF and non-RF
objects is based on required design considerations [95], such as phase shift, reactances, dissipation, noise,
radiation, reflections, and nonlinearity. That set of issues combines any kind of device employed from LF
up to IR ranges.

1.2 Devieesfor RF Applications

Transistors for RF applications have been mostly a market for devices based on the III-V material system
rather than for silicon technologies. These compoundsemiconductors are based on group III elements,
for example alumin~m (Al), gallium (Ga), or indium (In), and group V elements, for example arsenic
(As), phosphorus (P), or antimon (Sb). III-V semiconductors provide better high-frequency performance,
because the inherent physical properties such as the electron mobility enable the components to achieve
a much higher performance. Consequently, III-V components are particularly useful for applications at
higher frequencies or for higher data rates as required for broadband and RF wireless components as well
as for satellite communications. However, as discussed in the sections below, silicon technologies have
started to be a major competitor for such applications.

Besides of the material system, a distinction between the device typé has to be milde. Devices for RF
applications can be split into two major groups: the heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBTS) and field
effect transistors (FETs) such as MESFETS, high electron mobility transistors (HEMTS) and in recent time
the RF MOSFET. A heterostructure device consists of two or more adjacent layers of different semicon-
ductor materials. Due to the different material properties of these layers, there is an abrupt transition in the
bandgap and carrier transport. The transit times of vertical bipolar devices such as HBTS mainly depend
on the thickness of the base layer, which has to be as thin as possible to achieve an IT above 200 GHz
[113,211], and on the base-collector space-charge regions. For silicon FETs, the performance depends
on the capabilities of the lithography technology [68]. Basically, the most important limiting factor of
the response of the transistor is the transit time of the minority carriers across the base region. Due to
the performance advantage, the transconductance, high self-gain, loW'lIf noise and other benefits bipolar
transistors are still the device of choice for many applications, for example in the 40 Gb market [68].

1.2.1 Devices Based on the 111-V Material System

The GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistor (HBT) has been among the most popular RF devices and was
applied in advanced mobile communication applications. Besides the performance, the advantages are a
very low off-state power consumption as well ashigh current amplification [160].
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In recent years a new III-V compound semiconductor technology emerged: devices based on indium
phosphide (loP), which are able to replace GaAs as the material of choice for high-performance, high-
volume commercial applications [210]. loP based technologies have numerous advantages over the GaAs
system for Illany applicatiolls. For example, they offer performanc~ advantages in fiber-optic, millimeter-
wave and even wireless applications due to the high gain x breakdown voltage product and thus yield
efficiency. In addition, the ability to produce cost-efficient high-volume loP microelectronics enables
several markets for government and commercial applications. loP single heterojunction bipolar transistors
demonstrated excellent cut-off frequencies fT and maximum oscillation frequencies fmax, but due to
the narrow bandgap collector only relatively low collector breakdown voltages BVCEO - conventionally
between 0.5 and 2.0 V - are possible.

In order to increase the breakdown voltage, a second heterojunction and thus a double heterojunction
bipolar transistor has been introduced. A number of promising results with cut-off frequencies up to
342 GHz and breakdown voltages of the order of 6 V have been demonstrated [102]. A wide bandgap
material, for example typically loP or AlInAs, allows higher BV CEO - up to 9 V and more - due to the
reduced collector fields and thus reduced impact ionization. In addition, the thermal conductivity is higher
and the electron saturation velocity Vsat of loP is about two times higher than that of InGaAs resulting
in a short collector transit time at high breakdown voltages [184]. The limitation is the collector current
blocking due to the conduction band discontinuity. Thus, the design of the layer structure for the second
(base collector) heterojunction is of utmost importance. A quaternary material, that is a positionally step
graded InGaAsP, is commonly used to lower the conduction band spike [160].

At the moment, the most prominent high electron mobility transistor is the pseudomorphic AlGaAs/InGaAs
HEMT, which still provides competitive performance (tough challenged by the SiGe HBT) for low-noise
applications in receiver circuits up to 100 GHz [101,160]. HEMTS based on narrow bandgap materials
such as InGaAs and gate lengths below 100nm show cut-offfrequencies beyond 400GHz [160]. Recent
results show a cut -off frequency of 547 GHz for an InGaAs/InAlAs HEMT [199] and 550 GHz for an
loP HEMT [198]. Finally it is to note, that devices which incorporate nitrides have become popular in
recent time [170]. The so-called III-nitride devices combine different advantages regardiIi~ the transport
properties, thermal conductivity, and wide bandgaps results in high breakdown fields [160].

1.2.2 Devices Based on Silicon

Heterojunction bipolar transistors (HBT) based on silicon germanium (SIGe) are able to progressively
replace devices of the III-V material system, because competitive typical figures of merit are already
achieved. For example values for the cut-off frequency of 375 GHz [173] (with associated fmax =
210 GHz), and for the maximum oscillàtion frequency of 285 GHz [113] are reported. The major ben-
efit of these devices is their compatibility with the standard CMOS process flow, where well-established

. sophisticated multi-layer metalizationlayers and interconnects are available [160].

Integrated circuits for optical transmission and wireless communication systems are based on SiGe HBT
or BICMOS technologies. Among these applications are 40Gb optical fiber links, 5.8GHz electronic
toll collection transceivers for intelligent transport systems, and integrated frequency divider circuits for
wireless local area networks [236].

Development of such advanced devices is based on aggressive device scaling. Thereby, the design focuses
separatelyon the emitter, the base, and the collector. The base transit time is reduced by thinning the base
film as deposited, reducing thermal cycles in order to minimize the base dopant diffusion, adding carbons
to reduce boron diffusion, and increasing the germanium ramp to accelerate electrons. The concentration
in the collector is increased in order to reduce the collector-base space-charge layer and to increase the
transconductance [69].
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Due to the relatively low electron mobility, compared to III-V materials, and the location of the inversion
channel near to the interface between silicon and silicon dioxide, silicon Mos transistors have always
been regarded as slow devices. In addition, the relatively large gate length contributed to an inferior

.RF perf()rmance. Due to the ag~e~sive downs~aling in the last decade, an advanced RF MOSFET does
in fact have a smaller gate length than comparable III-V FETs today. Due to the resulting peak cut-off
frequencies up to 100 GHz with relatiyely low noise figures, complementary metal oxide semiconductor
(CMOS) devices can now be employed also for RF applications.

The main reason for this development can be found in the recent advances in CMOS processing, gate length
scaling, and progress in Sol technologies [132]. Despite of several scaling limits regarding short channel
and hot carrier effects, gate tunneling and minimum oxide thickness the development has been already
continued down below the 100 nm feature size. In fact development has sped up, so that the International
Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors [67] had to be revised twice recently: the 1999 projection for
the 2003 technology node was decreased from 120 nm to 100 nm, the gate length for devices in high-
performance logic circuits from 85 nm to 45 nm. These developments have also a significant impact on
the transistor speed. The continuous scaling has both reduced the chip size and accelerated. the transistors.

Furthermore, there.has been research in the area of materials compatible with silicon technology. In order
to improve the performance of VLSI circuits, silicon germanium is applied dueto its material properties.'
Strained silicon has been started to be used as channel material. This layer, which utilizes an underlying
relaxed SiGe layer, allows to enhance both the electron and hole mobilities. In [120], laterally scaled
Si-SiGe n-channel FETs are reported with iT = 79GHz and imax = 2l2GHz for Lg = 80nm and
iT = 92 GHz for Lg = 70 nm. Related results can be found in [57, 121] .

.1.3 Numerical Simulators

In order to cope with explosive costs, reduced time-to-market figures, and to deal with high competition,
Technology Computer-Aided-Design (TCAD) is more and more applied during development and produc-
tion of new devices [162]. The basic motivation for applying numerical simulation tools is to reduce the
number of test wafers, to evaluate a vast number of device variations by numerical means and to optimize
devices and processes. Optimization of geometry, doping, materials, and material compositions targets
high output power, high breakdown voltage, high speed (high iT and fmax), low leakage, low noise, and
low power consumption. This is a challenging task that can be significantly supported by device simu-
lation. Whilesteady-state simulations are sufficient for optimization targets such as breakdown voltages,
turn-on voltages, or leakage currents, small-signal simulations are required for many performance and
noise issues [162].

The continuously increasing computational power of the average workstation computer and available
cluster computing technologies enables the large-scale application of TCAD software. Several commer-
cial device simulators [4,20,42,111,200,214-216] company-developed simulators like [30,148], and
university-developed simulators [38,62,104, 105, 116, 153,203,205,207,237] have already been used for
supporting device design and development. The major differences between these simulators are

• the dimensionality: one, quasi-two, two, quasi-three, or three dimensions.

• the èhoice of the computational approach: partial differential equations or Monte Carlo .

• the choice between microscopic or macroscopic approaches: Wigner, Schrödinger, Green's function
or macroscopic transport models .

• the choice of the macroscopic carrier transport model: drift-diffusion, energy-transport, or six mo-
ments.

• capabilities of included electrothermal effects.
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On the circuit simulation level the approaches mentioned above including the various macroscopic trans-
port models require too much computational resources, especially in terms of time and memory, if large
circuits consisting of thousands of transistors have to be simulated. For that reason, circuit analysis tools
like the well-known SPICE [168] simulator are based on compact models (see Section 3.6.1). They try
to provide a closed form description of the electrical behavior of the devices, which results in far less
equations than the approaches based on discretized partial differential equations. However, especially for
advanced semiconductor devices 'the extraction of the various parameters is a cumbersome task. Further-
more, calibration against given experimental data is required as extrapolation from one generation to the
next is rarely possible. A possible replacement of normally expensive experimental data can be simulation
results from device simulations.

1.3.1 The Commercial Simulators

Tools for Technology Computer Aided Design have been essential for the development of more advanced
and sophisticated devices. In the areaof device simulation, the major player in the commercial market
for simulators is the company Synopsis at the moment. Since the acquisition of Integrated Systems En-
gineering AG (ISE) in November 2004, the company provides the well-known TCAD software packages
MEDICI/DAvINCI [214,216] and DESSIS [111]. Competition comes for example from Silvaco with the
ATLAS framework [200] and Crosslight (formerly Beamtek Software) with die LASTIP!PIcs3D/ApSYS
simulators for optoelectronics and advances physical modeling [42]. In addition, several general frame-
works as presented in Section 4.2.1 are provided for the solution of partial differential equations, which
can also be employed for semiconductor modeling and simulation.

S-PISCES of Silvaco as part of the ATLAS simulation framework [200] calculates steady-state, small-
signal AC, and transient solutions for general rion-planar two-dimensional silicon device structures. The
related simulator for compound semiconductors is BLAZE2D/3D, which provides a library including also
ternary and quaternary materials ..The calculated small-signal characteristics are the cut -off frequency iT,
S-, Y-, H-, and Z- parameters, the maximum available gain (MAG), the maximum stable gain (MsG), the
maximum frequency of oscillation Cfrnax) and the stability factor.

The multi-dimensional simulator DESSIS [111] provides relatedfeatures. The small-signal capabilities are
incorporated in the mixed-mode, which supports electrothermal netlists with mesh-based device models
and SPICE circuit models.

MEDICI of Synopsis [216] (a former Avant! product), is a two-dimensional simulator. A small-signal
analysiscan be performed to calculate frequency-dependent capacitances, conductances, admittances, Y-,
S-, and H-parameters. DAVINCI [214] is the related three-dimensiomil device simulation program with
a similar set of features. The approach is also based on [127], including the numerical split of real- and
complex-valued part.

Applications of advanced RF devices must often be seen in a circuit related context [208]. For that reason,
circuit simulation programs such as Spice [147], Agilent's ADS [4], or HSPICE of Synopsis [215] are em-
ployed. Whereas these circuit simulators are based on conipactmodels, device simulators with distributed
modeling (solving of a system of partial differential equations) of the transistors offer so-called mixed-
modes. Realistic dynamic boundary conditions imposed by a circuit allow to extract circuit-related figures
of merit. Although this approach is limited by performance,and memory considerations,the highly so-
phisticated models required for today's advanced device structures can be directly employed for transient
or small-signal circuit simulations [231].

,It is a well-known fact, that correct steady-state modeling is an important prerequisite for any kind of
subsequent simulations. Thus, the advanced simulators incorporate drift-diffusion and advanced transport
models such as energy transport models [89] and provide several advanced mobility models. In addition,
models for recombination, band-gap narrowing, impact ionization, band-to-band tunneling, hot carrier in-
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jection, Schottky contacts, and floating gates have to be included to account for the properties of advanced
device structures.

1.3.2 The Device and Circuit Simulator Minimos-NT

MINIMOS-NT [105] is a general-purpose semiconductor device simulator providing steady-state, tran-
sient, and small-signal analysis of arbitrary two- and three-dimensional device structures. In addition,
mixed-mode device/circuit simulation [88] is offered to embed numerically simulated devices in circuits
with compact models. The devices can be connect~d both electrically and thermally.

The simulator deals with different complex structures and materials, such as Si, Ge, SiGe, GaAs, AlAs,
lnAs, GaP, InP, their alloys and non-ideal dielectrics. In combination with this comprehensive material
database, the state-of-the-art set of physical models enables the user to simulate all kinds of advanced
device structures, such as Mos devices of the sub-IOD nm technology, silicon-on-insulator devices, and
heterostructures. The implemented physical models take all important physical effects such as bandgap
narrowing, surface recombination, transient trap recombination, impact ionization, self-heating, and hot
electron effects into account.

Besides the basic semiconductor equations [193], several different types of transport equations can be
solved. Among these aie the energy-transport equations which capture hot-carrier transport [22,209], a
six moments transport model, [85], the lattice heat-flow equation to cover thermal effects like self-heating
[227]. Furthermore, various interface and boundary conditions are taken care of, which include Ohmic

, and Schottky contacts, thermionic field emission over and tunneling through various kinds of barriers .

.MINIMOS-NT is equipped with a very powerful controllanguage called Input-Deck Programming Lan-
guage (IPL) [118]. For the specification of a simulation various keywords must be set. These keywords
can contain arbitrarily nested expressions and can depend on the current simulation status. With the
IPL, the user is able to customize a simulation by creating input-deck filés written in plain ASCII text.
MINIMOS-NT provides various default input-deck files with standard settings:

MINIMOS-NT is the successor of MINIMOS [195]. Whereas the latteds restricted to simple Mos struc-
tures, MINIMOS-NT can be employed for arbitrary device structures with unstructured grids.
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Chapter 2

Device Simulation

In orde~ to analyze the electronic properties of semiconductor structures under all kinds of operating
conditions, the effects related to the transport of charge carriers under the influence of external fields must
be modeled.

Most applied macroscopic models for carrier transport in semiconductors are based on the semiclassical
Boltzmann transport equation. By applying the method of moments [22] this six-dimensional equation can
be transformed into an infinite series of three-dimensional equations. This allows one to derive a hierarchy
of increasingly complex transport models:

• The drift-diffusion transport model:' Keeping only the zero- and first- order moment equations
together 'with proper closure assumptions [193] yields thecurrent relations of the drift-diffusion
model. Together with the Poisson equation, they form the basic semiconductor equations as given
first by VanRoosbroeck [225] (see Section 2.1.1).

• The energy-transport transport model: Considering two additional moments gives the energy-trans-
port model [22,89,209], where the carrier temperatures are allowed to be different from the lattice
temperature. Since the current densities depend then on the respective carrier temperature, two more
quantities, the electron temperature and the hole temperature, are added.

• The six, moments transport model [84, 85]: according to the name, six moments are included to
describe carrier transport. The two additional quantities are the electron and hole kurtosis.

Whereas in most simulators carrier transport can be treated by the drift-diffusion and the energy-transport
transport models, MINIMOS-NT additionally provides the six moments transport model. Recent research
indicates, that the six moments model is able to accurately cover the ï'mportant range of gate lengths from
25 nm to 100 om [83]. Above this gate length less costly four moments models, for example an energy-
transport model, can be used if the more accurate descriptions of the distribution function of the carriers
is not required. Despite the fact that the drift-diffusion transport model loses its accuracy already for gate
length below 250 nrn, it is still frequently and industrially applied due to its efficiency.

In this chapter, the analytical problem based on the three transport models as well as its discretization is
discussed. The second part of the chapter deals with the simulation modes of the simulator. The discussion
of the steady-state simulation mode covers also the nonlinear solution technique. This is followed by the
transient simulation and eventually the derivation of the small-signal system.
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2.1 The Analytical Problem

The analytical problem is basically formed by nonlinear partial differential equations. These equations are
the Poisson equation (2.1) and the current continuity equations for the two carrier types in semiconducting
materials, electrons and holes,

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

. The unknown quantities of this equation system are the electrostatic potential 'ljJ, and the electron and hole
concentrations nand p, respectively. q is the elementary charge, gOdenotes the space charge density and
R stands for the net recombination rate, which is defined as

R = Rn - Gn = Hp - Gp •

These three equations can be derived from thefour Maxwell equations [100]:

° aB
V' x E=--. at '
V'.B=O,

aD
V'xH=J+at,

V'.D=g.

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)
(2.7)

(2.8)

E and D are the electric field and displacement vectors, respectively, and Hand B are the magnetic field
and induction vectors, respectively. J is the conduction current density.

D is related to the electric field E by the permittivity tensor Ê (assumed to be a scalar e hereafter):

D=ÊE, (2.9)

which is valid for all materials which have a frequency-independent permittivity and do not have piezo-
electric or ferroelectric effects. The Poisson equation can be derived by introducing a vector potential A
defined by B = V' x A, which is inserted in (2.5):

(2.10)

After interchanging the order of the time derivative and the curl operator and using the associative property
of the curl operator, the argument of the curl operator can be substituted by the gradient of a scalar
potential, because V' x V' 'ljJ yields zero:

(2.11)

Since the wavelength is much larger than the typical semiconductor device dimensions, the quasi-stationary
approximation can be assumed. With an operating frequency fop = 200 GHz, COas the speed of light in
vacuum and Cr = 11.9 [217] and J..tr = 1 as the relative permittivity and permeability in silicon, respec-
tively, À = col (vcr J..trfop) equals 435 J..tm [91]. The typical gate length of industrially produced devices
is already below 100 nm. In the quasi-stationary approximation, the time derivative of the vectorpotential
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can be neglected. By inserting E = - '\l 'lj; into (2.9) and by inserting the result into (2.8), the Pois-
son equation (2.1) is finally obtained. The space charge density {! in semiconductors is composed of the
charges of electrons, holes, the ionized dopant atoms and other charged defects:

(! = q(p - n + C) .

The fixed charge C is commonly modeled as

C= Ni; -NA'

(2.12)

(2.13)

where Ni; is !he concentration of the positively charged donor atoms and NA the concentration of the
negatively charged acceptor atoms. Dynamic recombination processes such as the Shockley-Read-Hali
recombination require an àdditional dynamically changing trap charge Nt. It is important to note that not
all dopants are electrically active and that not all electrically active dopants are always ionized. Particularly
at low temperatures this fact has to be included in the model. However, in silicon at room temperature
Njj = ND and NA = NAis assumed.

The Poisson equation without considering a magnetic field is finally obtained by

(2.14)

The continuity equation for the conduction current density is derived by applying the divergence operator
to (2.7) and using (2.8):

(2.15)

The equation can be interpreted, that all sources and sinks of the conduction current density are compen-
sated by the time variation of the space charge density.

Whereas the Maxweli equations can be used to derive the Poisson equation and the current continuity
equations, the current relations cannot be derived from them. The carrier transport equations are therefore
discussed in the next sections.

2.1.1 The Drift-Diffusion Transport Model

Many causes of the current flows can be identified, for example gradients of the carrier concentrations,
temperatures or material properties or a contribution determined by Ohm's law [137,138]. The latter
component is called drift current and can be formulated as

Jdrift = (7E . (2.16)

With (7n = qnJ.Ln as the electrical conductivity, J.Lnas the mobility of electrons, and V n = -J.LnE as the
mean velocities of electrons, the current density is obtained by

J~rift = qnJ.LnE = -qn Vn . (2.17)

Whereas the electric field accelerates the carriers, the velocity of the carriers is limited by various scat-
tering mechanisms. such as lattice vibrations (phonon scattering) [31]. The saturation velocity ~at is
generally modeled independently of the doping, whereas below ~at an indirect relation is encountered.
The diffusion current is caused by the thermal motion of the carriers described by the gradient of the
carrier concentration. Derived from the law of diffusion, the following relation can be given:

J~iffusion = qDn'\l n .
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Dn is the diffusion coefficient for electrons which is often modeled using the mobility by the Einstein
relation

(2.19)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. This relation is valid for conditions close to thermal equilibrium and
for non-degenerate carrier systems (Boltzrrumn statistics). Both current components are added to obtain
the isothermal drift-diffusion transport model

(2.20)

which is applied in (2.2) to obtain the current continuity equation. Together with the Poisson equation
(2.1), they form the basic semiconductor equations as given first by VanRoosbroeck [225]:

\1. (E\1'lj;) = -P;

. an
\1. (Dn \1n - J.£nn\1'lj;) = R+ at '

\1. (Dp\1p+J.£pp\1'lj;) = R+Z.

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

To this set the lattice heat-flow equation (2.24) is frequently added to account for thermal effects such as
self-heating in the deviçe:

(2.24)

This equation requires modeling of the thermal conductivity ~L, the mass density PL, the heat capacity
CL, and the locally generated heat H. As the parameters of equations (2.21) to (2.23) depend also on
the lattice temperature and a gradient in the lattice temperature causes a current flow [227], the thermal
drift-diffusion carrier continuity equations for electrons and holes are given as [194]

(2.25)

(2.26)

forming a coupled system with (2.24) ..

2.1.2 Types of Partial Differential Equations

Nonlinear partial differential equations of second-order can appear in three variants: elliptic, parabolic,
and hyperbolic. The Poisson equation as well as the steady-state continuity equations form a system of
elliptic partial differential equations, whereas the lattice heat-flow equation is parabolic.

This can be shown for the Poisson equation posed in a bounded domain D E R2 by rewriting the differ-
ential operators of (2.21) in (2.27) and for Cartesian coordinates in (2.28), which is then compared with a
general partial differential equation of second order (2.29):

\12'lj; = -eiE,

8;u + a~u= -eiE,

Auxx + 2Buxy + CUyy + Dux + Euy + Fu = G .
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The coefficients A to G are piecewise continuous functions of x and y. In analogy to quadratic forms, one
can calculate the determinant

d= AC-B2, (2.30)

and classify the given equation: in case d > ° the equation is elliptic (for the Poisson equation: A = C =
1, B = 0), in case d = 0 parabolic and in case d < 0 hyperbolic.

To completely determine the solution of an elliptic partial differential equation boundary conditions have
to be specified. Since parabolic and hyperbolic partial differential equations describe evolutionary pro-
cesses, time normally is an independent variable and an initial condition is additionally required. As the
transient continuity equations are parabolic, they require such an initial condition.

2.1.3 Systematic Derivation of the Macroscopic Transport Models
\

Macroscopic transport models can be systematically derived from the Boltzmann transport equation [134]

ofat + u. \lrf + F. \lpf = Q[f(k)] . (2.31)

(2.32)

This equation is a time-dependent partial integro-differential equation in the six-dimensional phase space
(k, r), which assumes that the carrier motion is determined by Newton 's laws. The solution is the distri-
bution function f, u denotes the group velocity, F standsfor the external force. The scatteririg operator
Q[.], which is in general nonlinear in f, represents the rate of change of f due to collisions and is modeled
via Fermi's Golden Rule.

The distribution function f as solution of (2.31) is used toobtain the probability of finding a carrier inside
a phase-space volume dkdr. The equilibrium distribution function is the Fermi-Dirac distribution. If the
Pauli exclusive principle is neglected, the Maxwell distribution is obtained. In the drift-diffusion model
the cold and in the energy-transport the heated Maxwell distribution is used. The six.moments model uses
an analytical distribution function in the approach pursued here [84].

This can be performed either directly by Monte Carlo simulations [112,115,122,123] or by the methods
. based on the expansion of the distribution function in momentum space into a series of spherical harmonics

[97].

Monte Carlo simulations are particularly useful to obtain a physically accurate picture including vari-
ous effects with as few approximations as possible. Since the simulations require much computational
resources in terms of time and memory, it is rarely used on an engineering level. The extraction of
small-signal parameters is often prohibitively costly, because the evaluation of a small-signal perturbation
requires a low variance in the results.

Whereas for extremely small devices with gate lengths below 10 nm systems based on the Wigner-Boltz-
mann equation [70, 149-151] have been applied, the ballistic limit has been investigated by using transport
models based on the Schrödinger [124] equation.

As its direct solution requires considerable computational resources, simpler solutions are obtained by
investigating lower moments of the distribution function only. These include the electron concentration n,
the electron temperature Tn, and the electron kurtosis ßn.

By multiplying (2.31) with a weight function <1>(k) and integrating the result over the k space, the macro-
scopic transport equations are obtained. It is assumed that the Brillouin zone extends towards infinity,
which is justified due to the exponential decline of the distribution function [240]. This procedure results
in the following partial differential equations in (r, t)

o~~<1» + \lr . n (u Q9 <1» - n F. (\lp Q9 <1» = J <1>Q[f(k)] d3k ,
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while the coordinates of the k space are saturated. As macroscopic quantities describing the average
behavior of the microscopic quantity <p(k), moments neither depend on k nor contain the respective infor-
mation any more.

For the balance and flux equations, the weight functions £i and p£i with the momentum p = Ii k are
often used [84]. For the drift-diffusion transport model, the expansion is truncated at i = l, for the
energy-transport transport model at i = 2, and eventually for the six moments transport model at i = 3.
The balance and flux relations read as follows [83]:

<Po= £0 = 1
an + 'V . (nVo)=> at = nqo

. 0 anPo A nF =nQo<Pl= p£ = p => -- + 'V . (nUl) -
at

<P2= £1 anWI-- + 'V . (n VI) - 1nF . Vo = nqlat

<P3= p£l
an PI A

nF. (wtÎ + ÛI) =nQI-- + 'V . (nU2) -at

<P4= £2 anW2-- + 'V. (nV2) - 2 nF. VI = nq2at

<P5= p£2
anP2 A

nF. (W2 Î + 2Û2) = nQ2-- + 'V . (nU3) -
ât

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.35)

(2.36)

(2.37)

(2.38)

with

The moments of the scattering integral are

nqi = J £i Q[f(k)]d3k ,

nQi = J pEi Q[f(k)] d3k ..

F stands for the external force, which is given as

F(r) = -qE(r) ,

(2.39)

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

for homogeneous band structures and neglected magnetic fields. In addition, the system is claimed to be
diffusion dominated [174]. As a consequence, the convective terms and the time derivatives in the flux
relations are neglected resulting in parabolic partial differential equation systems [89].

The moment n is the carrier concentration, n Vo the average carrier flux, WI the average energy, n VI the
average energy flux, W2 the average energy squared, and nV2 the average kurtosis flux. Vo is the average
carrier velocity, Po is the average momentum, ÛI the energy tensor, Û2 the second energy tensor, and Û3
is eventually the third energy tensor. Furthermore it can be noted that (2.33) - (2.38) are the continuity
equation and current relation, the energy balance and energy-flux relation, and the kurtosis balance and
kurtosis-flux relation, respectively.

As this equation system contains more unknowns than equations and each equation is coupled to the next
higher one, the so-called closure problem comes into play: additional relations have to be introduced in
order to close the equation system, thus making it solvable. There are several approaches to overcome
this problem [84], for example the maximum entropy method [129], Grad's method [80], the cumulant
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(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45)

closure method [176,192,235], or a Maxwell closure [85]. The choice of variables which are expressed
by other ones is critical. The current density is proportional to the average velocity Va. Furthermore,
the average energy WI is used to model many physical effects. For that reason, Vi and Wi are chosen
to remain as solution variables and the additional moments are expressed as functions of the solution
variables. According to [82], the energy-like tensor Ûi are

~ i-I 2 ~ (2)
Vi = (u0p£ ) = "3HiWiI+Ui (Wi,~),

where the anisotropic second term is neglected. By applying the macroscopic relaxation time approxima-
tion [82,87] the equation system in the form of (2.44) and (2.45) is obtained.

anw. . .
--~+\l'(nV)-iF'nV; l=nq.at ~ ~- ~,

\l. (nÛi+1) - n F . (wâ +i Ûi) = nQi ,

with

Wi - Wi,eq
qi=-----,

Ti

ViQi = --.. f.Li

The fluxes can be explicitly written as

2f.LiHi+I(n( ) F 3+2iHi)n Vi = 3 v nWi+1 - n Wi 2H .
q i+l

(2.46)

(2.47)

(2.48)

The non-parabolicity correction factors Hi equal unity in the case of parabolic bands and are modeled
as either energy-dependent using a simple analytical expression [28], by the incorporation of bulk Monte
Carlo data [84,219] or via analytic models for the distribution function [82].

Note that (2.45) still contains the tensors Ûi which have to be approximated by the unknowns of the
equation system Wi and Vi. Finally, the following variable transformation according to [86] is introduced:

- (15k2T2) ßW2 - 4 B ,

'-v-'
. Maxwell

105 3 3
W3 = (SkBT ), ..

-----------Maxwell

(2.49)

ß and , are the contributions of the non-Màxwell closure. Thus, in order to obtain the Maxwell closure,
ß = 1 and , = 1 is used. The quantity ß is the kurtosis of the distribution function and indicates the
deviation from the Maxwell shape. The quantity, depends on the applied closure relation and equals ßC
for the generalized Maxwell closure, which will be used in the following. Then, the following form of the
flux equations can be obtained:

with

n Va = - Ao ( \l (nkBT) - nF ho) ,

nVI = -Al (\l(nk~T2ß) - nFhlkBT) ,

nV2 = -A2(\l(nk~T3,) -nFh2k~T2ß),

(2.50)

(2.51)

(2.52)
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(2.55)

(2.54)= 0,+ '\1. (nVo)

The balance equations are derived as

an
at
anT T -TeqCl-- + '\1. (nVI) - F. nVo= -nCl--- ,at Tl

anT2ß T2ß - T~ßeq
C2 at + '\1. (nV2) - 2F. nVl = -nC2. T2' (2.56)

with Cl = 3kB/2 and C2 = 15k~/4. By using the equilibrium solution of the Boltzmann transport
equation, the equilibrium values Teq andßeq can be calculated for the Maxwell distribution.

The equilibrium carrier temperature defined by (2.49) is different from the lattice temperature, because a
non-parabolic band structure is used. One obtains Teq >=::i 309.452 K and ßeq >=::i 1 [84]. These are also the
values used for the Dirichlet boundary conditions for T and ß. For the carrier concentration a standard
Ohmic contact model is used, corresponding to a cold Maxwell distribution at the contacts.

In the following sections, the transport models for the parabolic case are used. Thus, hi = Hi = 1,
Teq = TL, and ßeq = 1, resultingin

Ao = ILo ,
. q

A _ 5 ILl
1 - 2q , (2.57)

2.1.4 The Six Moments Transport Model

The closure ofthe six moments transport model at <P6 was determined as '"'(= ßC• Thus, the following flux
equations can be derived:

Jn = -q(nVo) = -qAo('\1(nkBT) -nF) , (2.58)

Sn = (nVl) = ( 2 2 . ) (2.59)-Al '\1(nkBT ß) - nFkBT ,

Kn= (nV2) = -A2('\1(nk~T3ßC) - nFk~T2ß) . (2.'60)

(2.62)

(2.61)

(2.63)

= 0,+ '\1. (nVo)

The balance equations are

an
at

3kB anT F . nVio = -n 3kB T - TL
2 at + '\1 . (nVI) - 2 Tl

15k~ anT2ß + '\1. (nV
2
) _ 2F. nV

l
= -n 15k~ T2ß - T[ .

4 m. . 4 ~
With c = 2.7 the best match for W3 was obtained in comparison to Monte Carlo simulations [83]. The
boundary conditions are derived by applying a cold Maxwell distribution:

feq = Aexp (-k:T
L

) , (2.64)

n = J f 9 dE , (2.65)

resulting in the boundary conditions for the higher moments

(2.66)

(2.67)
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2.1.5 The Energy-Transport Model

By using the closure ß = 1 at <P4, the flux equations of the energy-transport transport model can be
obtained:

Jn = -q(nVo) = -qAo(\7(nkBT) -nF) ,

Sn = (nV1) = -Al(\7(nk~T2)-nFkBT).

The balance equations are (2.61) and (2.62).

2.1.6 The Drift-Diffusion Transport Model

(2.68)

(2.69)

For the drift-diffusion transport model, the closure at <P2 was found<to be Tn = TL, yielding the following
balance and flux equation:

Jn = -q(nVo) = -qAo(\7(nkBTL) -nF),
an an 1- + \7. (nVo) = - - - \7 . J = 0 .at at q n

(2.70)

(2.71)

(2.72)

(2.73)

These equations look very familiar, as they were the result of the derivation in Section 2.1.1. In the flux
equation (2.70), the external force is substituted by F = -qE = q \7 '1/;.

Eventually, (2.70) must be inserted into (2.71), which is the balance equation corresponding to (2.2).

an
\7. Jn = -q at

\7. [-q~(\7(nkBTd-nq\7'1/;)] =-q~:
When TL is assumed to be constant, the isothermal drift-diffusion model as already shown in (2.22) can
be finally obtained:

with the net recombination rate R = Ro according to

nqo = n (1) - (l)eq + Ro = Ro
TO

2.2 The Discretized Problem

(2.74)

(2.75)

In general, the problem as defined in section Section 2.1.3 cannot be solved analytically. Thus, the so-
lution has to be calculated by numerical methods, which normally require a discretization of the partial
differential equations. For that reason, the domain V where the equations are posed has to be partitioned
into a finite number of subdomains Vi. which are usually obtained by a Voronoi tessellation [33, 156]. In
order to obtain the solution with a desired accuracy, the equation system is approximated in each of these
subdomains by algebraic equations. The unknowns of this system are approximations of the continuous
solutions at the discrete grid points in the domain [193].
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Several approaches for the discretization of the partial differential equations have been proposed. Due to
the discretization of the current continuity equations it hasbeenfound to be advantageous to apply the
finite boxes discretization scheme for semiconductor device simulation [193]. This method considers the
equation integral form for each subdomain, which is the so-called control volume Vi associated with the
grid point Pi.

Before the Gauss integral theorem can be applied, the fluxes(2.58)-{2.60) are inserted in the balance
equations (2.6I)-{2.63) (analogously to the drift-diffusion model above):

an
at

CanT +
lat

c anT2ß
2 at +

=0, (2.76)

(2.77)

(2.78)

,
The inner products F .Jnand F . Sn are discretized as [85]

(2.79)

. .
which can be handled in a straightforward way by employing the box integration method [193]. Conse-
quently, equations (2.76)-{2.78) as well as the Poisson equation (2.21) are integrated resulting in

(2.82)

(2.80)

(2.83)

=0,

= 0, (2.81)r andVJvat
c r anT dV

1 Jv at
c r anT2ß dV

2 Jv at
Finally, the discretized equations are written implicitly as control functions:

an
Fni = -a Vi, t

anT
FT' = Cl--Vi,t at t

+ piVi = 0, (2.84)

= 0, (2.85)

(2.86)

(2.87)

with dij as the distance between grid point Pi and P j, Aij as the interface area between the respective
domains, and Vi as the volumn ofthe domain. Jn,ij, Sn,ij, and Kn,ij are the projections ofthe fluxes Jn,

Sn, and Kn onto the edge eij, respectively, and are evaluated at the center point of this edge. For the grid
point Pia general control function for the quantity x is implicitly given as

F;i = E FXii + Gi = 0 ,
j

(2.88)
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Figure 2.1: Box iwith six.neighbors

where j runs over all neighboring grid points in the same segment, FXii is the flux between points i and j,
and Gi is the source term (see Figure 2.1).

Grid points on the boundary aVare defined as having neighbor grid points in other segments. Thus, (2.88)
does not represent the complete control function PXi, since all contributions of fluxes into the contact or
the other segment are missing. For that reason, the information for these boxes has to be completed by
taking the boundary conditions into account. Common boundary conditions are the Dirichlet condition,
which specifies the solution on the boundary av, the Neumann condition, which specifies the normal
derivative, and the linear combination of these conditionsgiving an intermediate type:

n . \l x + ax = 6 . (2.89)

Generally, the form of these conditions depends on the respective boundary models, and the conditions
depend in turn on the interior information. For that reason,the equation assembly is often performed
in a coupled way, causing complicated modules. For instance, it is absolutely necessary to differenti-
ate between interior and boundary points. Considering a general tetrahedron, there exist many kinds of
boundary points (depending on the number of edges involved), which have to be treated separately. This
leads to a complicated implementation of the models and can make simplifications necessary. Thus, due
to organizational and implementational issues this form of coupling should be avoided.

More complex models with exponential interdependence between the solution variables such as thermionic
field emission interface conditions [185,201] have also been implemented.

A method has been under development to implement segment models calculating the interior fluxes and
their derivatives independently from the boundary models. The segment models do not have to differen-
tiate the point type, they do not even have to care about the boundary model used. The assembly system
is responsible for combining all relevant contributions by using the information given by the boundary
models.

2.2.1 Interface Conditions

To account for complex interface conditions, grid points located at the boundary of the segments (see
Figure 2.2a) have three values, one for each segment (see Figure 2.2b) and a third point located directly
at the interface which can be used to formulate more complicated interface conditions like for example,
interface charges. However, to simplify notation these interface values will be omitted in die discussion
and only the two interface points, i and i', are used.
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a)

Segment 1

----0----

Figure 2.2: Splitting of interface points: Interface points as given in a) are split into three different points having
the same geometrical coordinates b)

Basically, the two (incomplete) equations F;i and F;i' are completed by adding the missing boundary
fluxes Fx .. ,:','

(2.90)

(2.91)

The intermediate type of interfaces (2.89) and thus also the two other types of interfaces are generally
given in linearized form by:

(2.92)

a, ß, and, are linearized coefficients, Fx .. , represents the flux over the interface. The three types of
interfaces differ in the magnitude of a. ',' . .

In the case of an arbitrary splitting of a homogenous region into different segments, the boundary models
have to ensure that the simulation results remain unchanged. By adding (2.91) to (2.90), the box of grid
point Pican be completed and the boundary flux is eliminated. The merged box is now valid for both grid
points, for that reason the respective equation cannot only be used for grid point Pi, but also for Pi"

Whereas the segment models assemble the so-called segment matrix, the interface models are responsible
for assembling and configuring the interface system consisting of a boundary and special-purpose trans-
formation matrix. New equations based on (2.92) can be introduced into the boundary matrix without any
limitations on a, thus from 0 (Neumann) to 00 (Dirichlet). The interface models are also responsible for
configuring the transformation matrix to combine the segment and boundary matrix correctly. Depending
on the interface type there are two possibilities:

• Dirichlet boundaries are characterized by a ---+ 00. Thus, the implicit equation Xi = ßXi' - , can
be used as substitute equation. As these equations are normally not diagonally dominant they have
a negative impact on the condition number and are configured to be preeliminated (see Section 4.8) .

• For the other types (explicit boundary conditions) the boundary flux is simply added to the segment
.fluxes. In the case of a large a, the transformation matrix could be used to scale the entries by 1/ a
because of the preconditioner used in the solver module (see Section 4.10).

Note, that all interface-dependent information is administrated by the respective interface model only.

As an additional feature, the transformation matrix can be used to calculate several independent boundary
quantities by combining the specific boundary value with the segment entries (also in the case of Dirichlet
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boundaries). For example, the dielectric flux over the interface is calculated as :Ei F;i and introduced as a
solution variable because some interface models require the cross-interface electric field strength to model
effects such as tunnel processes. Calculation of the normal electric field is thus trivial. Note that this is
not the case when the normal component of theelectric field En has to be calculated using neighboring
points when unstructured two- or three-dimènsional grids are used.

See Figure 2.3 for an illustration of these concepts. The transformations are set up tocombine the various
segment contributions with the boundary system.
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Figure 2.3: The complete equations are a combination of the boundary and the segment system. This combination
is controlled by the transformation matrix and depends on the interface type. In the upper figure, the
case for Dirichlet boundary conditions including substitute equations is shown, in the lower figure for
all other cases.

2.2.2 Boundary Conditions

Contacts are handled in a similar way to interfaces. However, in the contact segment there is only one
variable available for each solution quantity (xc). Note that contacts are represented by spatial multi-
dimensional segments. Furthermore, all fluxes over the boundary are handled as additional solution vari-
ables Fe (for example, contact chargeQe for the Poisson equation, contact electron current Inc for the
electron continuity equations, or He as the contact heat flow).

For explicit boundary conditions one gets

(2.93)

(2.94)

with i running over all segment grid points.

At Schottky contacts explicit boundary conditions apply. The semiconductor contact potential 'l/Js is fixed
and given as the difference of the metal quasi-Fermi level (which is specified by the contact voltage 'l/Jc)
and the metal workfunction difference potential 'l/Jwf.

(2.95)where
Ew'l/Jwf= --.. q

The difference between the conduction band energy Ee and the metal workfunction energy gives the
workfunction difference energy Ew which is the barrier height of the Schottky contact.
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For Dirichlet boundary conditions one gets

FXi =xC - h(Xi) = 0 ,

FFc =Fc + LF~i= O.

(2.96)

(2.97)

Here, Xc is the boundary value of the quantit~, which is a solution variable, whereas (2.97) is used as
constitutive relation for the actual flow over the boundary Fe.

For example, at Ohmic contacts simple Dirichlet boundary conditions apply. The contact potential 'lj;s, the
carrier contact concentrations ns and Ps, and in the energy-transport simulation case, the contact carrier
temperatures Tn and Tp are fixed. The metal quasi-Fermi level (which is specified by the contact voltage
'lj;c) is equal to the semiconductor quasi-Fermi level. With the constant built-in potential 'lj;bi (calculated
after [65]), the contact potential at the semiconductor boundary reads

(2.98)

For Neumann boundaries the flux over the boundary is zero hence the equation assembled by the segment
model is already complete.

2.3 Steady-State and Transient Analysis

This section gives an overview about the steady-state and transient simulation modes including a discus-
sion of the nonlinear solution technique. For the steady-state analysis, the discretized equations (2.21),
(2.22), and (2.23) can be symbolically written as:

F1jJ(w) = 0, (2.99)

Fn(w) = 0, (2.100)

Fp(w) = 0, (2.101)

with

w= (;) (2.102)

Note that for the sake of simplification, the vectors of the discretized quantities and equations are not
explicitly noted. The resulting discretized problem is then usually solved bya damped Newton method
which requires the solution of a linear equation system at each step. The result of the steady-state sim-
ulation mode is the operating point, which is a prerequisite for any subsequent transient or small-signal
simulation.

2.3.1 Solving the Nonlinear System

As the resulting discretized equation system is still nonlinear, the solution w*, which is assumed to exist
is obtained by applying a linearization technique. The nonlinear problem can be defined as

F(w) = 0,
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with

(
F1/J(w) )

F(w) = Fn(w).
Fp(w)

(2.104)

Most iterative methods are based on a fixpoint equation w = M(w), where M(w) is constructed in such
a way that the fixpoint w* is a solution of that equation [193]. During the iteration the error between
the current solution wk of the k-th iteration step and w* converges to zero, if specific properties and
requirements on the initial guess wO are fulfilled. With a neighborhood S(w*), M(w) E S, wES and a
constant a E [0,1[, the iteration will converge for any wO E S(w*) to w*, if

IIM(w) - w*11 ~ allw - w*ll, Vw ES. (2.105)

Then, M(w) is a so-called contractive mapping, and the locally convergent iteration does converge for
any wO ESto w*. In order to fulfill (2.105) it is assumed that the Frechet derivative M' (w) exists àt
the fixpoint w* and that its eigenvalues are less than one' in modulus [193]. According to the Ostrowski
theorem [243], M( w) is contractive if the spectral radius p(M' (w)) < 1, which is the maximal modulus
of all eigenvalues of M( w). If M' (w) exists such that

1. M(w* + h) - M(w) - M/(w)h - 0
'h~ 11h11 - ,

(2.106)

M/(W) is the Frechet derivative. The most prominent of such linearization techniques is the Newton.
method [136] based on a Taylor series expansion. It can be written in the form [193,201]:

-J(w). ( ;; ) ~ f(w),

where J (w) is the Jacobian matrix with the first partial derivatives [136]:

aF1/J aF~ aF1/J
a'lj; an ap

J(w) = aFn aFn aFn
a'lj; an ap
aFp aFp aFp
a'lj; an ap

As the iteration can be rewritten in the form

(2.107)

(2.108)

(2.109)

thePrechet derivative evaluated at w* equals I - J(w*)F/(w*) resulting in p = O. Hence, the Newton
method converges for all wO sufficiently close to w*.

It is important to note that J must only be an approximation of the Frechetderivative, which follows from
the derivation of p [193]. Furthermore, in order to enlarge the radius of convergence and thus improve the
convergence behavior of the Newton approximation, the couplings between the equations can be reduced,
especially during the first steps of the iteration. Before the update norm, that is the infinity norm of the
update vectors of all quantities, has fallen below a specified value, the derivatives as shown in Table 2.1 are
normally ignored. Besides the driving force for electrons and holes in the drift-diffusion model, Fn and
Fp, and the tunneling current density Jtun, all quantities are already known from the previous sections.
Note that for the sake of simplification just the symbols are given without vector notations.
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D n p

Jn
âJn âJn
âTn âFn

Jp
âJp âJp
âTp âFp

Sn
âSn âSn âSn
â'I/J âTn âßn

Sp
âSp âSp âSp
â'I/J âTp âßp

R
âR âR âR
â'I/J ân âp

â/.Ln
/.Ln âFn

/.Lp
â/.Lp
âFp

Jtun
âJtun âJtun âJtun âJtun âJtun--

â'I/J ân âp âTn âTv

Table 2.1: Ignored derivatives during the first steps of the Newton iteration.

The linear equation system for the k-th iteration step looks like:

(2.110)

The right-hand-side vector F(wk) is the residual and xk+l is the update and correction vector. This
solution vector x of the linear equation system is used to calculate the next solution w of the Newton
approximation:

(2.111)

To avoid overshoot of the solution and to extend the local convergence of the method several damping
schemes suggested by Deuflhard [50] or Bank and Rose [15] can be used to calculate a damping factor D.
The damped update reads

(2.112)

Investigations have shown that damping basedon the potential delivers the most promising results [65]:

l+<5.ln~
D - th- 1+ <5. ("~~" - 1) , with 0::; <5 , (2.113)

where <5is an adjustable parameter of the damping scheme, x'IjJ the update norm of the potential sub-
vector, and vth the thermal voltage. Larger<5 yields more logarithm-like damping. The potential damping
scheme avoids the expensive evaluation of the right-hand-side vector, which is for example required for
the scheme of Bank and Rose [15].
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2.3.2 Transient Simulation

The transient problem arises if the boundary condition for the electrostatic potential or the contact currents
becomes time-dependent. Hence, the partial time derivatives of the carrier concentrations in (2.22) and
(2.23) have to be taken into account.

There are several approaches for transient analysis [193], among them are the forward and backward Euler
approaches. Whereas the former shows significant stability problems, the latteris unconditionally stable
for arbitrarily large time steps !::lt. However, full backward time differencing requires much computational
resources for solving the large nonlinear equation system at each time step, but gives good results. The
quality of the results can be measured by the truncation error [146]. Equations (2.21), (2.22) and (2.23),
discretized in time and symbolically written, read then at the rn-th time step when rn+ 1 is to be calculated:

m+l m
D ( m+l) = n - n
£n W !::lt'

(2.114)

(2.115)

(2.116)

From a computational point of view it is to note, that in comparisOn to the steady-state solution the alge-
braic equations arising from the time discretization are significantly easier to solve [193]. This has mainly
two reasons: first, the partial time derivatives help to stabilize the spatial discretization. Second, the so-
lutions can be used as a good initial guess for the next time step. Furthermore, the equation assembly
structures can be reused (see Section 4.12).

2.4 Small-Signal Simulation

Small-signal device simulation is used to extract the relationship between small sinusoidal terminal volt-
ages and currents which are superimposed upon an already calculated steady-state operating point. This
relationship depends on the DC operating point and on the frequency. The amplitude of the superimposed
signal is considered to be small as long as harmonics are not generated within the device.

A small-signal simulation mode can be based on several approaches, some of them which will be shortly
discussed in this section in accordance with the well-known overview from [127]. Whereas many ofthese
approaches are based in the time domain and can thus use a transient simulation mode, the 83 A approach
(Sinusoidal Steady-State Analysis) is directly applied in the frequency domain.

In Figure 2.4 a comparison between approaches based in the transient and frequency domain is shown.
The time derivatives are usually discretized by a backward Euler discretization, and thus a high number of
steps has to be performed to achieve sufficient accuracy. For that reason the time consumption is usually
reduced by extracting an equivalent circuit using the information of only one frequency.

Fourier decomposition techniques were one ofthe first choices to characterize AC device behavior [127].
The entries of the admittance matrix are obtained after the Fourier transformation of transient current
and voltage responses. This allows to employa transient simulation mode followed by transformation
algorithm, for example a fast Fourier transformation. The technique is rigorous and universally applicable,
but requires much computational resources, as a high number of time steps is required in order to achieve
sufficient accuracy in the time and frequency domain.

An alternative are the so-called incremental charge partitioning heuristics. An entry of the capacitance
matrix is obtained by Cij = !::l Qi/!::l Vj. !::l Qi is the incremental charge at the contact i. Whereas the
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of transient and frequency-domain-based approaches [233]. The dashed rectangles of the
83A approach symbolize complex-valued equation systems, the other real-valued ones..

results can be accurate and computationally inexpensive, this approach cannot be applied in a general-
purpose device simulator. For example the gate capacitances of a MOSFET can be readily computed, since
the transient current is solely a displacement current and the integral can be evaluated. The incremental
charge is then simply the incremental charge induced at the gate by the voltage perturbation; The charge
partitioning technique is heuristic and cannot be generally applied. For specific problems good results can
be obtained with small computational resources.

2.4.1 Equivalent Circuits

In order. to perform small and large signal simulations, equivalent circuits are frequently extracted and
applied. The advantages of these circuits can be summarized as follows: like the compact models used in
circuit simulations, they can be evaluated very efficiently. In addition, the values for the circuit elements
can be optimized in order to deliver a nearly perfect match with the measurement data used for the cali-
bration. The extraction procedure and the limitation for predefined operating conditions can be regarded
as the disadvantages of this approach.

The small-signal modeling of a GaAs heterojunction bipolar transistor is often based on the linear hybrid
II model [74,187]. The applied model is extended by the separation of inner and outer base resistance
and of the base-collector capacitances. An alternative model is the T-model as discussed in [130]. In
Figure 2.5 a standard II-type small-signal equivalent circuit of a HEMT [169] (left) and aT-type eight-
element small-signal equivalent circuit of an HaT are shown [160]. Although this approach can be very
efficient, inaccurate compact models can endanger the quality of the results.

2.4.2 Sinusoidal Steady-State Analysis

The most rigorous small-signal simulation mode is based on the sinusoidal steady-state analysis (83A)
approach, which is well-established in the device simulation area [77,90,111,127,214,216,218]. In
contrast to the alternative approaches, transient analysis is not employed. The approach is rigorously
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Figure 2.5: These figures [160] show a standard II-type small-signal equivalent circuit of a HEMT (left) and a T-
type eight-element small-signal equivalent circuit of an HBT. The dashed rectangles denote the intrinsic
devices, the terminàl resistances can be additionally included in the simulation.

correct and can be applied with small computational effort. Its results are very accurate due to the formal
linearization of the device. In addition, the analysis is based directly in the frequency domain. Harmonics
cannot be considered, because the device is linearized by. a Taylor series expansion terminated after the
linear term. Two properties can be identified why 83A is both an extremely accurate and very efficient
approach:

1. Due to the linearization of the device, no harmonic generation is possible. Hence, no errors related
to the perturbation amplitude are possible.

2. Furthermore, this approach is not based on a time discretization and hence no respective discretiza-
tion error can occur.

2.5 Derivation of the Complex-Valued Small-Signal System

In order to derive the complex-valued small-signal system based on the 83A approach, the equations
(2.21), (2.22), and (2.23) can be symbolically written as [90]:

F1jJ(1/;, n,p) = 0,

F, (.1. ) = aGn(n(t)) .n<p,n,p at'

F (.1. ) = aGp(p(t))
p <p, n,p at'

For the derivation of the linear small-signal system, the following time-dependent functions

1/;(t) = 1/;0 + '!!!..eÏwt
,

n(t) = no + lleÏwt ,

p(t) = Po + p'eÏwt ,
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are substituted into the equations (2.117), (2.118), and (2.119) to obtain

, t ' t ' tF'f/;('lj;o+ 'lj;e1w , no + 11e1w,Po + l!.e1w ) = 0 ,

Fn('lj;o + ,!£eÏwt, no + 11eÏwt,PO + l!.eÏwt)- aC~(no; 11
eÏwt

) = 0 ,

. ' t
, t ' t 't aGp(po + pelw )

Fp('lj;o + 'lj;e1w , no + 11e1w ,Po + pelw ) - a - = 0 .- - t

(2.123)

(2.124)

(2.125)

The zero subscript stands for the steady-state operating point of the device. The time derivatives of the G
functions in (2.118) and (2.119) are calculated using the chain rule as follows:

, t
aGn(n(t)) = ôGn(n(t)) an _ aGn(no + 11e1w ) n'weÏwt

at an at ' an . ru ,
, t

aGp(p(t)) = aGp(p(t)) ap = aGp(po + l!.e1W
) 'weÏwt

at ap at " ap l!.J .

(2.126)

(2.127)

To obtain the linearized version of (2.117), (2.118), and (2.119), a Taylor series expansion is performed,
which is generally defined for a function with several unknowns as follows [29]:

N 1 (a a )i'F(x + h, y + k, ... ) = F(x, y, ... ) + L i!h ax+ k ay +... F(x, y, ... ) + RN,
t=l

(2.128)

where RN is the remainder term of the approximation. This formuhl can be speCialized for the three
unknowns 'lj;, n, and p, and termination after the linear part (i = 1) resulting in the small-signal approxi-
mation:

(2.129)

(2.130)

By applying (2.129) for the functions F of equations (2.123), (2.124), and (2.125) with the functions
(2.120), (2.121), and (2.122), the following approximation is derived:

F('lj;o+ ,!£eÏwt, no + 11eÏwt, Po + l!.eÏwt) =

, . a ['!£eÏwtFJ, a [neÏwt F] a œejwt F]
=~+ a'lj; , + an + ap

de solution

If this approximation is substituted into equations (2.123), (2.124), and (2.125), the resulting equation
system reads

'wt [aF7j; aF'f/; aF'f/; ]o = ~+e1 '!£ a'lj; + 11 an + l!. ap ,
de solution

( ) _iwt [aFn (ÔFn. aGn) aFn ]o =~ +t:' '!£ a'lj; + 11 an - JW an + l!. ap ,
de solution

( ) _iwt [aFp aFp (aFp. acp) ]o =~ +t:' '!£ a'lj; + 11 an + l!. ap - JW ap .
de solution
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According to equations (2.99), (2.100), and (2.1a1), the steady-state solutions are equal to zero. This linear
equation system can be written in the following matrix notation [127], where the subscript de emphasizes
that all derivatives are evaluated at the steady-state operating point:

ßF1jJ ßF1jJ ßF1jJ
ß'If; ßn ßp

[!]ßFn ßFn ßen ßFn
=0. (2.134)

ß'If;
---JW--

ßpßn ßn
ßFp ßFp ßFp . ßep---JW--
ß'If; ßn . ßp ßp de

The real-valued part of the system matrix equals the Jacobian matrix as shown in (2.108). For that reason,
the assembly of this part of the matrix can be performed in exactly the same way as for steady-state
analysis. The complex-valued contributions are then added by the transient models. As a consequence,
the real-valued part can be stored during a frequency stt~pping since only the complex-valued part is
modified.

As already discussed in Section 2.3.1, the exact Jacobian matrix can be replaced by a simpler matrix.
Since the solution of the 83 A small-signal system does not involve an iterative process but is based on the
linearization of the device, it is absolutely necessary to take all derivatives into account. If the simulator
offers the possibility to skip several entries (for example iteration schemes, see Section 3.6.4), it has to be
ensuredthat the complex-valued system matrices contain all necessary entries. The same problem occurs
while iteratively solving the complex-valued equation system. The preconditioner has to be configured in
such away that no entries are removed (see Section 5.2.5).

2.5.1 Boundary Conditions and the Complete System

In contrast to the Newton procedure, the right-hand-side vector is mostly zero. The small-signal Neumann
boundary conditions are the same as during steady-state analysis. The frequency-independent boundary
conditions for n and p are zero, because the derivatives vanish in the Taylor series expansion öf the contact
control function. Real- or complex-valued Dirichlet boundary conditions for 'If; can be used to excite the
system.

After the complete complex-valued linear system for a small-signal analysis is assemble~, the following
parts can be identified:

- [J + jwC] 2£ = Q , (2.135)

where J is the real-valued Jacobian as shown in (2.108) and (2.134), C. contains the contributions of the
time-dependent nonlinear e functions, 2£ is the complex-valued solution vector

(2.136)

and Q the complex-valued right-hand-side vector.

2.5.2 Extension for Higher-Order Transport Models

The small-signal system for the energy-transport transport model reads as follows:

-AHD ['If; !lE Tn Tp JT = BHD .
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With matrix AHD from (2.138), the small-signal system for the six moments transport models is eventually
given by

[ AHD SI].[. .] T- -S S 'lj; 11 P Tn Tp ßn ßp = BSM ,
II ---I!l - - --- --

(2.139)

(2.140)

(2.141)

(2.142)

If a device, for example a power RF transistor, has to be characterized under conditions where a harmonic
generation takes place, the small-signal approximation has to be replaced by large-signal simulations
[241] such as the nonlinear harmonic balance, envelope, or shooting-method simulation [220]. In contrast
to small-signal simulation, the device is then not linearized and the harmonic generation as depicted in
Figure 2.6 can be taken into account. Rather than ignoring the harmonics and thus getting results which
actually violate physical conditions, the additional voltage and current vectors are included in the simula-
tion. Simulators for Harmonic Balance simulations are for example proposed in [6,8,206].

An alternative are Volterra methods which are similar to the small-signal systems besides the fact that they
take more than the first term of the Taylor series expansion into account [125].
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Figure 2;6: Comparison of small-signal and large-signal simulations. In the case of too high RF power, harmonics
are generated within the non-linear devices. These additional voltage and current vectors cannot be
taken into account by linearized small-signal approximations [45].

2.6.1 Harmonic Balance

Three important parameters for RF and power devices are the power gain and output level, the power
added efficiency as the ratio between the difference of the output and input power and the steady-state
input power, as well as distortion [241]. These quantities can be efficiently extracted by the Harmonic
Balance method.

Harmonic Balance is a highly accurate analysis technique which is also based in the frequency domain
[220]. For that reason the large-signal steady-state performance of a semiconductor device can be much
faster obtained than using a computationally more expensive transient analysis [177]. Harmonic Balance
can be used for simulating analog RF problems which are naturally handled in the frequency domain.
Among the results are harmonic distortion, third-order intercept points, gain compression, phase noise,
and intermodulation products in non-linear circuits [5]. As the input stimulus is assumed to consist of
steady-state sinusaids, the solution of the Harmonic Balance simulation is a sum of steady-state sinusoids
including the input frequencies additionally to significant harmonics and mixing terms.

The Harmonic Balance approach consists of an expansion of each device variable, that is for example cp,
n, and p, as a Fourier series and solves for the coefficients XnO, Xn,h = X~h + jX~,h given as [177]

with H as the number of harmonics. Thus, the main objective is to calculate the coefficients in such a
way that the nonlinear partial differential equations as derived above are satisfied within a given tolerance.
Higher-order frequency components are neglected as they are assumed to be irrelevant. This results in the
characteristic trade-off between accuracy and performance, because smaller numbers of H can be faster
solved while being less accurate. As the Fourier coefficients are calculated, the time-domain signal can
be obtained from the Fourier expansion [177].

The time domain state vector x of length N = 3K + Q is given by [221]

(2.144)

with K internal nodes and Q terminals of the linear network. For the three quantities 'lj;, n, and p, the
lengths and the dimension of the equation system is given by (3K + Q)(2H + 1), because (2H + 1)
values are required to represent each state variable waveform Xn (t). Thus, the memory consumption can
be regarded as the major disadvantage of that approach.
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The input stimulus is usually an either one- or two-tone sinusoid (more than two sinusoids are normally
already too expensive) with the form [241]:

(2.145)

where A2 is zero for an one-tone simulation. In an intermodulation distortion test, the frequencies nI and
n2 are very closely spaced [221].

The benefits of Harmonic Balance are that this approach is able to extract steady-state performance of a
device in the presence of potentially longer time constant phenomena, while it avoids excessive number
of time steps in multitone analyses [177]. A particular strength of the Harmonic Balance method is that it
can include models for linear components which are directly based in the frequency domain. Such models
are required for lossy or dispersive transmission lines [125].

For the solution of the resulting equation systems, special algorithms and numerics, such as the restarted
version of GMRES, are required [220]. Furthermore, difficulties are reported in case of strongly nonlinear
circuits or circuits containing signals with al:>rupttransitions [125].

Finally it has to be noted that the linearity is an important prerequisite for advanced systems as higher-order
harmonics at the output can be neglected. In a nonlinear device harmonics are generated even for pure
sinusoidal inputs. An important figure of merit is the so-called third-order inter-modulation intercept point
[171], at which the output amplitude of the third harmonic equals that of the fundamental one [135]. For
that reason, the third harmonic intercept voltage parameter is considered to give a good indication of the
device linearity. For Mos devices, VIP3 can be approximately obtained from steady-state characteristics
[239]

VIP3 =.V249m
,

9m3

with the transconductance 9m and its third derivative 9m3.

2.6.2 Complex-Valued Equation Systems

(2.146)

The 83 A approach obviously requires the ability for solving complex-valued linear equatiOn systems,
for which several methods can be applied. One possibility is to reuse a real-valued assembly and solver
system, split the real and imaginary part as suggested in [127] and solve both systems separately. If the
complex-valued matrix has the form

the real-valued system looks as follows:

-[J+jC]~=Q, (2.147)

where

~= [XR + jXI],

Q = [bR + jbI] .

(2.148)

(2.149)

(2.150)

In terms of memory consumption this approach has, especially for three-dimensional simulations, severe
disadvantages, since the dimension doubles causing a fourfold-sized system matrix. Thus, the compu-
tational effort for factorization can be excessive. In [127] iterative methods like block-Gauss-Seidel or
block-SOR are suggested for reducing this effort. In Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, complex-valued assembly
and solver systems are discussed. In addition, the results of an evaluation of these approaches is given.
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Chapter 3

Small-Signal AC Analysis

The small-signal analysis mode of MINIMOS-NT is based on the S3A approach presented in Chapter 2
and discussed in Section 2.5. After a conventional DC step at a given operating point the simulator is
switched to the simulation mode in the frequency domain, where the device is excited by a complex.
sinusoidal perturbation of infinitesimal amplitude. In comparison to transient methods performance is
better (only one equation system per frequency step has to be solved) and the results are more accurate as
time discretization is not involved.

3.1 Introduction

The major objective of small-signal simulations is to extract various figures of merit of the devices or
networks. Two-port parameter sets are useful design aids provided by manufactures for high-frequency
transistors. In addition, they are used to extract the cut-off frequency or the maximum oscillation fre-
quency, which are further required for characterization of the devices. The following basic definitions are
generally used [164]:

Impedance Z=R+jX, Z = IZI = VR2 + X2 ,

R = ?R(Z),
G

Resistance R= y2

X = ~(Z),
B

Reactance X=-- y2
. 1

Y = IYI = vG2 +B2,Admittance Y= - =G+jB- Z '

G = ?R(Y),
R

.Conductance G= Z2

B = ~(Y),
. X

Susceptance B=-- Z2

with the imaginary unit j = Fï.
Furthermore, a distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic parameters has to be made. Measured admit-
tance and scattering parameters are normally different from the simulation results. If the errors are system-
atically introduced by the measurement environment, it is useful to represent the device as embedded in a
parasitic equivalent circuit. Hence, the intrinsic parameters represent the de-embedded device. Based on
a standard parasitic equivalent circuit, tlie simulator can take all parasitics into account and can calculate .
also extrinsic two-port parameters.
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In order to clarify the notation of the various parameters hereafter, the following definition shall be used:
y refers to a specific complex-valued admittance value, however for the sake of readability Y as in Y-
parameters refers to a general admittance quantity. A lower case letter for an intrinsic parameter is some-
times used to distinguish from extrinsic parameters written with an upper case letter. For the sake of
clarification, this distinction is not made in this work and the context of the respective parameter is always
clearly indicated.

3.1.1 Admittance, Impedance, Hybrid Matrices and Parameters

An N -port device/network can be represented by several matrices or parameter sets. At low frequencies,
these are usually Y-, Z-, H-, or A-matrices or parameters, because they can be easily measured with open
or short circuits.

Y-Matrix

Z-Matrix
Port 1.

H-Matrix

A-Matrix

Port 2

Figure 3.1: Voltages and currents of a two-port device/network.

For a two-port device/network as depicted in Figure 3.1, they are defined as follows:

(
~I ) = .( Yll YI2) ( VI )
'/,2 Y2I Y22 V2

( ~~) = (~~~ ~~~) ( ~~)

( ~~) = (~~~ ~~~) ( ~~) ,

(
VI) (All AI2) ( VI )

i2 = A2I A22 -i2'

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

Hybrid (H-) parameters are often used for the description of active devices such as transistors. Like Y-
parameters, they are difficult to measure at high frequencies. The absolute value of the H2I parameter is
used to characterize fT, where the current gain has dropped to unity. The so-called chain or A-parameters,
sometimes also referred to as ABeD-parameters, are useful for cascaded circuit topologies, since these
parameters allow matrix multiplications of the single elements:

(AIB2 + BID2) )
(CIB2 + DID2)

(3.5)

Measurements ofZ-parameters require (analogously to Y-parameters) open circuit connections which may
act as short circuits at RF frequencies due to stray capacitances.
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3.1.2 Scattering Parameters

Advanced devices are operated under their originally intended environment conditions for higher frequen-
cies above 100 MHz. A steady-state bias is applied to all terminals superimposed by an additional RF

excitation. The sinusoidal cùrrents and voltages of all terminals with magnitude and phase should be mea-
sured. This would normally involve Z-, Y-, H- and A-parameters of the linear two-port theory, which are
able to completely describe the electrical properties of the device. Unfortunately, three main problems can
be identified [45]:

1. At high frequencies it is problematic to directly measure voltages and currents. Voltmeters and
current probes cannot be simply connected due to the probe impedances and problems related to a
correct positioning. It is necessary to apply either Ac-wise open or short circuits as part of the Z-,
Y-, and H-parameter measurement. Especially at high frequencies short and open circuits are diffi-
cult to obtain because of lead inductances and capacitances. Such measurements typically require
tuning stubs which are adjusted at each measurement frequency. This is not only inconvenient and
cumbersome, but a tuning stub shunting the input or output may cause active devices to oscillate or
self-destruct and thus prevent measurements or making them invalid [98].

2. The voltages and currents depend on the -length of the cable used to connect the device under test to
the measurement setup. Hence, the measured values depend on the position along the cable.

3. At high frequencies, true open and short termination of the device is hard to achieve.

To avoid these drawbacks, S-parameters can be used to characterize a two-port network, which are related
to the scattering and reflection of traveling waves (power or equivalent voltage waves). Instead of open
and short termination, the ports are terminated by a cable of the charaCteristic impedance Zoo The device -
is so embedded into a transmission line of a certain characteristic impedance Zo, usually 50 n. This
scattering andreflection is comparable to opticallenses which transmit and reflect a certain amount of
light. The traveling waves can so be interpreted in terms of normalized voltage and current amplitudes.
S-parameters are the complex-valued reflection coefficients at each port and complex-valued transmission
coefficients of the equivalent voltage wave between each pair of ports. Hence, an N -port device or circuit
with N2 S-parameters has N reflection coefficients and N2 - N transmission coefficients. An additional
advantage is the fact, that traveling waves do not vary in magnitude at points along a lossless transmission
line. In contrast to other parameter measurements, S-parameters cari be measured at some distance from
the measurement transducers [98].

J2.J. •

Port 1
S-Matrix •

Port 2

Figure 3.2: Traveling waves at a two-port device/network.

S-parameters provide detailed information on the linear behavior of the two-port. As shown in Figure 3.2,
they are basically defined as follows:

( ~~) = (~~~ ~~~)( :~ ) , (3.6)
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Figure 3.3: Definitionof S-parameters.
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with ai and bi as traveling waves. As illustrated in Figure 3.3, the S-parameters are defined as:

( b1 .) = (5u 512) ( al ) ,
b2 521 522 a2

with

(3.7)

lail2 power wave traveling towards the two-port,

Ibi 1
2 power wave reflected from the two-port,

2 Ibl12I5 ul = -Ia 12 power reflected from port 1,
-1 la2=O

151212 = Ibl12 power transmitted from port 1 to port 2,
- la212lal=O

152112 = Ib212 power transmitted from port 2 to port 1,
- lall2la2=o

152212 = Ib212 ... power reflected from port2.
- la212lal=o

The parameters 5u and 521 are obtained by terminating the port 2 by a perfect Zo load (la212 = 0) and
measuring the incident, reflected, and transmitted signals. Parameter 5u is equivalent to the complex-
valued input reflection coefficient (impedance) ofthe device and 521 is the complex-valued forward trans-
mission coefficient. In turn, while terminating port 1 by a perfect load (lall2 = 0), the parameters 522
and 512 are measured, which are the complex-valued output reflection coefficient (output impedance) or
reverse transmission coefficient, respectively. The accuracy of the measurements strongly depends on the
quality of the terminations. If the perfect load cannot be established, the S-parameter definition require-
ments are not met.

The magnitudes of the reflection parameters 5u and 522, which are always smaller than 1, can be in-
terpreted as follows: In the case of -1, all voltages are inverted and reflected (00), .zero means perfect
impedance matching and no reflections (500), and at +1 all voltages are reflected (00 0).

In the case of an active amplification, the magnitudes of the transfer parameter 521 and reverse parameter
512 can be larger than 1. They can also start at a negative value in the case of a phase inversion. If the
magnitude is zero, there is no signal transmission, between 0 and +1 a damping takes place, at +1 there
is a unity gain transmission and above +1 an input signal amplification.
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Sii on the real-valued axis characterize Ohmic resistors. Sii above the real-valued axis characterize in-
ductive impedances. Sii below the real-valued axis characterize capacitive impedances. Sii curves in the
Smith chart are followed clock~wise to increasing frèquencies.

Sij curves in the polar chart are followed clock-wise to increasing frequencies.

3.1.3 Extraction of the Cut-Off and MaXimum Oscillation Frequency

The cut-off frequency h and maximum oscillation frequency fmror. are the most important figures of
merit for the frequency characteristics of microwave transistors. They are often used to emphasize the
superiority of newly developed semiconductors or technologies. For example, as a rule of thumb, the
operating frequency of a transistor, sometimes referred as fop should be ten times smaller than h [189].
Thus, extraction of these parameters is a commonly performed simulation task usually done by small-
signal simulations.

The cut-off frequency h is the frequency at which the gain or amplification is unity, thus the absolute
value of the short circuit current gain H21 equals unity:

(3.8)

H21 is defined as the ratio of the small-signal output current to the input current of a transistor with
short-circuited output. For a bipolar junction transistor, H21 basically characterizes the ratio between the
small-signal collector current ie and the small-signal base current iBo For a Mes transistor, a similar ratio
regarding the small-signal drain and gate currents can be specified:

liel
ßt,ipolar = liB I '

liDI
ßmos = liGI .

(3.9)

(3.10)

The cut-off frequency is normally extracted fot various operating points. Thus, the peak h value is the
highest frequency for this range of operating points. See the left side of Figure 3.4 for a typical curve.
To extract such a complete curve Ie or ID (or VB or VG respectively) is stepped. Hence, two stepping
variables (see Appendix B) are necessary to obtain h: one for the steady-state operating point and one
for the frequency. Whereas the operating point isa matter of ordinary stepping functions, there ar~ several
approaches for frequency stepping:

• The frequency can be simply increased until ß is smaller than one. Then, an interpolation algorithm
is used to obtain the frequency for which ß = 1.

• This so-called unity current gain frequency can be calculated by extrapolation of IH211, because for
a conventional transistor IH211 drops with a slope of -20dB/dec or -6 dB/oct at higher frequencies.
This roll-off slope of a one-pole low-pass is depicted on the right side of Figure 3.4. Thus, the
frequency is increased until the -20 dB/dec region of the curve is reached. An extrapolation yields
the cut-off frequency. Measurement equipments often lise this approach to obtain h, since they
are normally not able to measure such high frequencies as required for today's cut-off frequencies.
However, this method depends on the frequency chosen, that means which frequency assures the
validity of the single-pole approximation [172].

• For simulation purposes it is very inconvenient to run a simulator and a post-processing script in the
end. For that reason a conditional stepping approach was developed to use a mathematical iteration
algorithm to approximate h for a given accuracy (see Section 3.3.3).
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The second important RF figure of merit is the maximum oscillation frequency !mcu<, which is related to
the frequency at which the device power gain equals unity. The value of !mcu< can be determined in two
ways. The first One is based on the unilateral power gain U as defined by Mason

1

821
1

2

U(f) _ fu -1

- 2k 18211- 2R (821) ,
812 812

where k is Kurokawa's stability factor [94] defined as

(3.11)

(3.12)

Therefore, !mcu< is the maximum frequency at which the transistor still provides a power gain [189]. An
ideal oscillator would still be expected to operate at this frequency, hence the name maximum oscillation
frequency. Like the short-circuit current gain H21, U drops with a slope of -20 dB/dec.

The second way to determine !mcu<, which is not entirely correct [189], is based Onthe maximum available
gain (MAG) and the maximum stable gain (MsG). Whereas MAG shows no definite slope, MSG drops
with -10 dB/dec.

!mcu< does not have to be necessarily larger than iT. Generally, transistors have useful power gains up
to !mcu<, that above they cannot be used as power amplifiers anymore. However, the importance of iT
and !mcu< depends on the specific application. Thus, there is no general answer whether !mcu< should be
priorized over iT. Both figures shouldbe as high as possible, and manufactures often strive for iT ~ !mcu<
in order to enter many different markets for their transistors [189].
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3.2 Overview of the Minimos-NT Small-Signal Capabilities

As depicted in the overview in Figure 3.5, the small-signal capabilities which were implemented into
MINIMOS-NT can be divided into two branches:

1. Standard small-signal capabilities: general complex-valued amplitudes can be applied to an arbi-
trary number of terminals of the device. In combination with the frequency setting, the simulator
can be used to calculate the respective complex-valued terminal currents or voltages. For example,
this feature can be efficiently applied to extract the cut-off frequency iT of the simulated device.

2. Extended small-signal capabilities: for several simulation tasks such as the S-parameter extraction,
it is necessary to calculate the complete admittance matrix of the device, which can be obtained by

. .
applying the unity voltage once to each terminal. Since the device is linearized, it does not matter
which voltage is applied at the terminal (besides of numerical considerations). For the special case
of the unity voltage, there is no subsequent division necessary to obtain the admittance value. By
using the standard capabilities, the calculation of the matrix can be a cumbersome task, because
appropriate stepping variables have to be defined and the respective post-processing for collecting
these values has to be implemented and configured. Furthermore, speed-up features suitable for
this kind of simulation task cannot be employed. See for example the discussion of the multiple
right-hand-side feature in Section 4.3. For that reason, a feature for automatically calculating the
complete admittance matrix is provided. Based ön these features, various sets of intrinsic and
extrinsic parameters can be extracted.

Mixed-ModeDC
Single-ModeDC

Mixed-ModeAC
Single-ModeAC

StandardSmall-Signal:
Currents,Voltages

ExtendedSmall-Signal:
IntrinsicAdmittanceMatrix

Further
User-defmed
Calculations

Cut-off
Frequency
Extraction

Intrinsic
Capacitance

Matrix

Intrinsic
Scattering
Matrix

Extrinsic
Two-Port
Circuit

ExtrinsicY-, Z-, H-,
ABCD-ParameterSets

Figure 3.5: Overview ofthe MINIMOS-NTsmall-signal capabilities.

The main simulator output of the extended branch is the intrinsic (de-embedded) admittance matrix. Based
on this matrix, the intrinsic capacitance and intrinsic scattering matrix can be calculated. As an optional
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feature these parameters can be transformed into extrinsic parameters in order to take parasitics introduced
by the measurement set-up into account.

Both branches finally provide comfortable features to extract the cut-offfrequency iT or additional figures
of.merit such as the maximum oscillation frequency fmax. In addition, the user is able to inquire all small-
signal simulation results (see Appendix A6) and can employ the input-deck built-in functions to perform
further calculations, which can then be written to the simulator output file. Thus, as a matter of improved
usability no subsequent post-processing is necessary for the most common simulation tasks.

As already seen in Figure 3.5, all small-signal capabilities are available also for mixed-mode simulations,
which are discussed in the second part of this chapter.

3.3 Standard Single-Mode AC Analysis

This section deals with the basic settings and configuration of the small-signal simulation mode. In addi-
tion, some information about the internal implementation is given. As transient and small-signal analysis
are related simulation modes, their setup and configuration is very similar (see Appendix AI).

3.3.1 Introduction

the AC steps are based on a fully converged steady-state operating point, Therefore, it has to be ensured,
that a DC simulation is started prior to any AC step. Note that this is also implicitly the case for transient
simulations. During initialization of a transient or small-signal simulation, the internally used time or
frequency representation is updated. Due to the backward Euler discretization the transient simulation
mode requires the difference between two time points, Thus, in addition to the current time point also the
last point has to be stored.

All models obtain the reciprocal time as input, which is used by the transient models to calculate their
time-dependent contributions to the equation systems. Depending on the simulation mode, the variable
contains either the reciprocal time difference or the angular frequency. Therefore, it is set as follows:.

1
rtransient --- , (3.13)to - tl

= 27ff . (3.14)

This value is then passed to each model, indicating a DC step in case of zero and a transient orsmall-signal
step in case of non-zero values. All models are subsequently called to add their contributions to the linear
equation system. In order to excite the device, the user can specify the complex-valued amplitude of each
terminal of the device.

3.3.2 SimulationExample

These standard small-signal capabilities will be demonstrated on a simple diode as shown in Figure 3.6.
In the example discussed below, the capacitances over a wide range of frequencies are extracted. The
anode voltage is an additional parameter of the simulation. Refer to Appendix A3 for further details on
the simulation setup.

In addition, the diode was also subject to transient simulations in order to demonstrate the generation of
harmonics when the device is excited with large signals. Three different amplitudes A were used in the
signal applied at the amplitude:

VAnade = Vo + A sin(27f ft) ,
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Figure 3.6: Simple diode structure under investigation. The boron concentration in the p-doped half on the left is
1 x 1017cm -3 equal to the phosphorus concentration in the n-doped part of the diode. ,

with Va = -0.5 V, f = 1 MHz, and the time stepped from 0 s to 2 JLs in 2,048 steps (two periods). The
last 1,024 data points of the cathode currents were the input for the Fast Fourier Transformation [165].
In the left figure of Figure 3.7, the results of the transient simulations are shown for all four amplitudes
A = lOrnV, A = 250mV, A = 500mV, and A = 1 V. Note that the cathode currents are scaled to fit in
the same graph. The right figure depicts the results of the Fast Fourier Transformation.

The upper left side of Figure 3.8 shows the comparison of the simulation results with those obtained
by the commercial simulator DESSIS [Ill]. The other three figures compare small-signal and transient
simulation results of MINIMOS-NT. For an anode voltage of -0;8V, both modes are used to extract the
capacitances and arguments. In the lower right figure thesimulation effort and the relative error of the
transient results in comparison to those obtained by the small-signal mode are shown. It is important to
note that the transient mode requires more than twice the time of the small-signal mode for only ten steps.
'For 1000 transient steps, the effort is more than 60 times larger than for the small-signal simulation.
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Figure 3.7: The left figure shows the results of the transient simulations for the three amplitudes A = 10mV,
A = 250 mV, and A = 1V. The small figures depict the results of the Fast Fourier Transformation of
the respective cathode currents.
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Figure 3.8: The upper left figure compares the small-signal results of MINIMOS-NT and DESSIS. The other three
figures compare the small-signal results of MINIMOS-NT with its transient results: In the upper right
figure the capacitance versus the frequency is shown. The argument versus the frequency is given in
the lower left figure. In bothfigures, different number of periods (P) and number. of steps per period
(S) are compared. Finally, the dependence of the relative errors and the time scaled to the small-signal
result (time ratio) on the number of transient steps is illustrated in the lower right figure. The number
of periods is 2, the frequency is 1MHz and the transient data is compared with the small-signal results.
The trade-off between the reduction of the relative errors and the increasing computational effort can be
clearly seen.
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3.3.3 Extraction of the Cut-Off Frequency

Frequency stepping can be based on several approaches (see Section 3.1.3). One possibility is to apply
a conditional stepping algorithm which is directly stepping to the unity gain point. Such a method is not
only faster and more accurate, but additionally makesa post-processing for interpolations or extrapolations
obsolete. As for a bipolar transistor ß is defined as

ß(f) = lid!) I
liBU)1 '

one can easily obtain a nonlinear function

F(ß) = ß - 1.0 = 0 .

(3.16)

(3.17)

The objective of the conditional stepping is to find the root of the function (3.17) with an error below a
specified value. As such a simulator capability can be applied to extract also other quantities, for example
the threshold voltage, it is generally implemented and derived in the following.

Basically, the root of the nonlinear function F is bracketed in the interval [fi, fu]. The values FUI) and
FUu) have opposite signs and the function is continuous, for that reason one root lies in the interval given.
The conditional stepping algorithm is based on the well-known Regula Falsi (False Position) algorithm.
According to [165] the nonlinear function is assumed to be approximately linear in the local region of
interest.

False Position converges less rapidly than the related Secant method. In contrast to a Newton method
which requires the derivatives, only the actual function values are used. For that reason, the algorithm can
be directly integrated in the respective stepping module (see Appendix B).

The first two iteration steps are used to obtain the initial values FUI) and FUu) at the specified start
boundaries fi (lower boundary) and fu. These values must have opposite signs, otherwise the method
fails. The next value is found at the intersection of the line connecting these two points. This line is given
by L:

(3.18)

Separating the intersection frequency fI (LU) = 0) yields

(3.19)

Depending on the sign of F(fI) either the lower or the upper boundary is replaced by fr. The loop is
terminated if FUI) is smaller than the accuracy given or if the maximum iteration count is reached.

For iT extraction this algorithm seems to be promising as the frequency characteristics are indeed an
approximately linear function (in the area of interest) with only one root. However, an important drawback
of this approach is the use of fixed boundaries fi and fu. First, the frequency range of a iT extraction can
be very wide, especially if more than one operating point is required. Second, the method fails if both
values FUI) and FUu) have the same sign. Third, the method converges slowly if the interval [fI, fu]
is very wide. To overcome this trade-off between usability and performance, the boundaries fi and fu
are always reread during the simulation. Furthermore, an automatic adaptation is provided such that too
narrow boundaries are automatically extended. This allows on the one hand side the specification of
very narrow boundaries, which is important to speed up the convergence, and exempt the user of finding
practicable values for fi and fu, which can be a cumbersome task.
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In order to quantify these considerations, an evaluation of various boundary settings and error values has
been performed. The narrowness of the boundaries N in respect of an h (which is already mown) means,
that the lower and upper boundaries equal h :l:N, respectively (h = 35.8 GHz). In Figure 3.9 the effort
for the extraction of h in terms of the required steps is analyzed. The left figure shows the iteration
steps for two different sets of boundaries. The right figure compares various boundaries and errors. It
can be seen that a significant speed-up can be achieved with narrow boundaries even for very accurate
simulations.
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Figure 3.9: These figures analyze the effort for the extraction of iT by conditional stepping. On the left side, two
different sets of lower and upper boundaries are compared for an error value of 10-3. Whereas for the
wide boundaries of 1a GHz and 100GHz 24 steps are required, the narrow boundaries of 30GHz and
40 GHz reduce this effort down to five steps. On the right side, the number of steps depending on the
narrowness of the boundaries for different errors are shown.

In Figure 3.10, extracted cut-off frequencies for Mas transistors with different gate lengths and the three
transport models as discussed in Chaptèr 2 are shown. The results obtained by the small-signal simulation
mode of MINIMas-NT are compared with Monte Carlo data [83] and results based on the quasi-static
approximation. The latter are obtained as a result of steady-state simulations. By applying the quasi-static
approximation, the following definition can be used for Mas transistors [115,217]:

h - 2- dID ~ 2- ID(VG+ ßV) - ID(VG - ßV)
- 27r dQG 27r QG(VG +'ßV) - QG(VG - ßV) ,

(3.20)

with the gate voltage VG varied and all other voltages kept constant. The quasi-static simulation results
differ from those of the small-signal mode, which is evident due to the approximation and in consistence
with the results reported in [142]. The quasi-static approach, which consists of two steady-state steps, has
general performance advantages over the small-signal simulations. If a conditional stepping is applied as
discussed before, the number of steps depends on the narrowness of the boundaries. As one can assume
that the first steady-state step is a good initial guess for the second one for the quasi-static simulation, the
small-signal simulations genenilly require more computational resources in terms of simulation time than
the quasi-static approximation. However, as can be seen in Figure 3.10, the error compared to the exact
result can be quite significant.
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Figure 3.10: In the left figure, the three transport models are compared with quasi-static simulation results of
MINIMOS-NT as well as with Monte Carlo data. The right figure shows the cut-offfrequency depend-
ing on the gate voltage. Whereas for larger devices, the difference is again minimal, the superiority of
the six moments transport model for smaller devices can be clearly seen.

3.4 Extended Single-Mode AC Analysis

As already discussed above, by using the standard single-mode AC a general complex-valued amplitude
can be applied to an arbitrary number of terminals of the device. However, under these circumstances the
calculation and assembly of the complete admittance matrix is a cumbersome task. For that reason the
simulator has been extended to provide a feature for the automatic calculation of the complete matrix.

The intrinsic scattering matrix S. can be calculated by the following analytical formula [244]:

s. = 2(1 + y)-1 - 1 , (3.21)

where 1 is the identity matrix and Y the intrinsic admittance matrix. In order to obtain the usually applied
formulae for a two-port network (see Appendix D), the following calculation can be performed:

A = 1+ y = ( 1 + Yn Y12 )', (3.22)
- - Y21 1+ Y22

A-I = ~ (
- . Ds '

1+ Y22

-Y21

(3.23)

with

Ds = (1 + Yn)(l + Y22) - Y12Y21 . (3.24)

After multiplying by two and deducting the identity matrix, the following well-known formulae can be
derived:

Sn = ((1- Yn)(l + Y22) + YI2Y21)/Ds,
S12 = (-2YI2)/ Ds ,
S21 = (-2Y21)/ Ds ,

S22 = ((1 + Yn)(l - Y22) + Y12Y21) / Ds .

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)

(3.28)
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3.4.1 Capacitance Matrix

The capacitances are calculated according to the charge-based capacitance model [9]: the terminal charges
are in general a function of the terminal voltages. Each terminal has a capacitance with respect to the
remaining terminals. For that reason a four terminal device hàs 16 capacitances.

All capacitances form the so-called indefinite admittance matrix. Each element Cij of this matrix describes
the dependence of the charge at the terminal i 'with respect to the voltage applied at the terminal j with all
other voltages held constant. In general,

Ci; = {

aQi
i ¥j.-av'J (3.29)aQi

av' '/,=J.
J

The signs are chosen to keep the capacitances positive for all devices for which the node charge is directly
proportional to the voltage at the same node, but indirectly proportional to the voltage of any other node.
Thus, for a four terminal Mas transistor the 16 capacitances of the matrix Cij are defined as follows:

[

CGG -CGD -GGS -CGB]
G. - -CDG CDD -GDs -GDB

2J - -CSG -CSD Gss -CSB .
-GBG . -CBD -CBS GBB

(3.30)

Each row and column sum must be zero in order to fulfill Kirchhoff's laws. For that reason, the capaci-
tances are not independent from each other, but one of the four can be calculated with the remaining three.
The gate capacitance CGG is therefore:

GGG = GGS + CGD + CGB . (3.31)

The four capacitances CGG, CGG, CGG, and GGG are the self-capacitances of a Mas transistor, whereas
the remaining twelve are the internodal, intrinsic, or trans-capacitances. They are non-reciprocal and the
corresponding capacitances differ both in value and physical interpretation [9].

3.4.2 Simulation Example

The extended small-signal features have been evaluated by a comparison with results of the commercial
simulator DESSIS [111]. The structure, which has been designed with the program MDRA\v, was con-
verted by using ISE2PIF and is shown in Figure 3.11. For f = 100 MHz, VGS = 0.0 V, and VDS = 0.0 V
the simulator calculates the admittance matrix shown in Table 3.1.

Gate Drain Source Bulk L:
Re Im Re Im Re Im Re Im Re Im

Gate 2.2e-ll 2.ge-07 4.2e-ll -9.6e-08 4.2e-ll -9.6e-08 -1.0e-1O -l.Oe-07 -1.5e-19 9.2e-18
Drain 4.2e-ll -9.6e-08 2.0e-1O 5.5e-07 1.2e-1O -l.Oe-lO -3.7e-1O -4.5e-07 -1.2e-14 -1.2e-16
Source 4.2e-ll -9.6e-08 1.2e-1O -l.Oe-lO 2.0e-1O 5.5e-07 -3.7e-1O -4.5e-07 -1.4e-15 -2.8e-15
Bulk -1.0e-1O -l.Oe-07 -3.7e-1O -4.5e-07 -3.7e-1O -4.5e-07 8.5e-1O l.Oe-06 -7.0e-17 5.3e-17

I L: I 1.8e-17 1.3e-19 1-1.2e-14 -7.2e-17 I -1.4e-15 -2.8e-15 I -7.2e-17 9.5e-18 1 _

Table 3.1: Admittance matrix calculated by MINIMOS- NT for a frequency f = 100 MHz and terminal voltages
Ves = 0.0 V and VDs = 0.0 V.
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Figure 3.11: Part of the investigated device structure with a depth of I/lorn.

The last row of Table 3.1 contains the column sums, and the last column the row sums. Due to numerical
reasons, zero can hardly be obtained, but the error is significantly lower than the entries in the matrix .

.After thé calculation of the steady-state operating point, the solution of the complex-valued linear equation
system requires 4.2 s on a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium IV with 1GB memory running under Suse Linux 8.2. The
dimensions of the complete and inner equation system are 6,610 and 4,805, respectively. In Figure 3.12,
the gate drain capacitance GGD as calculated by MINIMOS-NT is compared with results of DESSIS. Note,
that the sign of the DESSIS result had to be inverted.
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Figure 3.12: Gate drain capacitance versus gate voltage at VD = 0 V: comparison of simulation results of
MINIMOS-NTand DESSIS.
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Figure 3.13: Two-Port parasitic equivalent circuit.

3.5 Transformation to Extrinsic Parameters

As already discussed above, the calculation of extrinsic parameters is provided in order to take the para-
sitics introduced by the measurement environment into account. Based on a standard parasitic equivalent
circuit, the simulator can take all parasitics into account and can provide also extrinsic two-port parame-
ters. First of all, it is necessary to configure this equivalent circuit consisting of two ports (contacts) and
one ground port, see Appendix A5. Based on all data given in the contact descriptions, four intrinsic
Y-parameters are extended by the parasitics and are also transformed to extrinsic S-parameters as well
as to H-, Z-, and ABCD-parameters. The equivalent circuit consists of a single inductance and a single
resistance for each port (or contact), and one capacitance between each port and the ground.

Since the intrinsic simulation results are transformed to extrinsic pàrameters, one can think of embedding
the device in an equivalent circuit describing the parasitics. In this section, that embedding strategy is
discussed. In turn, de-embedding strategies transforms extrinsic parameters into intrinsic ones, which
can be already performed by the measurement equipment. The calculation starts with the intrinsic Y-
parameters which are the actual result of the numerical simulation. The embedding strategy consists of
the following steps:

1. Convert to Z-parameters and add serial parasitics.
2. Convert to Y-parameters and add parallel parasitics.
3. Calculate other two-port parameter sets.

In order to account for the effects of the serial parasitic elements, a Z-parameter transformation is per-
formed. If the parasitic Z-parameters are known, they can be added to the intrinsic simulation results:

Z = ( Zn + (RI + R3) + ~W(LI + L3) ZI2 + R3+ ~WL3 ) . (3.32)
- Z2I + R3 + JWL3 Z22 + (R2 + R3) + JW(L2 + L3)

Including the transformation to Z-parameters, these equations read like this:

Zn = Yn/IYI + (RI + R3) + jw(LI + L3) ,
ZI2 = -YI2/IYI + R3 + jwL3,
Z2I = -Y2dIYI + R3 + jwL3,
Z22 = Y22/IYI+ (R2 + R3) + jw(L2 + L3) .
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The determinants of the 2 x 2 matrices are calculated after the standard formula:

IYI = YUY22 - Y12Y21 ,
IZI = ZUZ22 - Z12Z21 .

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.39)

-
The purpose of the second step is to take the parallel capacitances into account:

Y = ( Yu + jW( ~13 + C12) Y1~ + jWC12 )
- Y21 + JWC12 Y22 + JW( C23 + C12)

Before the parallel parasitics are added, the Z-parameters have to be re-transformed to Y-parameters.

Yu = Zu/IZI,
Y12=Z12/IZI,
Y21 = Z21 / IZ I ,
Y22 = Z22 / IZ I .

Finally, Y-parameters are multiplied by the characteristic impedance of the respective port:

Yu = YUZ1 ,

Y12 = Y12Z1 ,
Y21 = Y21Z2 ,
Y22 = Y22Z2 .

(3.40)
(3.41)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

(3.45)

(3.46)
(3.47)

The embedding process consists of nine free parameters: three resistors, three capacitors, and three induc-
tors. So, an optimization can be performed to minimize the error between measured data and simulation
results. Whereas for example the Simplex Method can be employed, also optimizations based on the
methods mentioned in Appendix C.3.9 are possible. After finding an appropriate parameter setting, the
extrinsic parameters are eventually calculated according to the respective formulae in Appendix D.

3.6 Small-Signal Capabilities for Mixed-Mode Device/Circuit Simulations

All presented small-signal features are not only provided for single-mode simulations, butalso for the
mixed-mode of MINIMOS-NT. After a short introduction, the mixed-mode AC capabilities of MINIMOS-
NT are discussed.

3.6.1 Mixed-Mode Simulation

Traditional device simulation has considered the behavior of isolated device structures under artificial
boundary conditions (single-mode). To gain additional insight into the performance of devices under
realistic dynamic boundary conditions imposed by a circuit, mixed-mode simulations have proven to be
invaluable [81]. The main advantages of mixed-mode simulations are [231]:

• A calibrated device simulator can be directly employed for circuit simulations: No subsequent and
often expensive parameter/model extraction is necessary. Thus, in time-to-market considerations
results of many different devices are available at significantly earlier times.

• It is common practice to create optimization loops consisting of process and device simulators.
Controlled by various kinds of optimizers, device figures of merit (for example, cut-off frequency
it) trigger process variations in order to be improved. Byswitching the device simulator into the
mixed-mode, also circuit figures of merit can be optimization targets.
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The major drawback in comparison to compact model. approaches is the significant performance differ-
ence, since much larger equation systems have to be assembled and solved. However, the compact models
can only be applied after the cumbersome extraction of the various parameters of the respective models.
For ex~mple, theBSIM model [48] for short-channel Mas transistors provides over 300 parameters for
calibration purposes, the VBIC95 model [143] for bipolar junction transistors offers about 30..

A physical circuit consists of an interconnectionof circuit elements. Two well-known different aspects
have to be considered when developing a mathematical model for a circuit. First, the circuit equations
must satisfy Kirchhoff's topologicallaws:

• Kirchhoff's current law: the algebraic stIm of currents leaving a circuit node must be zero at every
instant of time (provided there is no charge on the nodes) .

• Kirchhoff's voltage law: the algebraic sum of voltages around a circuit loop must be zero at every
instant of time.

Second, each circuit element has to satisfy its branch relation which will be called a constitutive relation
in the following. There are current-defined branches where the branch current is given in terms of circuit
and device parameters, and voltage-defined branches where the branch voltage is given in terms of circuit
and device parameters. Devices with N terminals can be described using N . (N - 1)/2 branch relations.
It is not necessary to include all branch currents and voltages into the vector of unknowns. It is possible
to also include charges and fluxes. The wide choice of possible unknown quantities leads to a variety of
equation formulations that are available. From the number of published methods, the nodal approach and
the tableau approach [46] are the most important. Whereas the latter is the most general approach allowing
also simulation of many idealized theoretical circuit elements, it has several inherent disadvantages (for
example, ill-conditioned system matrices). Since one main objective is to solve realistic devices, the nodal
approach perfectly suits the needs.

3.6.2 The Nodal Approach and Modified Nodal Approach

The independent variables of the nodal approach are the node voltages of each circuit node to a reference
node which can be chosen arbitrarily. Kirchhoff's current law is applied to each node other except the
reference node in the circuit such that the summation of the currents leaving the node is zero. Thus,
in matrix representation, the admittance matrix of the circuit is assembled, which consists of N - 1
independent equations for a circuit of N nodes.

The admittance matrix can be assembled by taking all contributions of each element into account. The
various admittance matrices of the circuit elements can simply be superpositioned to yield the complete
circuit admittance matrix. Current sources contribute to the current source vector on the right-hand-side
of the equation system [81]. All contributions are commonly referred' to as stamps as they can be directly
stamped into the equation system without considering the rest of the circuit.

For circuits containing conductances and current sources only, the condition of the resulting system matrix
is very good, because the nodal approach produces diagonally dominant matrices which are well suited
for iterative solution procedures. Two additional devices can be modeled, namely a voltage controlled
current source and the gyrator [204]. However, these devices destroy the diagonal dominancé of the
circuit admittance matrix.

One disadvantage. of the nodal approach is the inadequate treatment of voltage sources. Ideal voltage
sources and current controlled elements cannot be modeled with this approach. However, a very large
class of integrated circuits can be accommodated by adding. a provision for grounded sources. The mod-
ified nodal approach [99] overcomes these shortcomings by introducing branch currents as independent
variables, which are available to formulate the device constitutive relations.
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Since it is not difficult to implement, the modified nodal approach enjoys large popularity. However, the
numerically well-behaved system matrix obtained by the nodal approach is distorted by those additional
equations, and some additional measures (see Chapter 4) have to be taken. Furthermore, the additional
equations can even produce zero diagonal entries which are avoided by exchanging the rows of the admit-
tance matrix [147].

3.6.3 Two-Level Newton and Full Newton Methods

Several efforts dealing with circuit simulation using distributed devices have been introduced [144, 175].
Most publications deal with the coupling of device simulators to SPICE [147, 168]. This results in a two-
level Newton algorithm since the device and circuit equations are handled subsequently. Each solution
of the circuit equations gives new operating conditions for the distributed devices. After creating a new
input-deck the device simulator is then invoked to calculate the resulting currents and the derivatives of
these currents with respect to. the contact voltages [81].

The alternative approach is called full Newton algorithm as it combines the device and circuit equations in
one single equation system. This equation system is then solved applying a Newton method. In contrast to
the two-level Newton algorithm where the device and circuitunknowns are solved in a decoupled manner,
here the complete set of unknowns is solved simultaneously. In MINIMOS-NT the capability to solve
circuit equations was added to the simulator kernel. This allows to assemble the circuit and the device
equations into one system matrix which results in a real full Newton method. Since the contact currents
are solution variables, derivatives of the contact currents in respect to the contact voltages need not be
calculated explicitly.

Although the full Newton algorithm seems to be more effective as the complete set of capabilities is
part of the simulator, the two-level Newton algorithmhas particular parallelization advahtages. Whereas
the relatively quick circuit simulation can be done on one host, the simulations of all devices can be
distributed over a network in a straightforward way. In contrast, the full Newton algorithm is restricted to
parallelization strategies regarding the solution of the large linear equation system (see Chapter 5).

3.6.4 Iteration Schemes

The need for iteration schemes arises from the fact that when solving very complex coupled equation sys-
tems, the solution can often not be obtained from the available initial-guess as the region of attraction for
the Newton scheme would be too small. Since the equations are split into their terms, the flexible equation
assembly can simply neglect some of the contributions. Thus, it is possible to apply iteration schemes as
described in [58,59], where for example some of the derivatives are neglected (see also Section 2.3.1).

Hence, the problem can be split into different levels of complexity with each of them using the previ-
ous level as an initial-guess to further refine the solution by applying more complicated models. This
procedure is called iteration scheme. MINIMOS-NT provides an interface so that iteration schemes can
be arbitrarily programmed with several additional options making use of the features provided by the
input-deck [81]. An iteration scheme consists of arbitrarily nested iteration blocks. Each block can have
subblocks which will be evaluated recursively.

For mixed-mode simulations an iteration scheme consisting of two blocks has been created. In the first
block, specified node voltages are kept constant in order to obtain a converged solution for the distributed
devices. This block is similar to single-mode device simulation. In the second block, the fixed voltages are
set free in order to start the full circuit simulation. This procedure can be further improved by providing a
previously obtained solution in an initial file.
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3.6.5 The Mixed-Mode AC Capabilities

The AC features are activated the very same way than for the single-mode. However, circuits have to be
extended by complex-valued sources. The sources are basically responsible for the setup of the mixed-
mode AC mode. The mixed-mode of MINIMOS-NT can be used as pure Circuit simulator with compact
models only. In order to demonstrate the complex-valued sources, a parallel resonant circuit and a band
rejection filter are simulated. For the simulation setup, see Appendix A.8. The output curves of both
examples are shown in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Results of mixed-mode AC simulations with compact models only: the resonant circuit on the left side
and the band rejection filter on the right side.

MINIMOS-NT provides a feature to calculate the complete admittance, scattering, and capacitance matrix
of a circuit. In contrast to the single-mode, the user has to specify the output nodes which should act as
small-signal terminals of the circuit. This is performed by including voltage sources. In Appendix A.10, an
example setup for the simulation of a heterojunction bipolar transistor is shown. The H-, Z-, and ABCD-
parameter sets provided for the single-mode are bound to the parasitic circuit, so they are not provided for
the mixed-mode, because the parasitic elements can be included in the fully simulated circuit.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

MINIMOS-NT has been equipped with a set öf capabilities which allows the user to efficiently extract
various small-signal quantitities. The implemented small-signal simulation mode can be applied to

• perturb the device with an arbitrary complex-valued sinusoidal input at any terminal,
• extract important figuresof merit such as the cut-off frequency fT,
• obtain the complete intrinsic admittance and scattering matrix of the device,
• calculate other commonly used two-port parameter sets,

.• transform the intrinsic matrices to extrinsic ones,
• simulate circuits using the small-signal mixed-mode capabilities,
• make further calculations by using the convenient and powerful output and input-deck functions.

The implemented simulator features have been successfully applied for various simulations as discussed
in detail in Chapter 6. Since the method requires capabilities for assembling and solving complex-valued
linear equation systems, these problems will be discussed in the following two chapters.
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Chapter 4

The Assembly Module

Many numerical simulations require the solution of a nonlinear system of partial differential equations.
Generally, such a system cannot be solved analytically, and the solution must be calculated by numerical
methods. This approach normally consists of three tasks [193]:

1. The domain is partitioned into a finite number of subdomains, in which the solution can be approx-
imated with a desired accuracy.

2. The system of partial differential equations is approximated in each of the subdomains by algebraic
equations. The unknowns of the algebraic equations are approximations of the continuous solutions
at discrete grid points in the domain. Thus, generally a large system of nonlinear, algebraic equa-
tions is.obtained with unknowns comprised of approximations of the unknown functions at discrete
points.

3. The third task is to derive a solution of the unknowns of the nonlinear algebraic system. In the best
case an exact solution of this system can be obtained, which represents a good approximation of
the solution of the analytically formulated problem (which cannot be solved exactly). The quality
of the approximation depends on the fineness of the partitioning into subdomains as well as on the
suitability of the approximating functions for the dependent variables.

This nonlinear problem is usually solved by a damped Newton al&orithm (see Section 2.3.1) demanding
the solution of a sparse non-symmetric linear equation system at each step. As many simulators, for
example MINIMOS-NT, are based on this approach, specific capabilities are required to assemble and
solve equation systems. Due to their independence from the other parts of the simulators, these capabilities
are frequently incorporated in separate modules.

In this chapter, the assembly module is going to be discussed, subject ofthe next one is the solver module.

4.1 Key Demands on the Assembly Module

From the perspective of a simulator, which can be an arbitrary code requiring assembling and solving of
linear equation systems, the key demands on the assembly module can be summarized as follows:

1. Application Programming Interface (ApI) providing methods for:

• Adding values to the equation system.

• Deleting equations.
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• Invoking the solving process.

• Retrieving the solution.

2. Usability.

3. Performance.

4. Conditioning of the equation system for solving.

5. Handling of real-valued and complex-valued equation systems.

Hence, the assembly module employed by the simulator shall be responsible for storing the contributions
of the various physical models of the simulator. In addition, for the sake of consistence and simplicity
the API shall embrace also the interface to the solver module. This allows also the conditioning of the
assembled equation system in order to improve its solvability.

By providing these abstracted features.the simulator can be designed and implemented in a very efficient
way. This has the following reasons:

• The model developer is able to focus on the model implementation only, because the respective
contributions can be conveniently added without taking any aspects regarding the implementation
(allocation, access, deallocation etc.) of the assembly module into account.

• The further development of the simulator is not limited by the assembly module in case this module
is generally designed and does not impose restrictions for its application.

4.2 Approaches to Meet these Demands

Meeting these requirements can be managed by pursuing several approaches:

• The design of the simulator can be based on a specific computational numerics package. and adhere
to the requirements given for this module. These requirements include the field of application,
type of the equations, their discretization etc. Many of these. packages also include à non-linear
solver and tools regarding the discretization of the equation system. Some examples of the specific
computational numerics packages are given in Section 4.2.1.

• A new module for the specific simulator is implemented which implicitly meets all requirements.
Such a module can contain third party components as well, for example by coupling this module to
packages like LAPACK or Blitz++ (see Section 5.1).

• A new generally applicable module is implemented which exactly offers the requested capabilities
without restricting the simulator in the usage of them.

4.2.1 Third Party Modules and Packages

The general-purpose finite element analysis package ANSYS [7] is a product of ANSYS, Inc., Canonsburg,
PA. There are seven generic steps to solving any problem in ANSYS [114]: '

1. Buildiri.g Geometry: After a preliminary design, a two- or three-dimensional representation of the
object is constructed by using the work plane coordinate system within ANSYS.
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2. Definition of Material Properties: The materials the object is composed of are selected in order to
account for the thermal and mechanical properties.

3. Mesh generation.

4. Applying loads: After the complete design, the system is completed by specifying loads or con-.
straints, for example thermal boundary conditions.

5. Calculating the solution: depending on the simulation mode the solution is calculated.

6. Results: the results obtained by the solution steps can be graphically illustrated and used for further
applications or improving the simulation setup.

ANSYS is able to perform structural analysis which is one of the most common applications of the finite
element method. Examples are simulation of buildings, ships, aircraft, or mechanical components. Linear
and nonlinear static analysis is used to determine stresses under static loading conditions, whereas transient
analysis takes dynamic effects under time-varying loads into account. In addition, buckling analysis is
used to calculate solutions for buckling loads. The effects of thermal loads, for example convection or
heat fluxes, can be simulated by means of the steady-state thermal analysis. Specific packages allows to
analyze magnetics, fluid-flows, or acoustics. The package also provides features for fracture mechanics,
composites, fatigue, p-Method, and beam analysis. In the recent version a distributed package called
DANSYS [7] is also available which allows to parallelize several costly tasks, such as calculating the
stiffness matrix, solving the equations, and performing the results calculations.

FEMLAB [40], originally a product of Sweden and today marketed by Comsol, Inc., Burlington, MA,
provides an interactive modeling environment for scientific and engineering applications, which are based
on partial differential equations. FEMLAB is based on the finite element method and claims to provide
unprecedented speed and accuracy through its high-performance solvers [40]. The term multi-physics is
frequently used to stress that multiple physical effects can be combined and solved in a coupled manner
(in the ANSYS packages, this is called coupled-field analysis).

ABAQUS software, a product of ABAQUS, Inc., Providence, RI, provides a suite of interoperable applica-
tions for finite element analysis [1]. ABAQUScan be used to solve nonlinear finite element problems, for
example arising from mechanical, structural, civil, biomedical, and rehlted engineering applications.

Ls-DYNA of Livermore Software Technology Corporation, Livermore, CA, can be used to analyze the
nonlinear dynamic response of three-dimensional structures. The general purpose, explicit finite element
program provides a comprehensive selection of material models, element formulations, and contact al-
gorithms. These capabilities have been already used to solve many complex automotive safety, metal
forming, structural, and failure analysis problems [133].

MAFIA, a product of the Gesellschaft für Computer Simulàtionstechnik in Darmstadt, Germany, offers a
collection of programs for solving electrical eng'ineering problems. The software discretizes the Maxwell
equations with the Finite Integration Theory method, which is a special finite-volume method, and uses the
same mesh for different problems. For example, eigenmodes analysis and magnetic fields calculations can
be performed for the same structure. The product claims that ahnost all problems related to the Maxwell
equations and some outside the area of electrodynamics, for example acoustics, can be treated [73].

POE20 is a successor of TWOOEPEP [196] and provides an interactive, general-purpose solver for par-
tial differential equations [197]. The program can be used to solve partial differential equations in two-
dimensional polygonal regions and applies a Galerkin finite element method and triangular elements. In
addition, it solves problems in general two-dimensional regions with arbitrary curved boundaries [196].
Furthermore, it has been extended to handle also three-dimensional systems.

DIFFPACK is provided by inuTech GmbH, Nürnberg, Germany and offers an object-oriented problem-
solving environment for the mimerical solution of partial differential equations [108]. The package is a
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collection of c++ libraries with classes, functions, and utilities [126]. The kernel and add-on toolboxes
provide a substantial collection of data structures and numerical algorithms. The list of functionality in-
cludes vectors, matrices, general multi-index arrays, representation of linear systems, also large sparse sys-
tems, iterative methods for sparse linear systems, solvers for non-linear systems, finite element and finite
difference meshes, finite element algorithms;high level finitedifference support, real- and complex-valued
arithmetic, adaptive meshes, multigrid methods, domain decomposition methods, generalized (mixed) fi-
nite element methods, and parallel computing on linear algebra and domain decomposition level. There-
fore, DIFFPACK can be employed to develop specialized finite element solver programs. It also provides
interfaces to other products such as ANSYS [7], ABAQUS [1], MATLAB [141], or the VTK [186], which
can be particularly used as pre- and post-processing tools. Flexibility is the strength of DIFFPACKas it
can be employed for non-standard problems such as multi-physics systems of partial differential equa-
tions. DIFFPACKprovides most of the solution process so that the simulator has to be developed for data
input and decisions only. Object-oriented approaches are used for administrative functions, whereas the
computations are performed in highly-optimized lower level code [76].

SCILAB by INRIA, Rocquencourt, France, is a scientific software package with a high-levellanguage for
numerical computations. The software features data structures such as polynomial, rational and string
matrices, lists, multivariable linear systems, sophisticated interpreter and programming language with
MATLAB-like syntax, various built-:in mathematical functions, two- and three-dimensional graphics as
well as animations, interfaces to FORTRAN,C, and MAPLE, and various built-in libraries for linear algebra,
control systems, signal, processing, simulation, optimization, and network analysis [106].

4.2.2 A New Generally Applicable Assembly Module

Although a large variety of already existing packages is available, the decision was made to design and
implement a new assembly module, because of the following tworeasons:

1. This module shall be applied for assembling linear equation systems and preparing of these sys-
tems for the solving process. Thus, the nonlinear solving system and all problems related to the
discretization of the underlying physical models shall be solved within and by thesimulator. This
offers the possibility for providing a generally applicable module which can be effectively used for
different kind of numerical simulators.

2. Third party modules are frequently bound to license agreements, which restrict their application
espeCially for commercial application. As the institute provides its codes to industrial partners
and binary release versions to the general public, third party license requirements would make

. such distributions more complicated. An in-house assembly module avoids such complications and
allows the institute to freely distribute complete versions.

One additional reason for that decision is also the history of one important simulator, namely MINIMOS-
NT. This simulator has been under development for a long time (see Section 1.3.2) and has always em-
ployed an assembly and solver module. All experiences with these old modules were taken into account
while the new modules were designed [65]. However, it is a crucial question why two core modules,
which were tested and properly working for a long time, are replaced at all. The answer to that question
consists of the following three reasons:

1. Providing a more convenient application interface: due to the significant internal improvements it is
always possible to randomly access all parts of the linear equation system. In contrast to the former
module, which required a specific four-phases assembly sequence [228], the model implementations
can now be implemented in a much easier way.
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2. Handling of complex-valued equation systems: For the steady-state analysis and transient simula-
tion, MINIMOS-NT assembles real-valued linear equation systems. In context of an efficient small-
signal simulation mode, complex-valued contributions have to be handled as already discussed in
Secti<:)fi2.6.2. The redesigned module is able to assemble and solve both real-valued and complex-
valued equation systems while féaturing all advanced C++ design and iriiplementatio~.

3. Working in a deterministic way: as discussed in Section 5.2.5, multiple starts of a solverall result
in exactly the same solution. This is a very important feature while the simulator is extended and
during model evaluationand debugging.

4.3 Refined Key Demands on the Assembly Module

After the decision to design and implement new modules has been made, the key demands on the assembly
.module can be refined. This also brings a row transformation as discussed in Section 2.2.1 into play. Due
to its advantages, the assembly module shall provide the required capabilities; First of all, the following
definitions are given in order to clarify some terms:

• Assemble: assemble means to bring together. Thus, assembling regards the addingof values to the
linear equation system. Assembling is completed when all values have been added.

• Assembly: in this context, the assembly or the assembly module specifically provides all neces-
sary features which allow a simulator to assemble those values. However, the assembly module is
generally responsible for meeting all key demands given above.

r

• Compile: compile means to compose out of materials from other sources, to collect and edit into a
volume, to run through a compiler, and to build up gradually. Since four matrices(Ab, As, Tb, and
Tv) and two sets of right-hand-side vectors (bb and bs) are assembled, the first task is to compile
all of these parts to one linear equation system. Refer to equations (4.12) and (4.13) to see how the
parts are compiled.

• Compilation result: the compilation result is one linear equation system Ax = b, the so-called
complete linear equation system.

• Pre-elimination: after the complete linear equation system is compiled, all equations marked with an
elimination flag are pre-eliminated. Hence, the assembly module also provide~ a solving capability
based on Gaussian elimination (see Section 4.8) .

• Inner linear equation system: one result of the pre-eliminationis the so-called inner linear equation
system. It consists of all equations which were not pre-eliminated.

The refined requirements can besummarized as follows:

1. Application Programming Interface (ApI) providing methods for

• Adding values to the boundary system: Ab and bb.

• Adding values to the segment system: As and bs .

• Adding values to the transformation matrix Tb.

• Deleting equations.

• Administration of priority information required for the correct handling of grid-points which
are part of several segments.
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• Setting elimination flags for pre-elimination: mark equations which are eliminated from the
linear equation system before it is passed to the solver module.

• Invoking the solving process .

• Returning the solution: Mter reverting all transformations and back-substituting the pre-
eliminated equations, the output of the assembly module is the complete solution vector (or
vectors in the case of more than one right-hand-side vector). In addition, the right-hand-side
vector(s) are returned which can be used for various norm calculations frequently required for
the damping and update of the Newton method.

2. Usability

• Random access during assembling: all parts of the linear equation system should be always
accessible.

• Centralized administrationof control parameters.

3. Preparation of the linear equation system for solving:

• Row transformation: linear combination of rows to extinguish large entries.

• Variable transformation: reduce the coupling of the equations.

• Pre-elimination: eliminate problematic equations by Gaussian elimination to improve the con-
dition of the inner system matrix .

• Scaling: Since some preconditioners (for example the Incomplete-LU factorization, see Sec-
tion 5.2.5) use a threshold to decide whether to keep or skip an entry, the entries of the system
matrix are normalized .

• Sorting: Reduction of the bandwidth of a matrix in order to reduce the factorization fill-in and
thus the memory consumption.

4. Handling of real-valued and complex-valued linear equation systems: In the context of an efficient
small-signal mode, handling of complex-valued systems is particularly important.

5. Performance-related features:

• Handling of multiple right-hand-side vectors: For some simulations, for example calculating
the complex-valued admittance matrix (see Section 3.4), severallinear equation systems differ
only in the right-hand-side vector. Thus, the effort for assembling, compiling, pre-eliminating,
sorting, scaling, and factorizing of the system matrix actually has to be done only once. This
factored matrix can then be used for all right-hand-side vectors. For that reason the module is
able to simultaneously assemble several right-hand-side vectors ...

• Reassembling öf the imaginary part only: during a frequency stepping, only the imaginary part
is changed. In order to speed up the simulation, the real-valued part should remain unmodified.

6. Efficient handling of the sparse linear equation systems: storing large linear equation systems in
_dense format requires a huge amount of memory. Since the system matrices contain relatively few
non-zero entries (see Section 5.5.1), far less memory has to be allocated if sparse matrix formats,
for example MCSR (see Section 4.6 and Appendix E),are used.

A plug-in concept has been implemented for scaling, sorting and solving the inner linear equation system,
making it possible to adapt or replace these modules easily. The sorting and scaling modules obtain the
system matrix on input and return the sorting and scaling (diagonal) matrices which are then applied by
the assembly module. The solver module obtains the system matrix and all right-hand-side vectors on
input and returns the solution vectors of all inner linear equation systems.
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4.4 Condition of the Linear System

The use of the discretized and linearized semiconductor equations yields large linear equation systems of
the form Ax = b. Such a system has to be solved with a given accuracy.

As described in [65], the results of both direct and iterative solvers depend on the accuracy of digitally
stored numbers and the condition of the system matrix A; The internal storage representation of numbers
is responsible for their accuracy. The assembly module currently provides the C data type double ac-
cording to its IEEE norm 754-1985 standard for binary floating-point arithmetic. This standard defines four
binary formats for 32-bit single, (normally 43-bit) single-extended, 64-bit double, and (normally 80-bit)
double-extended precision numbers. They are composed of three parts. A double preci~ion number has a
sign bit being either zero or one, an eleven bit exponent ranging from Emin = -1022 to Emax = 1023, and
a 52 bits fraction [60]. The standard also defines how zero, infinity, and so-called NaNs(Not a Number)
are to be encoded. NaNs represent undefined or invalid results, for example the square root of a nega-
tive number. For the sake of completeness it is stated that a complex-valued number stores both the real
and imaginary part in the double precision format. Furthermore, due to the limited representation results
of mathematical formulae generally vary although they are correctly changed according to mathematical
laws suc;h as the commutative law.

The condition of a matrix can be used to estimate the worst possible error of the solution vector x of
Ax = b obtained by Gaussian elimination using a restricted number representation. This is measured by
the condition number ofthat matrix. Well-conditioned matrices have a small condition number [51]:

with the infinity norm for the system matrix

n.

IIAlloo = m~ I:lai,kl .
t

k=l

(4.1)

(4.2)

For iterative solvers the spectral condition norm (spectrum of the system matrix) is more characteristic
[78]. It is defined as ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest one:

(4.3)

The larger the value of /'\,s the poorer is the condition of the system matrix. Iterative solvers are particularly
sensitive to bad condition numbers which can then cause

• a large number of necessary iterations,

• the failure of the solver to converge at all, or

• convergence to a wrong solution.

An important way to handle ill-conditioned matrices (/'\,(A) » 1) is to precondition the matrix A. Hence,
iterative methods usually determine a second matrix that transforms the system matrix into one with a
better condition. This second matrix is called a preconditioner and improves the convergence of the
iterative solver (see Section 5.2.5).

Beside the purely numerical concept of preconditioning, a good approach to improve the condition during
the assembly process is to aim for diagonal dominance of the equations, since it is a necessary (but not
suffic~ent) condition in the proof of convergence for a range of iterative solver schemes. A matrix is
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diagonally dominant, if in all equations the absolute value of the diagonal element is larger than the sum
of the absolute values of all off-diagonal elements in all equations, and equal in at least one row [52]:

n

L IAi,jl :S IAi,il, for i i= j .
j=l

(4.4)

A matrix is strictly diagonally dominant if in all equations the absolute value. of the diagonal element is
larger than the sum of the absolute values of all off-diagonal elements [52]:

n

L IAi,jl < IAi,il, for i i= j .
j=l

(4.5)

Besides of this advantage it is important to note that in case of diagonal dominance direct solution tech-
niques can apply a diagonal strategy and avoid alternative and costly pivoting steps [188].

4.5 The Parameter Administration

The parameter administration is a crucial aspect regarding the usability of the system. As the assembly
and solver module can be controlled by more than hundred parameters, it would be inconvenient if all of
them had to be specifiedas arguments .. For that reason, all parameters are centralized in one structure,
which has a threefold purpose:

1. It provides a method of passing data to the solver function that influence the behavior of the func-
tion. This includes the choice of a proper solver, preconditioner, sorter, and scaler, the choice of
maximum limits for memory allocation and time consumption, and other parameters.

2. It supports the persistence of data that has to be conserved between multiple runs of the solver
function on the same type of equation system, for example the repeated solving during the Newton

.. iteration. In such cases, information about the previous solving step is used to improve the solu-
tion speed on the next call to the solver function, for example by choosing proper preconditioning
parameters.

3. It provides a method of returning statistical data about the solution process to the simulator.

4.6 Assembling the Complete Linear Equation System

The assembly module can be used to assemble arbitrary linear equation systems Ax = b independently
of the concept the simulator is based on. This fulfills the major key demand of general applicability.
However, the row transformation feature necessitates to continue the discussion with a more specific
field of application. Although not mandatory, this feature can be well applied for the finite volume (or
box integration) discretization method. For that reason it shall be used as example during the following
discussion.

A semiconductor device which is going to be simulated is normally divided into several segments that
are geometrical regions employing a distinct set of models. The implementation of each model is com-
pletely independent from other models and each model is basically allowed to enter its contributions to
the linear equation system. All boundary and interface issues are completely separated from the general
segment models represented by assembly structures for the boundary system which are independent from
the segment ones.
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Thus, the system matrix A will be assembled from two parts, namely the direct part Ab (boundary models)
and the transformed part As (segment models). The latter is multiplied by the row transformation matrix
Tb from the left before contributing to the system matrix A. The right-hand-side vector b is treated the
same way:

A = Ab + T'bAs,

b = bb + Tbbs,

Ax=b.

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)

Although in principle every model is allowed to add entries to all components, the assembly module
checks two prerequisites before actually entering the value: first, the quantity the value belongs to must be
marked to be solved (the user may request only a subset of all provided models), and second the priority
of the model has to be high enough to modify the row transformation properties. As stated before, the
row transformation is used to complete missing fluxes in boundary boxes. Since a grid point 'can be part
of more than two segments, a ranking using a priority has been introduced. For example contact models
have usually the highest priority and thus their contributions are always used for completion.

All three matrices Ab, As, and Tb and the two vectors bb and bs may be assembled simultaneously, so
no assembly sequence must be adhered to. In addition, a fourth matrix Tv is assembled which contains
information for an additional variable transformation (see Section 4.7.2).

The assembly module offers an additional feature for quantity administration. The simulator is able to
use this feature to store and obtain the information about quantity indices and other properties from the
assembly module. This has the specific advantage that multi-level solvers can directly be provided with
the required connectivity information between the equations (see Section 5.3.3).

During the assembling process, all contributions are added to values stored in a flexible sparse matrix
structure based on a balanced binary tree. The advantageof this structure is that new entries can be
easily added at any place and any time. The purpose of this matrix format is for data entry only, so no
mathematical operations are defined for this structure. Since diagonal entries are always required to be
assembled (zero diagonals are not allowed), they are stored in an array allowing very fast access. So the
dimension of the linear equation system must be known in advance before the structure can be allocated.
In the format sorted by row indices, all off-diagonal entries are stored in a balanced binary tree for each
row. This allows one to delete complete rows very efficiently. If complete columns have to be deleted,
for example required for the transformation matrix, it is faster to store the off-diagonal entries sorted by
columns, which can be specified on construction.

After the assembling has been finished, that is after the flexible sparse matrix structure is completely
constructed, these structures are converted to the sparse matrix format MCSR, which stands for Modified
Compressed Sparse Row [178]. The analogous, column-oriented Modified Compressed Sparse Column
format Mcsc is used to speed up column deleting. See Appendix E.l for a detailed description of these
formats. The advantages of using compressed structures can be summarized as follows [54]: if A is
considered as a dense matrix with a dimension of n, it requires O(n2) storage. The so-called big-O
notation O(n) [158] is a theoretical measure usually for the time or memory required byan algorithm,
given for the problem size n, which is normally the number of items processed. Thus, a matrix with
n = 100, 000 stored with double precision numbers requires 100, 0002 X 8 bytes. These roughly 75 GB
are a huge chunk of memory even for today's computers. Since typically sparse systems are solved with
similar or even higher dimensions, dense formats and algorithms require prohibitively high amounts of
memory and time. Thus, the objective of sparse matrix formats and algorithms is solving linear equation
systems with time and space proportional to O(n) + O(nnon-zero), with nnon-zero as the number of non-
zeros.
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During the Newton iterations the structural configuration of thesematrices is not modified very often. A
structural reconfiguration can be triggered by a change of iteration schemes, for example for enabling
more derivatives in the Jacobian (see Section 3.6.4). The assembly module is designed to take such
considerations into account. If the structure remains unchanged, the balanced binary trees can be skipped
and the variables may be entered directly inthe already existing MCSR structures. Hence, the effort
for deleting, tree assembling, reallocating and converting can be saved which drastically speeds up the
assembly process. The so-called Newton adjustment addresses not only the assembly matrices, but also
the resulting structures of the compilation and pre-elimination process. The performance impact of these
features has been analyzed and is discussed in Section 5.5.2. See Section 4.12 for more details on the
Newton adjustment levels.

After the four compressed sparse matrix structures have been completely constructed, the following steps
discussed in the respective sections are performed:

• Compiling of the complete linear equation system: see Section 4.7 .

• Pre-elimination to obtain the inner linear equation system: see Section 4.8 .

• Sorting the inner linear equation system: see Section 4.9 .

• Scaling the inner linear equation system: see Section 4.10 .

• Solving the inner linear equation systèm: see Chapter 5.

• Back-substitution and retransformation: see Section 4: 11.

4.7Compiling the Complete Linear Equation System

After the assembly process has been finished, all four matrices and two vectors have to be compiled to
obtain the complete linear equation system. The first step is to compile the segment and the boundary
system in the following way:

b = bb + Tbbs,

A = Ab +TbAs,

Ax=b,

The second compilation step regards the variable transformation matrix Tv:

(4.9)

(4.10)

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

The left side of Figure 4.2 shows the completely compiled system matrix arising from the discretization
of a two-dimensional Mos transistor structure. Since the linear equation systems has been assembled by
the drift-diffusion models of MINIMOS-NT, it consists of three major quantities. For the semiconductor
segment, the values of and the couplings between the potential (row or column number 45-955), electron
(956-1879) and hole concentrations (1880-2803) can be clearly seen. After the discussions of the pre-
elimination, the sorting, and the scaling, the respective graphical representations of the same system matrix
will be shown.

In the next sections the row and variable transformations are going to be discussed in a more detailed way.
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4.7.1 Row Transformation

As already discussed in Section 4.6, semiconductor device simulation based on the finite volume method
is used as an example to discuss the row transformation. The complete linear equation system is built from
a segment system, which is the segment system matrix Asand the segment right-hand-side vector bs, both
of them representing cumulated fluxes and their derivatives to the system variables. Basically, the fluxes
are calculated from segment models describing the interior of discretized regions. The matriX:is a linear
superposition of very small matrices, one for each flux, with few non-zero elements only. Consequently,
the same superposition applies for the vector bs.

All fluxes are assigned to boxes, a box is in turn assigned to each variable. As the control function for
a box is defined by the user, for example being the sum of all fluxes leaving the box, the fluxes leaving
the boxes are entered into the vector bs in the places appropriate for the variables that are assigned to
the boxes. In context of the Newton method, As is part of the Jacobian matrix and contains the negative
derivatives of the values in bs to the system variables. The right-hand-side vector depends on the current
solution of the Newton iteration.

The boundary conditions will enforce some special physical conditions at the boundaries. The control
functions of boxes along the boundaries will usually be completed by the boundary conditions. For exam-
ple, a Dirichlet boundary condition will use the dielectric flux cumulated in the boundary box to calculate
the surface charge on the surface of the adjacent material. The equation used to calculate the value of the
boundary variable, however, will not always ma1œ use of the fluxes accumulated in the segment system.

The boundary conditions are therefore implemented by two elements: a boundary system (Ab and bb)
and a transformation matrix Tb. The purpose of the matrix Tb is the forwarding of the fluxes of the main
system to their final destinations or their resetting if they are not required. The system of Ab and bb
represents additional or, in case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, substitutional parts of the final equation
for the variables at the boundaries. Again, the entries in the matrix As are the negative derivatives of the
right-hand-side vector bb to the variable vector v.

4.7.2 Variable Transformation

Especially in the case of mixed quantities in the solution vector, a variable transformation is sometimes
helpful to improve the condition of the linear system .. The representation chosen here allows to specify
fairly arbitrary variable transformations to be applied to the system. Basically, a matrix Tv is assembled
and multiplied with the system matrix from the right.

For example, to reduce the coupling of the semiconductor equations and thus improve the condition of the
system matrix, a transformation of the stationary drift-diffusion model is suggested in [10]. The system
matrix can be diagonalized to leading terms by substituting d<jJ,dn, and dp by

A=ATv,

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

This transformation is the Gummel-Ascher transformation, and was extended for the differential equations
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ofthe energy-transport model in [201]:

1 0 0 0 0
.....!!9..... 2 0 2n 0kBTn -Tn

Ty= _--EL 0 2 0 ~ (4.17)kBTp Tp

0 Tn. 0 2 0n

0 0 !E. 0 2p

The Gummel-Ascher transformation meets all requirements for such variable transformations: first the
transformation is expressed by a matrix Ty which has an inverse T; 1. Second, it does not destroy the
diagonal dominance. In fact there is no qualitative difference between A and Ä in terms of this condition
property because the original system is substituted by a related one (see (4.14)). Third, the transformation
matrix decomposes into small submatrices with a limited number of variables involved in a single trans-
formation. The variable transformation is restricted to variables on the specific grid points, thus, it is a
local transformation.

For compactness, the following substitutions will be used hereafter for the"complete linear equation sys-
tem:

4.8 The Pre-Elimination

À= ((Ab + TbAs)Ty),
"x = (T~1x) ,

b = (bb + Tbbs).

(4.18)

(4.19)

(4.20)

The main matrix As consists of fluxes that will (if the control functions are correctly assigned to the
variables) satisfy the criterion of diagonal dominance which is necessary tomake the linear equation
system solvable with an iterative solver (see Section 4.4).

The transformations and additional terms imposed by the boundary conditions may heavily disrupt this
feature both in structural and numerical aspects. Some of the boundary or interface conditions can make
the full system matrix so ill-conditioned thereby simply preventing iterative linear solvers to converge.

This problem can be simply passed to the solver module which is likely to employa direct solver to solve
such heavily ill-conditioned problems. Alternatively, an elimination concept as designed and presented
in [65] can be pursued which applies a Gaussian elimination to some parts of the linear equation system
only. It is important to note that this solving capability is part of the assembly module. It is possible to
disable this feature and pass the complete linear equation system to the solver module (after sorting and
scaling, if enabled).

The elimination concept is based on the idea to apply Gaussian elimination to the problematic or critical
equations before the system is passed on to the linear solver. After the iterative solver has converged,
the eliminated variables are calculated by back-substitution into the eliminated equations. This process is
thus a partial Gaussian factorization of the matrix, which is called pre-elimination in the context of the
assembly module.

Before these equations can be eliminated, they are sorted to the end of the matrix, together with their
assigned variables. This is done by applying a permutation matrix P to the linear equation system. The
permutation matrix is calculated automaticallyon solving the system. All equations causing a possible ill
condition have to be marked for pre-elimination by the simulator.
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Permutation Vector System Matrix
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Figure 4.1: All equations marked for pre-elimination (*) are moved to the outer system matrix, the others remain in
theinner one [65,228].

The outer system is removed from the linear equation system and later solved by Gaussian elimination, the
inner system with an improved condition suitable for iterative solvers is passed on to the solver module.
See Figure 4.1 [65,228] for an illustration of this concept. The resulting system is given by

(EPÀpT)(px) = (EPi») , (4.21)

where P is the permutation matrix with its inverse equal to its transposed matrix pT. As the factorization
starts with the last equ~tion and proceeds upwards, the usual terms for direct Gaussian LU factorizations
have a different meaning. The upper triangular matrix E stores the elimination coefficients obtained as
the lower matrix L of a Gaussian elimination. It contains non-zero off-diagonals in the outer parts only,
the inner matrix domain is a strict unity matrix. The unity diagonal of E is not stored .. The result of the
multiplication of E with A is a matrix with some (but not all) entries in the domain right of the diagonal
removed, and some newly created entries. This matrix is split into two parts: the core matrix containing
all equations of the inner matrix and the outer matrix.

In Figure 4.2 the effect of the pre-elimination for the system matrix shown. The so-called inner system
matrix does not contain the problematic equations any more, for example the equations in rows 1-44 of the
complete system matrix. It is obvious that the majority of equations remains in the inner system matrix.
Thus, the effort of the Gaussian elimination is kept small whereas the solver module is expected to bear
the main solving effort.

4.9 Sorting the Inner Linear Equation System

Matrices arising from the discretization of differential operators are sparse, because only neighbor points
are considered. For that reason, only the non-zero elements are stored in order to reduce the memory
consumption (see the MCSR format in Appendix E.l). However, during the factorization of the system
matrix A into an upper and lower triangular matrix A = LU, additional matrix elements termed fill-in
[193] become non-zero. The profile p(A) is a measure for this fill-in

n

p(A) = Lmi,
i=l

mi = i - min (j) ,
ai,j#O
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Figure 4.2: On the left the completely compiled system matrix of a discretized two-dimensional Mos transistor
structure assembled by MINIMOS-NT is shown. The magnitude of the entries are encoded by the
colors according to the legend in the right. Some regions with problematic equations are indicated
by red dashed rectangles. After the pre-elimination, the inner system matrix (right) does not contain
the problematic equations any more. The dimension is not significantly reduced since the majority of
equations is not affected.

and the bandwidth ofthe matrix is maxi (mi)' Thus, the bandwidth ofthe system matrix is the maximum
distance between a diagonal and an off-diagonal entryof the same row. Since storing of p(A) requires
additional memory, a transformation is applied to reduce the bandwidth and the profile. Thus, sorting
algorithms sort the rows and columns of the system matrix in such a way that the elimination performed
by a Gaussian type factorization yields a small number offill-ins. The term reordering can be used instead
of sorting .

.The standard module provided by default obtains the sorting matrix Rs (similar to P) by a reverse Cuthill-
McKee algorithm [43,193]. It contains a single unity entry in each row and is applied in such a way
that rows and columns are equally swapped in order to keep the diagonal dominance. In Figure 4.3 the
reordered inner system matrix with a significantly reduced bandwidth is shown. With AiXi= hi as the
inner systemand R; equal R;-l, sorting can be written as.follows:

(4.24)

The effort of the sorting algorithms as well as the effort for evaluating the required storage (cf. symbolic
phase) is O(nnon-zero) each, with nnon-zero as the numbers of non-zeros. By defining an average band-
width bavg as the average line length in the L part or column depth in the U part of the matrix, one can
roughly estimate the space consumption as O(nbavg) and the time consumption as O(n/2b~vi) [65].

As alternative to the in-house implementation of the reordering algorithm, external packages can be em-
ployed. For example, the Boost++ [27] (see -Section 5.1.5) libraries provide a graph package with re-
spective algorithms. In [193], the Gibbs-Poole-Stockmeyer algorithm [75] is suggested as an efficient
alternative to the Cuthill-McKee-based algorithms. Further alternatives are the minimum degree [72] or
nested dissection [71] algorithms.

In [44], a column approximate minimum degree ordering algorithm is presented. Basically, sparse Gaus-
sian elimination with partialpivoting computes the factorization PAQ = LU. While the row ordering
p is generated during factorization, the column ordering Q is used to limit the fill-in by considering the
non-zero pattern in A. A conventional minimum degree ordering requires the sparsity structure of ApT.
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Since the computation can be expensive, alternative approaches are based on the sparsity structure of A
instead.

In [183], an introduction is given to find unsymmetric permutations which try to maximize the elements
on the diagonal of the matrix. Since matrices with zero ~iagonal entries cause problems for both direct and
iterative solving techniques, the rows and columns are permuted in order that only non-zero elements re-
main on the diagonal only. Due to performance considerations and the applicable diagonal strategy during
factorization (see Section 4.4), the assembly module does q.ot provide such a feature. As a consequence,
the simulator is obliged to avoid zero diagonal entries, which can be done in all cases of interest.

4.10 Scaling the Inner Linear Equation System

Scaling is the final step before the inner linear equation system is passed to the solver module in order
to obtain its solution. Since preconditioners like the Incomplete-LV factorization compare the entries per
row, a normalized representation of the matrix has to be provided. Such a normalization is not required
when external modules include their own capabilities or when different kind of preconditionersare used
(see Section 5.2.5). In those cases, the scaling should beswitched off in order to save the computational
effort.

The standard algorithm used by default works with a two-stage strategy [66]: In the first stage, the matrix
is scaled such that the diagonal elements equal unity. The second stage attempts to suppress the off-
diagonals while keeping the diagonals at unity. The resulting scaling matrices Sr and Sc are diagonal
matrices. With AiXi = bi as the inner system, the effect of sorting and scaling is given as:

(4.25)

In Figure 4.3 a cut-out of the scaled inner system matrix is shown. Since the values are modified while
keeping the structure constant, only the colors are changed. Note the red color of the diagonal entries
indicating the unity entries.
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Figure 4.3: In comparison to the pre-eliminated structure, the reordering algorithm significantly reduces the band-
width from 2,867 to 102 in order to reduce the factorization fill-in (left). The circle indicates the range
of the cut-out of the scaled matrix shown in the right figure. The scaled inner system matrix has diago-
nal entries equal unity, which is demonstrated by the red color. Since only the values are changed, no
structural difference can be seen in comparison to the sorted matrix.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic assembly overview.

4.11 Solving and Back-Substitution

The solver module is responsible for calculating the solution vector of the inner linear equation system.
Basically, it is a separate module, but is invoked by the assembly module. As discussed inthe next chapter,
the solver module provides three in-house solvers as well as an interface to external solver modules. To
summarize the various steps between assembling the linear equation system and returning its complete
solution vector to the simulator, a schematic overview is given in Figure 4.4.

In the upper left corner the Newton iteration control of the simulator is represented, which uses an interface
class to access the assembly. The inputs of the assembly module are the contributions of the various
segment and boundary models implemented in the simulator, which are subsequently called. Following
the black solid lines beginning at the interface, the four matrices Tb, As, Ab, and Tv are assembled by
using the flexible sparse storage classbased on balanced binary trees.

These structures are then converted to the MCSR format and compiled resulting in the complete linear
system,which is pre-eliminated to obtain the inner and outer system. The inner one is sorted, scaled,
and finally passed to the solver module. After the solver module has returned the solution vector (or
solution vectors in case of multiple right-hand-side vectors), the assembly module has to back-substitute
the pre-eliminated equations as well as revert scaling, sorting, and the variable transformation to obtain
the complete solution vector(s).

The Newton adjustment levels (red dashed lines) reuse already existing MCSR structures to reduce the
assembling effort: the flexible sparse structures may be skipped completely, and during compilation and
pre-elimination much simpler functions (red bold boxes) can be used than in the conventional mode (black
bold boxes with slash). The latter requires symbolic phases in order to calculate the result storage require-
ments, which are known for the already existing structures. In the next section, the Newton adjustment is
described in more detail.
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As the assembly module also provides an interface to a system for calculating eigenvalues, the system
matrices shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 have been analyzed. The spectral condition for a non-symmetric
matrix [52] is given by

Àmax(AAT) -
Àmin(AAT) . (4.26)

The results summarized in Table 4.1 have been obtained by the ARPACK package [128], which stands
for Arnoldi Package and provides a collection of FORTRAN77 subroutines for the solution' of large scale
eigenvalue problems. The package can be applied for Hermitian, non-Hermitian, standard or generalized
eigenvalue problems. Itis designed to compute a user-specified number of eigenvalues only, for example
the largest or smallest eigenvalue. The ARPACK package links against the LAPACK andBLAS libraries
(see Section 5.1).

I System matrix after I Àmax(AA T) I
compiling 230.323 2.53722 x 10-35 3.01294 X 1018

pre-elimination 574.806 4.26668 x 10-17 3.67042 X 10°9
sorting 574.806 4.32143 x 10-17 3.64709 X 10°9
scaling 4.28363 1.32148' x 10-12 1.80043 X 10°6

Table 4.1: Eigenvalues of the compiled, pre-eliminated, sorted, and scaled system matrix.

A spectral condition in the order of lOc and the precision of the numeric representation of lO-p approx-
imately results in an error of lOc-p [52]. Thus, a small error follows from a small residual only for a
small condition number [188]. As it is demonstrated by the results in Table 4.1, the condition number is
significantly improved by twelve orders of magnitude due to the applied measures.

4.12 Newton Adjustment

One possibility to speed up the assembly process is to reuse already allocated MCSR structures for the
next Newton iteration step. For some applications such as semiconductor device simulation, this should
be possible since the structure of the equation system hardly ever changes: on the one side, the mesh
used in the simulation remains normally unmodified, on the other side changes in the Newton iteration
regarding models, quantities, or iteration schemes occur infrequently. Furthermore, the efficiency of the
Newton adjustment can be increased if separate equation systems are created for each activatedsimulation
mode and iteration scheme. Consequently, the assembly module provides two assembly modes: first, the
conventional assembly mode based on flexible sparse struct1.Ires(see Section 4.6), and second the Newton
adjustment mode presented here.

The benefit of the Newton adjustment does not only originate from fewer memory allocations and deal-
locations but also from the possibility to skip symbolic phases of all involved mathematical operations.
For sparse matrices, a mathematical operation must first count the required number of entries in the result,
which is done in the symbolic phase. Then, the result structure is allocated and the actual mathematical
operation is performed.

However, if one entry in the structure intended to be reusedis missing, measures have to be taken to correct
this so-called Newton adjustment error. One possibility might be to add the missing entry to the structure,
which is a cumbersome and complicated task (see also Section 4.13.3). However, it is advantageous to
simply restart the complete assembly in the conventional assembly mode.
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The reasons for this are:

• Restarting is a simpler solution since no additional code is required.

• The circumstances when Newton adjustment errors occur are known in advance. Therefore, the
simulator should take care of the correct settings and avoid Newton adjustment errors in advance as
well.

• The effort of the enlargement algorithms must not be neglected since several requirements have to
be met (see also Section 4.13.3) .

• For the same reasons, there. is no code provided which copies the already assembled entries to
flexible sparse structures and silently continues in the conventional mode.

4.12.1 The Administration Scheme

In the first implementation of the assembly module the main class was supposed to be bound to one linear
equation system or one Newton iteration step, respectively. The class provided two administration meth-
ods: one method was responsible for allocating all required structures, the other one for their deallocation.
In other words, the new modules were designed for solving one linear equation system during the life cy-
cle between construction and destruction as illustrated in the left afFigure 4.5. Some info~ation the next
step could benefit from is stored in the separate parameter class, for example the fill-in control parameter.

This administrative scheme of the main assembly class was changed in the refined version of the module:
the class itself should be used Jar all iterations of a complete Newton approximation. Only some of its
members should be allocated for a single iteration 'only and deleted afterwards. Since the structure was
divided into two parts with different life times, a division of the allocation and deallocation process as
depicted in the center of Figure 4.5 was necessary.

Class Instantiation

yes

Class Destruction

Figure 4.5: Former (left), refined (center), and final (right) administrative scheme.

The step from the former to the refined scheme does not result in a Newton adjustment, but lays the
foundations for actually reusing already allocated structures. The final administrative scheme is shown in
the right figure of Figure 4.5. If Newton adjustment is activated, the already existing assembly structures
are not deallocated but kept in the memory after reinitialization. In the case of a Newton adjustment error,
the conventional assembly mode is used instead. Note that in this figure the Newton deallocation is not
separately shown any more, because it is implicitly called by the allocation and the class deallocation.
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4.12.2 Newton Adjustment Levels

The Newton adjustments were introduced in three levels. Level two and three depend on the success of
the preceding one.

1. The first level reuses the structure of all four matrices of the assembly process: Ab, As, Tb, and
Tv. If a Newton adjustment error occurs, the simulator must correct the situation, preferably by
restarting the complete assembly in the conventional assembly mode.

2. The second level reuses all resulting structures created during the compilation of the complete linear
equation system. In contrast to the first level the assembly process is already finished at execution
time. Thus, in the case of a Newton adjustment error the simulator is not affected at all.

3. The third level reuses all matrices resulting from the .pre-elimination process. As for the second
step, Newton adjustment errors are corrected internally.

An overview about the Newton adjustment is given in Table 4.2.

Level Status Target Errors
1 assembly Ab, As, Tb, and Tv handled by simulator
2 compilation compilation results handled internally
3 pre-elimination pre-elimination results handled internally

Table 4.2: Newton adjustment levels.

The Newton adjustment levels do not change the sequence of mathematical operations, so both assembly
modes yield exactly the same linear equation systems and exactly the same solution is obtained. Thus, the
Newton adjustment levels are a performance improvement feature only - and do not affect the accuracy or
any values at all.

4.12.3 Improved SortingFeature

In the implementation of the sorting permutation of the inner linear equation system an additional potential
for speed-up can be identified. This possibility is related to the Newton adjustment, because a conventional
mode is involved as well. In this mode, a sorting vector is calculated and applied. However, once the
sorting vector is known, it can be already used during pre-elimination. This saves not only the recalculation
of the sorting vector, but makes it also possible (and necessary) to skip the sorting permutation.

The lower part of the pre-elimination vector is basically initialized by ascending indices. If both sorting
and pre-elimination are enabled, the already existing sorting vector can directly become the lower part of
the pre-elimination vector. If the inner system matrix is already sorted, the subsequent sorting must be
skipped. As already discussed for the Newton adjustment levels, the simulator is responsible for setting
the appropriate parameters to have the sorting vector recalculated if respective modifications make this
necessary.

In contrast to the Newton adjustment levels, the improved sorting feature causes a changed sequence of
mathematical operations and thus different results are observed.
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4.13 The Transferred-Transformation Problem .

By comparing saved Me SR structures of the same system matrix assembled by the formerly used and
the new module, misordering problems have been detected. As a consequence, the new modules were
presumed to deliver wrong results and an investigation of the problem was started which finally resulted
in an elegant solution for the problem which is directly related to the row transformation.

The row transformation as discussed in Section 4.7.1 is used to supply equations (or rows of the system
matrix) with equations having a higher priority. This is necessary, because several segments (with different
priorities) could contain the same grid point. Each of the control functions determines a result for this grid
point, but only the one with the highest priority should be used.

Segment 3
Source Contact (Al)

Segment 1
Semiconductor (Si)

3

115

Segment2
Gate Oxide (Si~)

2804

Figure 4.6: Transformations involved if three segments share one physical grid point.

See Figure 4.6 for an illustration of the physical background as it occurs for a Mos structure. The semi-
conductor segment (segment 1), the gate oxide (segment 2); and the source contact (segment 3) share one
physical grid point. Thus, three equations are assembled to obtain the solution for the potential at this
point.

Since the contact segment has the highest priority, its solutionhas to be used by the other two segments.
However, during the assembly of the three interface equations, the interface models (which are respon-
sible for setting up the transformation matrix); do not have the full information about all three segments
involved. They only take two segments into account, namely the segments the interface is in-between. As
a consequence, the following transfornlation entries can be found in TJ:

1. Equation 3 belongs to the boundary charge ofthe source contact (segment 3) and has to be completed
by contributions from the neighboring segments.

2. Equation 115 belongs to the potential quantity of the semiconductor segment and is transferred
to equation 3 in order to calculate the boundary charge. Its diagonal entry is zero (a substitute
equation is used instead) and the single off-diagonal entry in column 3 equals one. Note, that in
TJ the column index .is the target of the transformation. This transformation is represented by the
black/solid arrow in Figure 4.6. .

3. Equation 2804 belongs to the potential quantity of the gate oxide segment. Since semiconductor
segments have a higher priority than oxide segments, a substitute equation is used: -'lf;1l5 + 'lf;2804 =
O. While the diagonal entry of row 2804 of TJ is zero, the only off-diagonal entry being non-zero
is that of column 115 and equals one. This transformation is represented by the red/dashed arrow in
Figure 4.6.
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These transformations result in the following equations of the complete linear equation system. Depending
whether a correction is activated or not, equation 3 is shown in (4.27) and (4.28), respectively. Cx stand for
other contributions equal for both cases and thus not of interest here. The coefficients Dx denote entries
wrongly transferred to (4.30) instead of (4.27). With '/f;C,3 as the contact potential of segment 3 (source
contact), the correct and wrong equation 115 can be seen in (4.29) and (4.30), respectively:

Q3+C1/J/S1 + Cn/s1 + Cp/S1 + C1/J/s2 + Dl '/f;2804 + D2 '/f;2805 + D3 '/f;2807=Crhs + Drhs

Q3+C1/J/s1 + Cn/s1 + Cp/s1 + C1/J/s2 =Crhs

- '/f;C,3+'/f;115 =0
- '/f;C,3+'/f;115 + Dl '/f;2804 + D2 '/f;2805 + D3 '/f;2807=Drhs

With
Source V = 1.0V I ~-6.9374202644 X 10-17 A Q = -5.3344762188 X 10-19 C

Gate V = 1.2V 1= 0.0000000000 x 100 A Q= 1.1515548905 X 10-15 C
Drain V = 1.2V 1= 1.9820343061 x 1O-16A Q = -5.3344761939 X 10-19 C
Bulk V =O.OV 1= -1.2882922796 X 10-16 A Q = -4.0243642506 X 10-20 C

Without
Source V = 1.0V 1= -6.9354539375 X 10-17 A Q = -2.6653626903 X 10-16 C

Gate V = 1.2V 1= 0.0000000000 x 100 A Q= 1.1515496006 X 10-15 C
Drain V = 1.2V 1= 1.9818396270 x 10-16 A Q = -2.6653626903 x 10-:-16C
Bulk V = O.OV 1= -1.2882936666 X 10-,16 A Q = -4.0243767580 X 10-20 C

(4.27)

(4.28)

(4.29)
(4.30)

Table 4.3: Comparison of terminal quantities with and without the correction. Note that the boundary charges are
significantly different.

Since the segment equation should also be transferred to the equation of the boundary charge, the red!
dashed transformation is wrong and should be replaced by the green/thick one. As a conséquence, the
gate oxide is transferring its incomplete equation to the semiconductor segment. Such situations could
be prevented if the respective models are provided with the complete information. Since this is not the
case for the main simulator MINIMOS-NT and for unstructured meshes an arbitrary number of segments
would have to be considered, the assembly module was equipped with an algorithm which corrects the
transformation matrix before it is applied. This algorithm has the full information available, but remains
deactivated for all simulators which do not require this correction. See Table 4.3 for a comparison of the
terminal. quantities showing significant differences particularly for the boundary charge.

The reason for the differences between the formerly used and new module can be explained as follows:
one important difference between the modules is the assembly sequence. The new assembly module
assembles four matrices and compiles them afterwards to the complete linear system (see Section 4.14).
This compiling step uses matrix additions and multiplications which operate on the completely assembled
structures.

In contrast, the formerly used module calculates all transformations during a symbolic assembly phase in
advance and is therefore able to assembly only one system matrix during the actual assembly phase (cf.
Newton adjustment). So the matrix additions and multiplications are performed immediately while an en-
try is added. As analyzed, these transformations do not perform a multiplication in the strict mathematical
form, but are already adapted for the requirements described above. This behavior should be demonstrated
on a simple mathematical example.
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4.13.1 Mathematics

For the demonstration of the matrix transformation, consider a simple As matrix multiplied by Tb from
the left:

(

1.0 .)
As = 2.0 3.0 .

4.0 .

(4.31)

(4.32)

By using three different transformation matrices, the actual problem should be made evident. The first
transformation matrix and the multiplièation result are:

(

0.0 1.0 )
T - 1.0

b= 1.0
1.0

(

0.0 4.0 )
A = Tb~s = 2.0

3.0
4.0

(4.33)

The entries of Tb can be interpreted as follows: the column index is interpreted as source, the row index
as target of a transformation. The respective equations of As are scaled by the value of these positions
of Tb. In the example all values in Tb are either one or zero. The entry in row zero and column three is
taken as an example: equation three of As (the source) is completely (factor one) added to the equation
zero of A. Since in the first column of Tb all entries are zero, the first equation of As is never used.

The second transformation matrix and the multiplication result are:

(

0.0 1.0 1.0)
1.0 .

Tb = 0.0 '
1.0

3.0 4,0)
2.0

0.0 .
4.0

(4.34)

The interpretation is straightforward: Now equation zero is a linear combination of the equations two and
three. Row two of A is zero because there are no non-zero entries in row two of Tb.

The third transformation matrix and the multiplication result are:

(

0.0 1.0 )
1.0

0.0 1.0
1.0

2.0
3.0

0.0 4.0 )
4.0

(4.35)

Now equation three is transferred to equation two, which in turn is transferred to equation zero. The result
of this operation is mathematically correct, but does not meet the requirement of the assembly process.
The result should be the same as for the second transformation matrix. If one equation is transferred to an
equation which is transferred itself to another target, it must be further transferred to that target. Hence,
the problem was called transferred-transformation problem.

4.13.2 The Basic Correction Algorithm

As discussed above, the formerly used module takes such situations into account while calculating all con-
tributions of a matrix entry. However, the new assembly module requires a correction algorithm before the
mathematically correct matrix multiplication is processed during the compiling process. For the following
reasons, the development of a correction algorithm is a crucial part for the success of the new modules:
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• Waiving a particular assembly sequence is a very important benefit of the new assembly module.
However, this benefit fundamentally depends on the matrix multiplication.

• The correction code of the particular matrix can be turned on and off by keeping the original com-
pilation code unmodified. This is advantageous if the (mathematically correct) multiplication algo-
rithm is once replaced by a more optimized version (cf. LAPACK).

• A correction code can deliver the required result since the complete information is available.

• A correction code can deliver the required result in an efficient way because only few entries are
involved and the effort is linear .

• A correction code fully fits in the Newton adjustment concept of the new module (see below).

• Instead of a correction algorithm, the matrix multiplication itself could be modified in the required
manner. This would actually result in two implementations: one mathematically correct and one
"incorrect". In this case the doubled code in a generally applicable module would have to be justified
by a special-purpose requirement.

For these reasons, it was decided to develop a correction algorithmwhich is presented here. Based on
the third example in the last section, the problem is described verbally once again: equation three is
transformed to equation two, that is transformed itself to equation zero: thus, a transformation source is
also a transformation target. A correction to replace the (three to two to zero) problem,by a straightforward
(three to zero) transformation is required.

The basic correction algorithm can use all information provided by the transposed MCSR data structure.
In T~, the column indices represent the targets of the transformations.

(

0,0 )
TT 1.0

b = 1.0 0.0 .
1.0 1.0

(4.36)

Note that the transposed MCSR structure is actually stored in the Mcsc format. For simplification, the
discussion here still uses the MCSR format. The index and value arrays of ,the T~ matrix read like this (u
stands for unused, see Appendix E.I):

pos 0 1 2 3
val 0.0 1.0 0.0 1.0
idx 5, 5 5 6

456
u 1.0 1.0
702

The algorithm has to focus on the off-diagonal entries in the upper part of the arrays. The column index
stands for the target of the transformation. Hence it must be checked if the target row is a, source of a
transformation which is indicated by off-diagonal entries.

, idx[idx[row]] i- idx[idx[row] + 1] . (4.37)

The correction algorithm loops over all off-diagonal entries, starting at position five in the example. For
the first entry the test is negative since

idx[idx[5]] = idx[idx[5] + 1] = 1 .-.....-...... ~
o 1
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However, for the second entry the test is positive:

5 6
~,. .A.. ...

idx[idx[6]] =f idx[idx[6] + 1]
~ ~

2 3

(4.39)

Row two does have off-diagonals, so a transferred transformation is detected. The basic algorithm is able
to correct such situations if there is one entry only which is checked by the following condition:

idx[idx[row]] + 1 == idx[idx[row] + 1] . (4.40)

More than one entry (as required in cases where more than three segments share one grid point) would
require a restructuring of the complete MeSR array or alternative approaches as discussed in the next
section. If there is only one entry, the correction is just a simple assignment:

idx[row] = idx[idx[idx[row]]] ,
2

~
idx[6] = idx[idx[idx[6]]] = .0 .

~
5

(4.41)

(4.42)

After the correction is completed, T~ has to be transposed back resulting in the same transformation
matrix as used in (4.34):

4.13.3 The Advanced Algorithm

(

0.0 1.0 1.0)
1.0

0.0
1.0

(4.43)

The basic algorithm explained above could not be used for more complicated structures, for example the
ones which contain grid points caJculated by four control functions.

In addition, duplicate entries in the resulting MeSR structure (as they could occur using the basic algo-
rithm) should be avoided. In contrast to the full format, a sparse format stores only entries which are
intended to be non-zero. Besides the actual value, also therow and column number have to be stored.
Thus, it is possible to store one matrix entry more than one time, which is a duplicate entry of the same
position. Most of the mathematical operations defined for Me SR take those implicitly into account, since
they simply process all entriès in the structure. However, due to the fact that all multiple entries should be
actually summed up to one entry, numerical inaccuracies may occur. So duplicate entries are best avoided
at all.

The main objective of the advanced algorithm should provide a generally applicable correction of the
transformation matrix while avoiding duplicate entries. A new example should demonstrate the actual
problem. In a transposed transformation matrix T~ the entries (row:34, col:3)and (47,34) are set to one.
The basic algorithm corrects the latter entry to (47, 3). Since there is only one entry, this correction is
successful (case one).

To extend the example, an additional entry in (78, 34) is supposed to be one. That means, that equation 34
is not only transferred to equation 3, but also to equation 78. Note that in T~ the column index stands for
the target of a transformation. In that case, the basic algorithm fails, because there is not enough space to
add new entries (case two). Both cases are graphically represented in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Graphical representation of the multiple transfer problem.

The first case is shown in Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b. In Figure 4.7a, two arrows represent two trans-
formations, the blue/dashed arrow has to be redirected to the position the black/solid arrow points to. In
Figure 4.7b, the green/dashed arrow represents the redirection. After the correction the number of arrows
stays the same.

The second case is shown in Figure 4.7c and Figure 4.7d. Since the center position is transferred to
multiple (here two, generally n) right positions, there are also n ,arrows needed to point from the left
position to all right positions. The'number of arrows increases by n - 1. In Figure 4.7d, the red/dotted
arrow has to be created additionally. In the existing MeSR structure, there' is no space for this entry.
Hence, no thorough correction of the second case could be made. '

If equation 47 of As contains the nOn-zero column entries 49, 51, and 55, the following misorderings are
the result of the omitted correction:

• Equation 3: entries in columns 49,51, and 55 are missing .

• Equation 34: entries in columns 49,51, and 55 should not be there .

• Equation 78: entries in columns 49,51, and 55 are missing.

For that reason new entries have to be added in order to completely correct the transformation matrix.
There are two solutions for this problem:

1. The first approach requires an enlargement and reordering algorithm for the existing arrays. This
algorithm must take the requirement into account, that duplicate entries should be avoided. Thus,
the resulting algorithm must count all additional needed entries actually required, allocate a new
structure, copy all entries and eventually dismiss the old structure. However, all of these parts are
already implemented, which motivates the second approach.

2. The flexible sparse structureof the transformation matrix provides already many of these required
features: it can be used to add new entries easily and it avoids duplicate entries. So the second
approach yields ari algorithm that reuses and iteratively improves the still existing flexible sparse
structure of the transformation matrix.
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By pursuing the second approach, an algorithm was developed which benefits from already existing and
applied implementations. The system can now take all possible situations into account since it.does not
limit the number of commonly used grid points (independent of the number of spatial dimensions) any
more .. Table 4.4 summarizes the initial situation and the correction result for both the transposed and
untransposed transformation matrix.

Tb 3 34 47 78 TT 3 34 47 78b
3 1.0 1.0 3 1.0

Before: 34 1.0 34 1.0 1.0
47 47 1.0
78 1.0 1.0 78 1.0

Tb 3 34 . 47 78 T 3 34 47 78Tb
3 1.0 1.0 1.0 3 1.0

After: 34 34 1.0 1.0
47 47 1.0 1.0
78 1.0 1.0 1.0 78 1.0

Table 4.4: The transposed and untransposed transformation matrix before and after the correction. The column
index stands for the source or the target of the transformation, respectively.

Regarding the Newton adjustment it is important to note, that the advanced algorithm is fully employable
due to the following considerations. After a successful first Newton adjustment level, no flexible sparse
structure exists which could bé used to add additional entries. However, the already existingTb matrix
does alrèady contain all required entries. This assumption holds since all deterministic algorithms always
yield the same result for the same inputs. Therefore, no Newton adjustment errors will occur.

4.14 Concluding Remarks

At the end of this chapter concluding remarks shall be given in order to summarize the benefits of the
in-house assembly module.

• Shared library concept: the simulator can be directly linked against the assembly module.

.• Comprehensive Application Programming Interface: this API enables random access to all struc-
tures and is therefore an important contribution to simplify and improve model development. See
Figure 4.8 for a comparison of the four-phases and one-phase approach.

• Rigorous implementation in C/C++: 30,500 lines of code .

• C++-Templates (type parameterization): efficient implementation based on templates [212].

• Handling of real-valued and complex-valued equation systems .

• Ability to provide multi-level solvers with the respective connectivity information: the simulator
can use the assembly module to administer its quantities.

• Centralized administration of control parameters .

• Comprehensive input-/output system: all structures can be written to files and read from the files to
be further processed. These features can be used to check the assembly and to efficiently evaluate
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of the one-phase (upper) and four-phases (lower) approach. Inthe latter case the implemen-
tation of the simulator is much more complicated as the assembly module requires a specific assembling
sequence. Whereas in the one-phase approach the loop over all models is processed only once, it has to
be processed four times in the four-phases approach. In addition it is necessary to call specific prepara-
tion functions an~ each model implementation has to take the current phase .into account, which leads
to complicated codes.

different parameter settings for the solution of the same linear equation system. In addition these
files can be used for debugging and quality assessment of the simulator as they include the full
quantity information for all equations.

• Stand-alone version: several test programs are available to see how the library is applied.

The ability to be generally applicable has been proved as the assembly module is used for another simulator
at the institute, namely the Finite Element Diffusion and Oxidation Simulator FEDOS [32].-

Due to the rigorous implementation in C++ and the application of inline methods, the performance differ-
ence to the former ~ersion, which was implemented in C, is minimal. Especially in combination with the
Newton adjustment, the new system is not systematically slower than the old one.
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Chapter 5

The Solver Module

The assembly and solution of sparse linear equation systems is a fundamental task in numerical simulators
which discretize nonlinear partial differential equations on a mesh. As already discussed in Section 2.3.1,
the Newton method [136] is commonly used as a linearization technique, which requires the solution of
one linear equation system per iteration step.

As solving linear equation systems is a common and well-known computational task, an overview of third
party solutions is given in Section 5.1. However, there are four main reasons for providing, maintaining,
and extending an in-house solver module:

1. Whereas the calculation of the model contributions represents the physical modeling and thus the
main purpose of employing TCAD tools in general, the largest share of the run-time of the numerical
simulators is spent in the linear modules, that is for assembling and solving linear equation systems.
In order to quantify this statement, a respective evaluation was performed, which is discussed in
Section 5.5.2. A subsequent evaluation was performed to analyze the performance of various solver
systems for different kinds of simulation tasks. So the in-house solver module does not provide only
one linear solver, but an interface to various in-houseand external solver systems.

2. The solvability of a linear equation system depends on specific properties of the system itself, for
example the condition of the system matrix. Although several measures have already been taken
to improve these properties (see Chapter 4), some kinds of solver techniques may still fail during
the calculation of the solution. For that reason, again a choice of several different solver systems
can increase the probability for finding a useful solution for the complete simulation task. However,
insufficient convergence for example mayalso point to inappropriate simulation setups such as
inadequate meshes or inaccurate physical modeling. Hence, the behavior of the solver modules and
respective feed-back information can be used to assess and improve the complete simulation. It is
therefore advantageous to benefit from a direct access to the solver module.

3. External modules are often bound to license agreements, which frequently contain restrictions es-
pecially for commercial application. As the institute provides its codes to industrial partners and
binary release versions to the general public, third party license requirements would restrict such
distributions. So an in-house solver module enables the institute to independentlyrelease complete
versions which are directly applicable also from a legal point of view.

4. The quality assessment approach of MINIMOS-NT (see Section CA) requires a deterministic be-
havior of the solver system both in the short and long run. By using the in-house solvers, which are
intended to remain basically unmodified, this behavior can be assumed to be guaranteed.
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5.1 Third Party Modules and Libraries

Since solving linear equation systems is a very common computational task, a short overview of the
available third p<!l1Ysolutions shall be given.

The Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms BLAS provide high quality building block routines for performing
basic vector and matrix operations: Levell BLAS for vector-vector operations, Level2 BLAS for matrix-
vector operations, and Level3 BLAS for matrix-matrix operations [18]. Since BLAS libraries are efficient,
portable, and widely available for many different platforms, many mathematical developments are based
on them. .

The original objective of the Linear Algebra PACKage LAPACK,which is based on the BLAS library, was
to provide a version of the widely used EISPACK [202] and LINPACK [53] libraries that runs efficiently
on shared memory vector and parallel processors. The bottle necks of these modules are the memory
access patterns disregarding .the multi-layered memory hierarchiesof the machines. Thus, too much time
is spent for data manipulation rather than for domg useful floating-point operations. LAPACK addresses
this problem by making use of block matrix operations, such as matrix multiplication; in the innermost

. loops. Since these block operations can be optimized for various architectures to account for the memory
hierarchy, a way to achieve high efficiency on diverse modem machines was found [13]. The Scalable
LAPACK (ScALAPACK) library provides a subset of LAPACK routines for distributed memory parallel
computers [21]. Whereas SCALAPACK can be applied for dense systems, a library for parallel linear
algebra computation on sparse matrices is presented in [64]. That PSBLAS package addresses the parallel
implementation of iterative solvers and is designed for distributed memory computers.

5.1.1 Commercial Libraries

The NAG libraries of the Numerical Algorithms Group contain a wide range of robustnumerical and
statistical routines, for example for linear algebra, eigenvalue analysis, and differential equations [155].
The libraries are offered in FORTRAN 77 and 90, C, as well as an SMP Library for shared memory and a
Parallel Library for distributed memory parallel computing.

The IMSL libraries of Visual Numerics provide accurate and reliable FORTRAN algorithms with full cov-
erage of mathematics and statistics. According to [226], the libraries are claimed to be a cornerstone of
high-performance and deep computing as well as predictive analytics applications in science, technical
and business environments for well over three decades. IMSL stands for International Mathematical and
Statistical Library .

.The HSL Software Library, formerly known as the Harwell Subroutine Library and commercially dis-
tributedby Hyprotech UK Ltd, offers a collection of portable, fully documented FORTRAN packages.
Besides the commercial distribution, there are special arrangements for licensing to academic users. The
library can be particularly applied for sparse matrix computations and large-scale optimization. HSL rou-
tines can be found in advanced software applications such as for chemical engineering and finite element
modeling.

'5.1.2 Libraries ofHardware Vendors

Intel offers the Math Kernel Library MKL to provide highly optimized thread-safe mathematical routines
for High-Performance Computing (Hpc), science, engineering and financial applications, which are able
to take advantage of the maximum performance on Intel processors [107]. The key features of the MKL
are its optimization for recent Intel platforms, an automatic run-time detection of the Cpu actually used,
scaling on multi-processor environments, thread-safety, and royaity-free distribution of the run-time li-
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brary. The Linux non-commercial development license is also free. The functionality embraces not only
linear algebra (BLAS and LAPACK), but also discrete Fourier transforms, vector mathematics and a vector
statisticallibrary with random number generators.

The AMD Core Math Library ACML forLinux and Windows offers BLAS, LAPACK and FFT routines,
which can be applied by a wide range of software developers to obtain excellent performance on AMD
platforms. The highly optimized library provides numerical functions for mathematical, engineering,
scientific and financial applications. ACML is available bothas a 32-bit and 64-bit library which is able to
fully exploit the large memory space and improved performance offered by new AMD 64-bit architectures
[3].

Applications running on IBM pSeries computers can take advantage of optimized ESSL (Engineering
and Scientific Subroutine Library) routines. This allows both to reduce programming requirements and
performance improvements. The library provides optimized versions of dense matrix kernels contained in
the BLAS and LAPACKlibraries. Another approach to improve the performance of applications is the IBM
Mathematical Acceleration SubSystem Library MASS. It provides high-performance versions of a subset
of intrinsic functions while sacrificing a small amount of accuracy [2].

5.1.3 Recent Developments

In [l90], an overview of parallel frontal solvers for large sparse linear systems can be found. These
codes were implemented in the HSL package. As a variant of Gaussian elimination, the frontal method
was originally developed [l09] to solve large linear equation systems. Because the computational work
is limited to a relatively small frontal matrix, large problems could be solved even on computers with
small memories. The assembly and elimination procedure were cÇ>mbined,and the additional data was
written to secondary storage systems. Today the motivation for frontal solvers arise from the fact, that the
frontal matrices can be stored in full format [191]. This allows one to employ high-level BLAS routines.
Furthermore, multiple front methods were developed, which can simultaneously process subproblems,
and allow to parallelize the factorization.

A new parallel direct solver for large sparse linear systems is presented in [56], which is also incorporated.
in the HSL package as the HSLMP48 algorithm. This algorithm is designed to solve highly unsymmetric
systems by employing several processors, typically up to 16. It is based on the serial code MA48, which
implements a sparse variant of Gaussian elimination with sparse data structures and threshold pivoting.
Since MA48 stores the matrix and its factorization in main memory, HSLMP48 can parallelize the prob-
lem in order to reduce the memory demand as well as to speed up the factorization process. The parallel
approach is based on partitioning the system matrix into a small number of loosely connected submatrices
(singly bordered block diagonal form [56]). A modified version of MA48 is then used to factorize all
matrices which can be done in parallel. The interface problem can be solved by any sparse solver. Three
advantages in comparison to a general parallelization of a sparse solver are given: all processors can be
preassigned all data in advance, the factorizations of the submatrices can be done in parallel, and interpro-
cessor communication as required for the interface problem is limited and structured. For the majority of
test cases arising from chemical process engineering problems HSLMP48 outperforms MA48 if two pro-
cessors are employed. For some problems and eight processors speed-ups in excess of four are achieved.
Since the code does not require a single file system and is based on MPI [159], it can be applied both on
shared memory and distributed memory machines (see Section 5.3.1).

The comparison in [93] involves different strategies mainly regarding the numerical factorization and the
target architecture. However, it is concluded that improvements in all phases of solving sparse linear
equation systems have been achieved, which are the main reasons for the significant speed-up already
observed.
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The following solvers are compared [93]:

• UMFPACK, the Unsymmetric Multi-Frontal Package, is a set of serial routines for solving unsym-
metric sparse linear systems using the unsymmetric multi-frontal method. Whereas versions 2.2
aÖ.d3.1 are compared in [93], [47] provIdes version 4.4 now.

• SuperLUMT and SuperLUdist [223]: whereas the former is designed for Shared Memory Parallel
Processors (SMPS), the latter is designed for Distributed Memory Parallel Processors (see Sec-
tion 5.3.1). The factorization is based on the super-nodalleft-Iooking or right-looking approach,
respectively .

• SPOOLES stands for SParse Object Oriented Linear Equations Solver [140] and is a library for
solving sparse real- and complex-valued linear equation systems. Numerical factorization is done
by a super-nodal Crout [131] approach. The targetarchitectures include serial, shared-memory
parallel, and distributed-memory parallel.

• MUMPS stands for MUlti-frontal Massively Parallel sparse direct Solver and provides capabilities
. for solving linear equation systems with symmetric positive definite matrices, general symmetric
matrices, general unsymmetric matrices, complex or real arithmetic matrices. Furthermore, it of-
fers parallel factorization as well as iterative refinement and backward error analysis [163]. The
implementation is written in FORTRAN 90 and based on MpI. Partial pivoting and dynamic dis-
tributed scheduling is used to accommodate both numerical fill-in and multi-user environment. The
BLAS, LAPACK,and SCALAPACK packages are employed. The numerical factorization is based on
symmetric-pattern multi-frontal and the target architecture is distributed-memory parallel.

• WSMP: The Watson Sparse Matrix Package (WSMP) is a high-performance software package for
solving large sparse linear equation systems by a direct method on IBM pSeries Systems, serial or
multi-processor Linux workstations and Linux clusters [2]. W SMP can be used as a serial package,
in a shared-memory multiprocessor environment, or as a scalable parallel solver in a message~
passing environment, where each node can either be a uniprocessor or a shared-memory multipro-
cessor. The numerical factorization is based on unsymmetric-pattern multi-frontal and the target
architecture is shared-memory parallel.

Two additional modules are PARDISO [182] and SAMG [37]. The former is also provided by DESSIS [111]
and the MKL [107]. The latter is industrially employed for computational fluid dynamics as used in the
car industry, oil reservoir simulations, electromagnetics, groundwater flows, semiconductor physics, and

. structural mechanics [213]. Both packages are discussed later in this chapter in a more detailed way, see
Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3, respectively.

5.1.4 Solver Frameworks

The Boeing Math Group commercially provides the Intelligent Iterative Solver Service IISS, which is
based on the performance considerations regarding the advantage of iterative solvers for large sparse
linear equation systems. The optimal selection of an iterative solver varies and these methods are also
known to suffer from irregular performance in different applications. Furthermore, it can be difficult for
users to choose the correct parameters required for performance. For that reason the Boeing Math Group
provides a collection of state-of-the-art iterative solvers [24]. .

This collection contains BCSLIB-ExT [23], a preconditioned iterative solver, which has been also used for
semiconductor device simulation. Hypre [63], a scalable software for solving large, sparse linear equation
systems on massively parallel computers, and AZTEC [222], a massively parallel iterative solver library
with advanced partitioning techniques and den se matrix algorithms, are additionally available [24].
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Trilinos is a project aiming to provide parallel solver algorithms and libraries for the solution of large-
scale, complex multi-physics engineering and scientific applications. Since an object-oriented software
framework is developed, Trilinos is based on packages [180]. Each package is focused on important,
state-of-the-art algorithms in its problem regime, developed by a small expert group, self-contain~d, as
well as configurable, buildable and documented on its own [61]. For example, Trilinos supports the
object-oriented version of AZTEC, SuperLU, Hypre, HSL and many more. In addition, three specific
package collections are provided: one for linear algebra classes, one for abstract solver classes, and one
for basic tools like BLAS or MPI interfaces.

5.1.5 Special-Purpose Libraries

The Automatically Tuned Linear Algebra Software ATLAS provides portable linear algebra software, in-
cluding a complete C or FORTRAN 77 BLAS ApI and a very small subset of the LAPACK ApI. For
all supported operations, ATLAS achieves performance comparable with machine-specific tuned libraries
[224,238]. Thus, ATLAScan be used as an alternative to the BLAS library.

Blitz++ is a C++ class library for scientific computing showing a comparable performance with FOR-
TRAN 77/90 [157]. The library incorporates dense arraysand ve~tors, random number generators and
small vectors and matrices .. It is available under an open source license. The basic idea is to use the
advanced features of the C++ progràmming language while avoiding the performance drawback. The
speed-up is not achieved by better compiler optimization and related measures, but by using templates,
which allow to perform optimizations such as loop fusion, unrolling, tiling, and algorithm specializa-
tion automatically at compile time. Thus, instead of compiler optimizations, the Blitz++ library parses
and analyzes array expressions at compile time and performs respective loop transformations in order to
speed-up the code. In addition, Blitz++ extends the conventional dense array model to incorporate new
and useful features, such as flexible storage formats, tensor notation and .index placeholders [157].

Finally, there is Boost++, a set of free portable C++ source libraries [27] which fully comply to the C++
standard and work well with the C++ standard library. It is based on C++-templates and the system is
said to be included into the next C++ standard. One template class library regards linear algebra: UBLAS
provides BLAS functionalities for dense, packed, and sparse matrices.

The design and implementation is based on operator overloading and efficient code generation via tem-
plates. Classes are provided for dense, unit, and sparse vectors, dense, identity, triangular, banded, sym-
metric, hermitian, and sparse matrices. Ranges, slices, and adaptor classes can be defined to view into
.vectors and matrices. The library provides reductions like different norms, addition and subtraction of
vectors and matrices and multiplication with a scalar, inner and outer products of vectors, matrix-vector
and matrix-matrix products and triangular solver. The implementation is mostly STL conform including
the iterator interface [26]. The known limitations are that the implementation assumes a linear memory
address model and that dense matrices have been the tuning focus.

5.1.6 Discussion

As can be easily seen, there is a large variety of solver syste~ns and packages available and many of them
are still developed and improved. As they are highly optimized, particularly for specific platforms, the
two-strategy approach for the in-house solver module presented here seems to be promising. On the one
hand side own implementations are provided, on the other hand side the application can benefit from
external codes which are directly coupled to the solver module.
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However, the integration of external modules is restricted by purpose and does not embrace the full spec-
trum of available systems presented above. By now, only two external modules with specific properties
have been made available. Thechoice of the external modules depends on the following considerations:

1. Performance should be the main priority for providing different solvers. As evaluated, böth inte-
grated external solver systems show a higher performance for specific kinds of simulations than the
in-house solver systems. So the choice was motivated by performance advantages rather than offer-
ing alternative solvers to try getting non-converging simulations run. Whereas some solver systems
are known for being advantageous in context of more ill-conditioned problems (see Section 5.5.1),
a trial-and-error convergencestrategy frequently hides problems in the underlying simulation setup.
These short-comings can cause questionable overall simulation results although one linear solver is
maybe able to deliver a result with the desired accuracy at each step of the Newton approximation.

2. Many users of the simulators regard the linear solver modules as black boxes wh ich are supposed to
deliver the "correct" solution vector. There are plenty of settings both for the assembly and solver
module, but in most cases the default settings are used. Therefore, several solvers are integrated to
automatic solver hierarchies (see Section 5.4), which lose efficiency with an increased number of
solvers. Furthermore, to avoid contradictions with the first item regarding the convergence prob-
lem, appropriate feedback has to be given. It could be useful to obtain a questionable solution in
combination with a respective feedback in order to specifically improve the simulation setup.

3. Typical simulators require a specific set of capabilities which should be available. Independently
of the particular implementation and target architecture, the key demands on the solver module can
be summarized as follows: solving of sparse real-valued non-symmetric and complex-valued non-
hermitian linear equation systems, speed-up features like Newton adjustment and multiple right-
hand-side vectors, shared library concept, as wellas a control concept based on parameters. If
complex-valued linearequation systems are not directly supported, the interface can transform them
to double-sized real-valued ones (see Section 2.6.2). Since the linear equation systems are sparse,
the solver systems designed for sparse matrices are preferred, because the memory consumption of
compressed storage formats is far less than that of full matrices (see Section 4;6). However, due to
linear memory addressing, algorithms working on full or band matrices can be far better optimized.

4. Since the simulators are provided for several platforms, for example Linux and AIX, portability
of the libraries is a critical issue. Platform-dependent libraries normally utilize all capabilities of
the respective hardware. However, if the same functionality and/or API used in the interface is not
available or efficient on alternative platforms, the module should not be chosen.

5. As already stated in the introduction of this chapter, economic and legal considerations must not be
neglected. First of all, the various license agreements have to be taken into account. Besides the
technical evaluation, the decision whether to employa module bound to commercial run-time or
development licenses, must take the market, financial return, costs, and the economic situation of
the vendor into account.

5.2 Overview of the Solver Module

As outlined in the introduction of this chapter, an in-house module is provided which consists of an exten-
sible interface to three in-house solvers and to two external (thirdparty) solver modules. In combination
with the assembly module (see Chapter 4), this module is currently employed by MINIMOS-NT and FE-
DOS. In Figure 5.1 an overview is given how these modules ,are integrated in the simulation flow of these
simulators.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic overview of the linear modules [230].

In the upper left corner the Newton iteration control of the simulator is shown. Depending on the kind of
simulation, various model implementation functions are selected and subsequently called. They add their
contributions to the matrix structures in the assembly module [229].

After assembling has been completed, the simulator requests the solution of the equation system by start-
ing the solving process which is preceded by the compilation, pre-elimination, sorting, and sc"aling as
discussed in Chapter 4. Eventually, a solver module is called which actually calculates the solution vec-
tor. After the chosen solver module has returned the solution vector, all transformations are reverted ..
MINIMOS-NT uses the solution to calculate the update for Newton approximation or terminates the itera-
tion if a specific criterion is fulfilled.

There are different approaches available to calculate the solution vector. The in-house solver module pro-
vides one direct Gaussian solver as well as two iterativesolvers, namely BICGSTAB [49] and GMRES(M)
[179] in combination with an ILu-preconditionet ..In addition, an interface is provided to employ recently
developed modules, which provide highly-optimized mathematical code and allow a significant speed-up
of the solving process.

5.2.1 SolverSelection

The choice of the solver basically depends on the following considerations:

• In contrast to direct methods, the convergence rate of iterative methods highly depends on spectral
properties of the system matrix (see Section 5.2.5). Several measures are taken in order to improve
the solvability. For example, iterative methods involve a second matrix, the so-called preconditioner,
which transforms the system matrix intO one with better properties (see Section 5.2.5). However,
for some kinds of simulations still direct methods have performance and solving advantages (see
Section 5.5.1).
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• Although direct methods show solving advantages in general, their memory consumption is the
main limiting factor. Since iterative methods require less computational resources, they are normally
employed as standard solvers for well-conditioned linear equation systems.

As can be seen from the MINIMOS-NT examples give-nbelow, the-iterative solvers have also performance
advantages for problems with smaller dimensions. In the literature, often the opposite is found [182].
The reason for this fundamental difference are the various transforinations done in the assembly module
resulting in well-conditioned inner equation systems. Of course, the overall effort could be less if all
transformations are skipped and a direct solver employed instead.

5.2.2 In-House Direct Solvers

Direct solution techniques refer to Gaussian elimination using a factorization of the system matrix A in a
lower and upper triangular matrix as A = LV. -The linear equation system Ax == b can thus be written as
L(Vx) = b. Therefore, the following three steps can be specified, that determine the Gaussian algorithm:

1. A = LV: Gaussian elimination (factorization: computing L and V)

2. Ly = b: forward-substitution (compute y)

3. y = Vx: back-substitution (compute x)

If the linear equation system has to be solved for multiple right-hand~side vectors b, only steps two and
three have to be repeated. So the factorization has to be done only once. The effort of the factorization
is O(n3) in the general case, resulting in a prohibitively high computational effort for problems with
higher dimensions, for example three-dimensional device simulations. The time and memory consumption
of the in-house LU factorization is indeed very high. -The effort fordetermining space requirements is
O(nnon-zero), that for determiningtime requirements O(space), and that forfactorizing is O(time). For
the sake of completeness it is to note that the Cholesky method [52]has not been implemented since the
assembled matrices are normally not symmetric and positive definite.

5.2.3 In-House Iterative Solvers

Iterative methods refer to techniques which use successive approximations to obtain more accurate solu-
tions at each step [17]. The iteration is stoppedif the error is sufficiently reduced or a maximum number
of iterations has been reached. There are two types of iterative methods:

• Stationary methods: they are older and simpler in both understanding and implementing, but gener-
ally not as effective. The four main stationary methods are the Jacobi method, the Gauss-Seidel, the
Successive Over-Relaxation method (SOR), and the Symmetric Successive Over-Relaxation method
(SSOR). Stationary methods can be generally expressed by x(k) = Bx(k-l) + c, where Band c are
independent from the iteration counter k.

• Non-stationary methods: in contrast to stationary methods,' they use information that changes at
each iteration. Most of the methods are based on the idea of sequences of orthogonal vectors. The
most prominent examples are the Krylow subspace methods GMRES(M), CG, CGS, BICG, and the
BICGSTAB. -

The Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized [49] (BICGSTAB) is applicable for non-symmetric matrices. This
method avoids the irregular convergence patterns but shows almost the same convergence speed as the al-
ternative Conjugate Gradient Squared method CGS [17]. The Conjugate Gradient method (CG) calculates
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a sequence of conjugate vectors, which are the residuals of the iterates. The minimization of these resid-
uals is equivalent to solving the linear equation system [17]. The BICG method calculates two sequences
of vectors: one of the system matrix and one of the transposed system matrix. The CGS and BICGSTAB
are variants of the BICG ~ith modifications re~arding the, updating operations of the sequences. The BI-
CGSTABuses different updates for the sequence of the transposed matrix and therefore obtains smoother
convergencethan CGS.

5.2.4 The Generalized Minimal Residual Method

The Generalized Minimal Residual method (GMRES) is also applicable for non-symmetric matrices, leads
to the smallest residual for il fixed number of iteration steps, although these steps require increasingly
more computational resources. Thus, GMRES is actually not an iterative solver, since the exact solution
of an equation system with rank n can be obtained in at most n steps (if an exact arithmetic is assumed).
The solution procedure is based on orthogonal basis vectors, which are combined by a least-squares solve
and update.

The dimension of the' orthogonal vectors increases with each step. Since this increase in memory con-
sumption is the drawback ofthis method, a restarted version of GMRES, normally referred by GMRES(M),
can be used instead. The iteration will be terminated and the solution will be used as initial guess for the
next iteration.

The choice of an optimum restart factor m is not trivial and "requires skill and experience" [17]. In [96],
m < 10 is suggested for device simulation, but a significant higher value seems to be necessary for more
ill-conditioned problems. In [183], m was set to 20 to avoid too high memory consumption. In view of
the system memory of the average computer this parametèr can be set to higher values at least in the area
of classical device simulation. However, a default value for m had to be found and for that reason an
empirical investigation was performed (see Section 5.5.3).

In order to provide an alternative solver system, a restarted version ofthe Generalized Minimal Residual
method [179] was implemented for the internal solver module. This was done based on templates provided
by the Netlib repository [17,152]. During the implementation, it was absolutely crucial to retain the
existing structure of the solver module and to apply all already implemented capabilities.

,5.2.5 Preconditioner

The convergence rate of iterative methods depends on spectral properties of the system matrix A [17]. For
that reason preconditioning is used to transform the linear equation system into a similar one, which has
the same solution but better spectral properties. Thus, by using a preconditioner M the original system
Ax = b is transformed to

M-1 Ax = M~lb , (5.1)

where M-1 A has better spectral properties than A.

There are many approaches to derive the preconditioner M. One class of them is the Incomplete-LV
factorization (IL U), which approximates the matrix A. Basically, a factorization LUis incomplete if not
all necessary fill elements are added to L orU. The respective preconditioner has the form '

M=LU~A. (5.2)
Adding a preconditioner to an iterative solver causes extra cost, so the resulting trade-off between con-
struction/application and gain in convergence speed must be considered. ,As outlined in [65], a hierar-
chical concept is used to minimize the necessary computational time of this system. This time is mainly
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influenced by the parametersfill-in and threshold(tolerance} of the Incomplete-LV factorization process.
These parameters are stored by the parameter administration and automatically adapted after each solver
call. See Figure 5.2 for an illustration of the hierarchical concept. Thisform of the Incomplete-LV factor-
ization is sometim~s referred as ILVT(é, q) [183] with é standing for the threshold and q standing for the
fill-in parameterspeCifying the q largest elements which ar~ kept perrow.

Alternatives are the ILV(O) and ILU(P) methods. The former has less complexity and simply keeps the
elements whose corresponding values in the system matrix are non-zero, that is é = O. The method called
ILV(P) drops elements but takes only the structure of the linear equation system into account. However,
the Incomplete-LV factorization faces the same problems as the Gaussian elimination. For example, due
to zero or negative pivots, incomplete factorizations may break down or result in indefinite matrices,
respectively, even if the full factorization exists and yields a positive definite matrix [17].

An alternative to these methods are those which approximate the inverse of A, the so-called approximate
inverses methods. The major advantage of these approaches is that the application of the resulting precon-
ditioner requires matrix-vector products only and not a sO,lvingstep [183]. Examples are the SPAI [92] or
the AINV methods [19].

Parameter Set of the
Previous Solver Run

Detennination
of a Better

Parameter Set

yes

Pariuneter Set for
the Next Solving Process

No Solution
Possible

Figure 5.2: The hierarchical concept [65,228].

For the synchronization between preconditioner and solver the concept of counting mathematical oper-
ations is used. In contrast to the system time which was used in the former version this count remains
constant for the same simulations, and thus subsequent passes of the optimization loop are deterministic
even in a multitasking environment.

The dual drop-off strategy in the incomplete factorization strategy employed in the internal solver module
works as follows: Elements in Land U whose size is less than the threshold (relative to the average
element size of the current row in U) are dropped. By setting a zero threshold, all elements will be kept.
Furthermore, only a specific number of the remaining elements are kept. This number is determined by
the fill-in parameter and the selection is done by size. Thus, the largest elements remain in the matrix. One
can use a zero fill-in parameter to obtain a strategy based on keeping the largest elements in each row of L
and U. Or, by choosing an appropriate threshold but setting the fill-in parameter to n, the usual threshold
strategy will be applied, but the number of fill-ins is then unpredictable.
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5.3 External Solvers

Since the remarkably increased performance of todays average computers inspires to even more costly
simulélti9ns (for example optimiza~ions ~ci mix~d-~ode devicelcircuit simulations), a further speed-up
of the simulators is highly appreciated. Thus, the development of highly-optimized mathematical code
must not be neglected. With regard to such new developments, an interface is provided to employ external
solver modules.

At the moment, two external modules can be employed: First, the Parallel Sparse Direct Linear Solver
PARDISO [117,181,182], which provides a multi-threaded direct solver as well as an LU-CGS iterative
solver implementation. Second; the Algebraic Multigrid Methods for Systems SAMG [36,37], which not
only provides multi-level algorithms, but almostthe same iterative solvers as those ofthe in-house module.
Both external packages are written in FORTRAN. The only overhead of the interface to these modules is
the conversion of matrix storage formats (see Section E), which is regarded as negligible due to its linear
implementation effort (see Section 5.5.2 for quantitative information).

Since PARDISO provides a multi-threaded solver, a discussion of several parallelization issues is given in
the next section.

5.3.1 Parallelization Issues

Parallelization techniques become important in case a simulation is regarded to take a "long" time. Thus,
the main objective is the reduction of the simulation time, especially if time-to-market figures are con-
sidered also in the TCAD context. .An additional utility of parallelizaiion can be seen in the efficient
employment of all available computational resources.

Whereas during one kind of long simulations much time is spent for particular tasks such as solving large
.linear equation systems, the other kind consists of a large number of simulation runs with similar setups.
In the latter case one simulator run might be short, but thousands of them take sometime.s a prohibitively
long time. Obviously, a combination ofboth makes parallelization even more necessary. Typical examples
.for these kinds of long simulations are three-dimensional device, process, and mixed-mode device/circuit
simulations or expensive optimizationsand multi-parameter steppings, respectively.

Basically, the main objective of parallelization is the distribution of the simulation load over several Cpus
and/or workstations in order to reduce the execution time .. In thecase of the first kind of simulations, the
program execution itself is parallelized. Libraries, such as QpENMP [145] orMpI [159], can be used to
split the. simulator into several threads, as far as the code is suited for parallelization. Due to the parallel
execution, the total computational effort increases, but the real simulation time can be reduced.

For the second kind of simulations, another approach can be identified: The repeated execution of the
simulator with similar setups can be distributedover several Cpus andior a network. Since the single runs
are independent from each other, the simulation time can be significantly reduced. Still, the computational
effort is increased if simulator-internal speed-ups orsynergies are not fully used.' From the engineer's
perspective a convenient administration of the various simulation setups and results must be provided,
otherwise the overall results are likely inconsistent and thus as contra-productive as useless. Normally, the
input/output system causes a prominent restriction for this kind of load distribution.

Distribution of Repeate€l Executions

The load distribution of repeated executions is extremely important during optimizations. For example,
the calculation of gradientsoffers the possibility to simultaneously start independent runs of the same
simulator with slightly different setups. Another example in this field are genetic optimizers [234].
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The optimization framework SIESTA [232] consists of an internal host management in .order to employ
various hosts for such calculations. Due to the distribution, SIESTA is able to significantly reduce the
optimization time. .

Besides of optimizations, another field of application are fixed sets of similar simulations yielding com-:
bined results. A simple example is the calculation of an IV curve. A single-threaded simulator such as
MINIMOS-NT calculates each operating point subsequently, using simulator-internal speed-ups such as
good initial guesses for the next step. In addition, the pre- and post-processing has to be done only once.
However, if several. Crus are available, each branch of the IV curve cari be calculated independently,
multiplying the pre-processing effort, but reducing the overall real simulation time. See Figure 5.3 for a
comparison of the two approaches.
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Figure 5.3: Concept of single- (left) and multi-threaded (right) stepping algorithm. Whereas the former calculates
all 55 steps subsequently, the latter uses fiveprocesses to calculates eleven steps each.

As stated above, the administration of such a parallelization approach might be difficult, cumbersome, and
error-prone. Since the simulator is not parallelized itself, additional functionality is required in a higher
level of application. As already used for optimizations, so-called meta- or parameterized input-decks are
systematically used to create actual simulator setups.

Here, a counter-part to the SIESTA system is required to exempt the user from the administration of these
setups and their results as well as from a fault-tolerant host management, simulator calling, and con-
sistency checking. All of these tasks are performed by the new library SEILIB, which is discussed in
Appendix C.3. As an application example, the test of the MINIMOS-NT simulator is presented in Chap-
ter CA. This test takes more than one day on a single-Cru Linux machine, but can be run in approximately
one hour on an IBM cluster with 32 Crus. As additional benefits, this library can also be used to combine
several programs to complete simulation flows and to perform optimizations.

Parallelization of the Program Execution

Whereas load distribution of repeated executions does not require modifications of the simulators, this
section gives a short introduction in parallelization of the codes itself. This task frequently raises severe
design and implementational problems, which might be hard to resolve for already existing single-threaded
codes. However, particular tasks which are sufficiently modularized can be targets for simulator-internal
parallelizations.
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In context of semiconductor device and process simulations, a significant part of the computation time
is spent on solving linear equation systems. As can be seen in Table 5.2, the range starts at about 40%
for small two-dimensional device simulations up to 90% for large mixed-mode simulations. However,
well-known bottle~necks prevellt a signific~t performance impact. Direct algorithms are a promising
parallelization target, as shown in several publications, for example about the OPENMP-based PARDISO
[181] or Mpl-based HSL codes [56].

The implementation of PARDISO is based on OPENMP [145], which has become a standard for paral-
lelization applications. In comparison to single-threaded program developments, additional design and
programming complexity have to be taken into account. Algorithms are not only defined in terms what
work they are supposed to perform, but also how this work can be .distributed to more than one processor.
Therefore, OPENMP is an implementation model to support the implementation of parallel algorithms.
Based on the standard programming languages FORTRANand C++, OPENMP provides a set of compiler
directives and a small function library. In summary, the main objective of OPENMP is to provide a stan-
dard and portable Application Programming Interface (ApI) for implementing shared memory parallel
programs [34].

For thatreason, OPENMP is primarily designed for shared memory multiprocessors, where allavailable
processors can directly access the complete memory of the machine. The alternative is distributed memory,
where memory is physically associated with each processor. Since each processor can access only the local
memory, the programmer is responsible for mapping the program data accordingly. Messages have to be
passed to access memory associated with other processors. For that reason, so-ca.1led Message Passing
Interfaces (MpI [159]) and Parallel Virtual Machines (PYM) are employed. There are also high-level
language approaches for automatic generation of low-level messages, for example High Performance
Fortran (HPF [119]). Distributed memory systems are particularly employed if the number of processors
exceeds the limit for shared memory systems. A schematic comparison of shared and distributed memory
architectureis depicted in Figure 5.4 [34].
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of a canonical shared memory (left) and message passing non-shared memory (right) ar-
chitectures [34].

5.3.2 Pardiso

PARDISO is a high-performance and memory efficient package for solving large symmetric and unsym-
metric linear equation systems on shared memory multi-processors [39]. The implementation is based
on OPENMP [145] and a combination of left- and right-looking Level-3 BLAS super-node techniques are
used [182]. To improve the performance of sequential and parallel factorizations, a Level-3 BLAS update
is used.
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In terms of the provided features, PARDISO can be perfectly used as an alternative for the internal solver
modules. Basically, it solves real- and complex-valued linear equation' systems Ax = b, where multiple
right-hand-side vectors b may be specified. Actually, PARDISOsupports even a wider range of sparse ma-
trix types, which are not all required by MINIMOS-NT: real~ and èomplex-valued, symmetric, structurally
symmetric and unsymmetric, positive definite, indefinite, and hermitian sparse linear equation systems.

PARDISOcan also reuse already existing structures in the memory (cf. Newton Adjustment). The required
phases among the four existing phases can be specified [39]:

1. Phase 1: Fill-reduction analysis and symbolic factorization.

2. Phase 2: Numerical factorization.

3. Phase 3: Forward and backward solve including iterative refinements.

4. Phase< 0: Termination and deallocation phase.

For the first call, phases one to three are performed, whereas for subsequent steps only phase two and three
have to be repeated. On exit, the destructing phase is invoked. Note that due to the already established
Newton adjustment levels (see Section 4.12), the solver interface has always the complete information
whether to repeat the symbolic phase or not.

The user of the module has the choice between two different solvers: either the direct Lu-factorization or
a combination of the direct and iterative method LU-CGS. See Appendix A.12 on how to select PARDISO
in the input-deck.

5.3.3 Algebraic Multigrid Methods for Systems

The efficiency of solving large linear equation systems arising from discretized partial differential equa-
tions can be increased by applying hierarchical algorithms [213]. Over the last decades, the multigrid
principle has turned out to be a promising approach and therefore the interest in algebraic methods has
been increasing. Such methods automatically derive the hierarchy based on algebraic information which
is contained in the discretization matrix. Geometric multigrid methods on the other side use a hierarchy
of grids which are defined by coarsing based on grid information.

Two advantages of the algebraic multigrid methods canbe given:

1. Increased geometrical co'mplexity which restricts the use of geometric multigrid approaches.

2. Demand for solver modules which are plugged into an existing environment without modifying the
already existing interface. Thus, algebraic multigrid approaches can be easily used 'as an alternative
for one-level solver modules without modifying the completè code.

Algebraic multigrid or AMG wasthe first hierarchical, matrix-based m~ltigrid method. The ideas of geo-
metric multigrid, that is the coarsing and smoothing of the grids, have been extended to specific classes of
linear equation systems. The automatically derived hierarchy consists of linear equation systems whose
dimension is repeatedly decreasing. Matrix entries are used to derive the operators to transfer informa-
tion between two levels. Due to this automatic procedure, the robustness, adaptability, and flexibility is
remarkably increased.

The SAMG package (Algebraic Multigrid Methodsfor Systems) [37] has been fully coupled to the internal
solver module. ' Like PARDISO, it can be used as an alternative for the in-house solver module. See
Appendix A.12 how to select these solvers.
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As SAMG is a package of several solver systems, the user can choose between four configurations of
preconditioners and solvers (accelerators): AMG-BICGSTAB, AMG-GMRES(M), ILU-BICGSTAB, and
ILU-GMRES(M). The SAMG interface is implemented in a separate function. Since SAMG can handle
real-valued equation systems onl~, the approach of splitting a complex-valued one into a real-valued sys-
tem with double dimension as discussed in Section 2.6.2 is used. As.seenfor the internal and PARDISO
solvers, also SAMG provides specific features for solving multiple right-hand-side vectors and to reuse
already allocated structures during repeated calls of SAMG.

5.4 Solver Hierarchy

Since severallinear solvers are available, a choice has to be made regarding whether to use one of the two
in-house iterative solvers, the in-house direct solver or an external module. This choice can be based on
a-priori available information. For example the performance evaluation presented in Section 5.5 resulted
in some conclusions about which solvers are best-suited for different kinds of simulations.

However, although a solver is selected due to general a-priori considerations regarding the kind and di-
mension of the simulation, the solver still might fail whereas an alternative type may succeed in solving
the equation system. Although care has to be taken while evaluating the results of such problematic simu-
lations, a successful result may trigger particular improvements in the complete simulation setup. Keeping
this goal carefully in mind, the user will normally select an alternative solver if one fails.

The manual selection of alternative solvers has one major drawback: if the convergence problem occurs
after a long simulation time, the complete simulation has to be rerun with the alternative solver although
this would not be.necessary. An automatic solver hierarchy as implemented in the iteration control module
of MINIMOS-NT resolves this problem. The simulation is started according to the user settings in the
input-deck. Note that the user setting can also enable an àutomatic solver selection which is based on
conclusions drawn from a performance evaluation. . .

If a problem occurs, the solver parameters are reset in order to adjust them for the new situation. If this
does not help, the alternative iterative in-house solver is selected. This means that GMRES(M) replaces
BICGSTABand vice versa. If the problem persists, the direct in-house solver is selected instead of the iter-
ative one. If the direct solver is not able to solve the system,the simulation will be terminated. Otherwise,
the user settings are reestablished in order to use the original solver for the next step. In this hierarchy, the
external.modules can be integrated. Since the in-house direct solver will quickly exceed its limitations for
làrge mixed-mode and three-dimensional simulations, the PARDISO direct solver would be a very good
alternative.

An alternative possibility for selecting another solver is to use an interactive mode of the simulator. As
shown for MINIMOS-NT (see Appendix C.2), the user can interrupt the simulation process and directly
modify the settings in the input-deck database .. These modifications include the selection of solver mod-
ules and systems.

Note that there exists a second solver hierarchy directly in .the solver module. If no selection of a particular
solver type is made (default), first the iterative solver is tried, followed by the direct one in case problems
occur.

5.5 Practical Evaluation of the Solvers

In the course of this work the performance of these solvers has been evaluated. Rather than using a set
of single matrices, the approach is based on complete simulations with consistent settings, as typically
encountered during daily work.
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Inmathematical publications, different solver systems are normally compared by applying them for single
linear equation systems. For example, the mo.trix mo.rket [25,139] provides' such a data repository for
use in comparative studies of linear algebra algorithms. The repository does not only provide matrices,
but also matrix generation software in a wide variety of scientific and engineering disciplines. For each
matrix and matrix set details regarding the matrix properties and a visualization of the matrix structure
is provided. The matrices can be downloaded in several different text file formats. A matrix generator
is either a static software for download, a Java applet, or a form-based web service to process requests
for generating matrices. In 2000, 482 individual matrices and 25matrix generators were available. The
database includes the Harwell-Boeing Sparse Matrix Collection (Release I) [55], the SPARSKIT collection
[178], and the Non-Hermitian Eigenvalue Problem collection [14].

Such an approach is particularly useful for ~he evaluation of new mathematical algorithms. The conclu-
sions drawn from the results are used to improve the respective implementations. However, from the
perspective of the implementation of a general-purpose simulator, the objective is quite different. Here,
a set of solvers are available and the one which fits best for the respective problem shall be chosen. In
contrast to the solver development, the research on this topic is restricted to practical evaluations regarding
the respective simulators.

5.5.1 Test Examples and Processing

The 16 examples summarized in Table 5.1 were taken from current scientific projects at the institute.
They consist of field effect, bipolar, and silicon-on-insulator transistors. Structures suchas FINFETS are
analyzed by means of three-dimensional simulations.

All examples were simulated on:

• An IBM cluster with four nodes with" eight Cpus each based on the Power4+ architecture. Two
nodes have 64 GB memory eachand the other two nodes have 32 GB each. The operating system is
AIX 5.2. For compiling and linking the 32-bit xlc/xIC/xlfcompilers with optimization level 05 were
used. For PARDISOthe solver module was linked against the Engineering and Scientific Subroutine
Library ESSL (see Section 5.1.2). .

• A 2.4 GHz single Intel Pentium IV computer with 1 GB memory running under Suse Linux 8.2. For
compiling and linking the Intel 7.1 compilers for the IA32 architecture with optimization level 03
were used. For PARDISO the solver module was linked against the LAPACKand BLAS libraries (see
Section 5.1).

The extensible benchmark is processed by a single program, which has been implemented as a SEILIB
application (see Section C.3). The real (wall-clock) and user time ismeasured by the GNU time command,
and the fastest of three consecutive runs is taken.

5.5.2 General Quantitative Comparisons

Table 5.2 contains information on how the simulation time is actually spent. The simulator was started on
the IBM cluster and the in-house ILU-BICGSTAB was selected. The first columns show the number of the
example, the dimensions of the inner and complete system, and the ratio diminner! dimcomplete. A lower
ratio indicates that more equations are pre-eliminated and thus more time is spent for pre-elimination. The
Cpu column shows the absolute user time required for the respective example. The remaining columns
show the shares of the simulation tiine spent in selected modules or for selected tasks: for initialization,
pre-processing, assembling the linear equation systems (including the calculation of the model contribu-
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tions), the share of the linear modules including all steps shown in Table 5.3, the update of thequantities,
and eventually the postprocessing.

The most important data in the context of that chapter is how much time is spent for the linear system after
.the assembly has been completed (the Lin columr9. For the smaller two-dimensional examplesthat share is
below 50%, that means more time is spent for calculating and assembling the model contributions as well
as for pre- and post-processing. However, for all other simulations including the larger two-dimensional
ones, that share rises significantly even up to more than 90%. Thus, for increasing the efficiency of
advanced device simulations and optimization, it is .essential to reduce the relative effort spent on preparing
and solving the linear equation systems.

In addition, the effort of the conversion to alternative sparse matrix formats was evaluated. Since the
time required for the conversion is too short, no significant information can be given by comparison of
complete run times. However, in order to give quantitative information on the negligibility of the matrix
conversions, the input and output system of the assembly module was used.

The assembly module has been equipped with a comprehensive input and output system which enables
the user to have the assembled comple.te and inner linear equation systems read from or written to files.
These features can be used for debugging and quality assessment purposes. Furthermore, different sets
of parameters or alternative solvers can be efficiently tested. Whereas the simulator is normally used to
calculate the entries of the linear equation system, a test programis provided which reads the files and
starts the solver.

In order to quantify the effort of the matrix conversions, the first linear equation system assembled for the
three-input nand gate (dimension 219,920, 1,925,553 non-zeros) was written to a file. Afterwards, it was
read by a modified version of this test program. The modification regards only the activation of one type
of matrix conversion. The conversion time is measured by the gettimeofday function, the minimum time
of three consecutive runs is taken. One conversion to CSR variant 1 takes 38.212 ms, 266 conversions
take 9,184.06 ms. For the CSR variant 2, the times are 38.955 ms and 8,798.3 ms, respectively. Since
the complete simulation takes 8,468.19 s, the share of all conversions is 0.108% or 0.104%, respectively.
These very small shares allow to conclude that the effort of the conversion can bè neglected.

The complex-valued variant of that test program was also modified to evaluate another interesting issue.
As outlined in Section 2.6.2, one can split a complex-valued equation system into a double-sized real-
valued one in order to employa real-valued assembly and solver system also for complex-valued linear
equation systems. Regarding the memory consumption, this approach has disadvantages, which shall be
quantified in the following discussion. Three examples were taken and the small-signal systems for 1GHz
were written to files. These files were read by the test program - once for the original version employing
the complex-valued solver system and once for the modified version. Thus, this evaluation approach
emulates also the different assembling process of the respective matrices. The results can summarized as
follows:

• The small-signal simulation of a two-dimensional Mas transistor structure (example 1) results in
an inner system matrix of dimension 2,704 with 25,432 non-zeros, which require 406,912 bytes. If
the equation system is split, the number of nonzeros and thus the memory consumption increases to
101,728 and 813,824 bytes, respectively. However, the solving time is reduced from 1.43 to 0.69 s.

• For the three-dimensional simulation of a FINFET structure (example 13 with a dimension of 81,037),
the following results can be given: the number of non-zeros and the memory consumption is in-
creased from 841,678 to 3,366,712 and from 13,466,848 to 26,933,696 bytes, respectively. In ac-
cordance with the two-dimensional results, the simulation time is decreased by roughly 59 % from
152,66 s to 87,70 s.
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• The mixed-mode simulation of the three-input nand gate (example 11) shows similar figures re-
garding the memory consumption,- which rises from 33,587,712 to 67,175,424 bytes (number of
nonzeros: 2,099,232 and the four-fold value of 8,396,928). However, the simulation time is in-
creased from 437.96 s to 1,117.88 s.

These results motivates the conclusion that with thectirrent implementation it is advantageous to solve
the complex-valued equation systems with the complex-valued solver implementations. The main reason
for that is the memory consumption, which is always doubled, whereas different results for the simulation
time are obtained .

. 5.5.3 Simulation Results of theGMRES(m) Evaluation

Several test runs of the in:-house GMRES(M) solvèr were performed and the cumulated number of mathe-
matical operations as a function of m were recorded.

Since values of m smaller than 16 cause errors for some thrèe-dimensional and mixed-mode simulations,
the commonly used m has to be set to a value higher than 16.. In Figure 5.5; all values are scaled to
those of m = 16. The following ratios are shown: minimum, maximum, and average of the number of
mathematical operations, the user time, and the memory consumption. By analyzing the solid black line
with symbols for the average user time, a default value shall be selected which can be commonly set for
all kinds of simulations. The first part of that curve is decreasing between 16 and 70 down to a level of
approximate 55%. Afterwards, it slightly increases again. One reason for this might be the higher memory
consumption. The curve for the mixed-mode device/circuit simulàtions has a similar shape, however the
increasing part starts a little bit earlier. Finally, the curve for the two-dimensional simulations shows a
contraproductiveeffect of an increased m between 70 and 75.

So one can conclude that a value between 50 and 70 seems to be advantageous for all kinds of simulations
if enough memory is available. For that reason, the default value was set to m = 65. As this value
can be easily controlled by the user, different requirements depending on the simulation and the memory
resources can be met. In addition it is to note that the simulator itself can automatically adjust this value
if the respective information is available.
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[TI Simulation 1 Type I' Dimension 1 Entries ([%0)) ~ Remark
1 MOSFET 2D device 2,704 23,662 (3.24) 17 test structure with Le = 1 J1.m
2 Flash cell 2D device 5,967 47,956 (1.35) 24 tunneling effects
3 Pin-diode 2D device 6,335 56,127 (1.40) 13 optical generation model
4 Bjt transistor 2D device 6,389 33,869 (0.83) 23 ET transport model
5 SA-LIGBT 2D device 16,774 158,223 (0.56) 27 two Vo steps: OV, 5V
6 SiGeHBT 2D device 19,313 210,915 (0.57) 32 self-heating
7 Colpitts oscillator circuit (1) 3,928, 35,002 (2.27) 41 transient (400 steps)
8 Amplifier circuit (1) 6,391 35,291 (0.86) 30 ET transport model
9 Ring oscillator circuit (10) 25,246 226,931 (0.36) 29 transient (100 steps)
10 2-input nand gates circuit (8) 146,614 1,347,138 (0.06) 23 transient (50 steps)
11 3-input nand gates circui t (12) 219,920 2,020,706 (0.04) 23 transient (50 steps)
12 MagFET 3Ddevice 85,308 921,860(0.13) 36 magnetic field
13 FinFET 3Ddevice 81,037 807,150(0.12) 13 thin SOl finger
14 SOI 3Ddevice 87,777 997,296 (0.13) 23 two Vo steps: OV, 0.1 V
15 HBT 3Ddevice 175,983 1,833,138 (0.06) 35 , self-heating
16 LD-MOSFET 3Ddevice 167,197 1,925,553 (0.07) 25 power device; two V0 steps: 0 V, 1.0 V

Table 5.1: Six two-dimensional, five mixed-mode device/circuit (the number ofdevices is given in parenthesis),
and five three-dimensional simulations were used for evaluating the solver performance. The dimension
of the linear equation system, the number of non-zero entries, andthe typical number of DC Newton
iterations are given.

C!J Inner 1 Complete I Ratio [%] 1 Cpu [s] I Init [%] 1 Pre [%] I Asm [%] I Lin [%] 1 Upd [%] 1 Post [%] I

1 2,704 2,920 92.60 1.34 14.93 6.72 31.34 34.33 3.73 2.99
2 ,5,967 13,915 42.88 7.02 3.56 5.98 46.15 40.17 1.71 1.14
3 6,335 6,451 98.20 5.06 16.01 7.51 17.19 55.53 0.59 2.17
4 6,389 6,754 94.60 4.84 9.09 5.99 28.10 51.24 1.45 1.65
5 16,774 17,705 94.74 39.64 12.66 4.69 37.24 42.73 ' 0.33 1.54
6 19,313 19,836 97.36 28.29 39.46 3.45 10.35 44.46 0.24 1.24
7 3,928 5,475 71.74 32.60 1.53 6.20 17.61 64.39 1.20 7.15
8 6,391 8,056 79.33 63.06 0.78 4.60 30.13 59.94 0.76 3.00
9 25,246 37,007 68.22 226.97 0.81 4.88 13.69 76.16 2.07 1.74

10 146,614 202,168 72.52 3,641.37 '0.06 2.88 8.34 87.13 0.33 1.10
11 219,920 303,250 72.52 7,671.19 0.04 2.40 6.78 89.60 0.26 0.80
12 85,308 90,203 94.57 593.55 0.39 2.52 7.24 89.03 0.10 0.48
13 81,037 98,870 81.96 99.13 4.68 4.07 9.69 79.72 0.22 1.12
14 87,777 93,572 93.81 190.19 1.45 5.41 23.19 67.32 0.19 1.90
15 175,983 226,687 77.63 988.29 0.65 2.54 6.97 88.42 0.14 1.04
16 167,197 179,111 93.35 495.99 0.74 3.61 9.98 83.93 0.15 1.20

Table 5.2: This table provides general quantitative information about the simulations using the in-house ILU-
BICGSTAB on the IBM cluster. After. the index of the simulation, the dimensions of the inner and com-
plete equation system is given. The next column shows the share of the inner in respect to the complete
system. In order to analyze how the simulation time is spent, the remaining columns contain the shares
of the initialization, pre-processing, assembling, solving (includes all steps shown in Table 5.3), quantity
update, and post-processing, respectively.
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Œ Time [s] I MCSR [%] I Compile [%] I Pre [%] I Sort [%] IScale [%] I ILU [%] I BICGSTAB [%] I Back [%] I
1 0.49 0.65 10.93 6.11 2.25 . 17.02 32.93 29.52 0.38
2 2.74 0.67 6.73 5.07 1.20 8.98 35.63 41.16 0.51
3 2.69 0.27 4.20 2.26 1.05 8.82 42.71 40.54 0.12
4 2.40 0.45 6.69. 4.21 1.64 10.70 37.67 38.38 0.19
5 27.67 0.16 4.58 3.08 0.99 8.53 34.37 48.16 0.12
6 13.11 1.25 5.01 3.02 1.10 6.93 36.06 46.51 0.11
7 35.17 0.26 4.75 3.87 0.73 5.97 42.32 41.77 0.31
8 45.53 0.19 5.65 4.31 1.10 8.04 40.00 40.48 0.20
9 224.52 0.26 3.28 2.66 0.66 4.04 30.85 58.04 0.19

10 3139.28 0.13 1.83 1.79 0.40 2.51 29.26 63.93 0.14
11 6855.87 0.12 1.38 1.48 0.31 1.97 27.53 67.11 0.11
12 504.36 3.99 2.32 1.14 0.50 2.39 16.67 72.95 0.04
13 94.43 9.82 4.95 2.75 0.88 3.84 23.16 54.47 0.12
14 146.11 1.08 3.48 2.48 1.01 5.17 26.68 59.97 0.13
15 921.04 37.04 3.51 1.69 0.58 2.71 11.33 4~.08 0.07
16 447.12 1.47 2.45 1.82 0.68 3.12 28.21 62.16 0.09

Table 5.3: This table provides general quantitative information about the solving process which includes the MCSR
conversion, compiling of the complete linear system, pre-elimination, sorting, scaling, preconditioning
(ILU), and solving with the BICGSTAB. The simulations were started on the IBM cluster.

Œ Time [s] I MCSR [%] I Compile [%] I Pre [%] I Sort [%] I Scale [%] I ILU [%] I BICGSTAB [%] I Back [%] I
1 4.35 0.77 1.88 2.07 0.50 13.25 50.99 30.06 0.15
2 2.86 3.43 5.63 5.36 1.19 8.76 34.20 40.87 0.52
3 2.77 1':98 3.76 2.69 1.02 8.62 41.52 40.27 0.11
4 2.51 2.37 5.67 4.65 1.69 10.60 36.52 38.27. 0.18
5 16.22 2.61 3.98 3.41 1.10 8.31 34.40 46.04 0.14
6 17.00 1.32 2.41 1.82 0.66 4.64 45.33 43.74 0.07
7 21.44 1.74 4.17 4.95 0.97 5.92 40.25 41.70 0.24

. 8 38.72 2.51 5.35 5.70 1.42 8.67 39.08 37.01 0.22
9 180.63 2.19 2.97 3.50 0.67 3.99 29.93 56.55 0.20

10 3388.38 1.45 1.64 2.23 0.41 2.41 27.52 64.22 0.14
11 7618.11 1.42 1.27 1.86 0.34 1.99 25.31 67.71 0.11
12 634.29 21.19 1.21 1.11 0.44 1.96 13.37 60.68 0.04
13 92.97 33.06 2.03 2.05 0.55 2.79 17.92 41.49 0.11
14 129.94 7.13 2.97 2.86 0.94 4.46 25.17 56.32 0.13
15 2499.04 79.80 0.58 0.70 0.18 0.89 3.83 14.00 0.02
16 462.25 9.60 1.79 1.64 0.62. 2.83 24.81 58.62 0.08

Table 5.4: This table shows the same information as Table 5.3, but without the Newton adjustment.
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Figure 5.5: User time, number of operations (left), and memory consumption ratios (right) depending on the GM-
RES(M) restart factor m for the two-dimensional (above), three-dimensional (center), and mixed-mode
simulations (below).
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5.5.4 Simulation Results of the Performance Evaluation

The objective ofthe performance evaluation is to compare the simulation times required by MINIMOS-NT
depending on the solver systems selected. Note that the solver hiera~chy (see Section 5.4) was deactivated.
All three in-house solvers as'well as the two PARDISOand four SAMG solvers are evaluated, although not
all examples could be solved by all solver systems.
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Figure 5.6: Solving times (average, minimum, maximum) on the Intel computer. All times are scaled to the in-house
ILU-BICGSTABin the center.

In Figure 5.6 a comparison of different solverson the Intel computer is given. Due to the large simulation
time differences, all times are scaled to the in-house ILU-BIÇGSTAB In the center of the graph. Interesting
results are the superiority of the advanced implementations of LU factorization and iterative solvers for
circuits and three-dimensional devices, respectively. The in-house GMRES(M) solver has advantages for
circuits also, whereas the direct solver on the lefthand side can in fact only be used for quality assessment
of two-dimensional simulations. Whereas the iterative SAMG solvers show single significant performance
advantages up to 35%, the multi-level algorithms require still some effort to be generally applicable.

To show the relative impact of multi-threading, the PARDISO~LUsolving ratios (referring to the single-
threaded version) against the number of processors/threads are shown in Figure 5.7. 'For the three-
dimensional examples, also the PARDISO-LU-CGS ratios are given. The real (wall clock) time required
for solving the example, the cumulated user (Cpu) times.are shown in Figure 5.7, which increase due to
the parallelization overhead. Whereas for two-dimensional device and circuit simulations too many pro-
cessors can be even contra-productive, the marginal additional utility for three-dimensional simulations
is drastically diminishIng. Thus, for the average simulation four processors should be sufficient. Espe-
cially under scarce conditions, for example during optimizations, assigning two tasks per node of eight
processors appears to minimize the real time effort.

The iterative methods still show a significant performance advantage over the direct solvers. However,
the 1983 quotation "In 3D sparse direct solution methods can safely be labeled a disaster" [16] describes
the experiences (in regard to both time and memory consumption) with the in-house LU solver, but does
not embrace the recent developments. Especially for mixed-mode device/circuit simulations the advanced
direct methods show a significant performance advantage, even up to the highest dimensions.
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Figure 5.7: In the left figure, the relative PARDISO reaVwallclock times (average; minimum, maximum) versus the
number of processors/threads on the IBM cluster. The user.time in the right figure increases due to the
parallelization overhead. .

5.5.5 Evaluation of Solvers for Higher-Order Transport Models

The same concept as discussed in the last section is used to evaluate solvers for higher-order transport mod-
els. However, instead of the devices presented above, double-gate MOSFETS with different gate lengths
were used, see Table 5.5.5.

[!] Simulation ~ DD CPu [s] 1 DD Linear [%] I.
I MOSFET with Li, = 25 nm 4642 3522 2402 65.67 56.94
2 MOSFET with Lg = 35 nm 3480 2640 '1800 41.56 50.57
3 MOSFET with Lg = 50 nm 2733 2073 1413 29.54 46.94

Table 5.5: Three two-dimensional device structures with the given gate lengths were simulated. The dimensions
of the linear equation systems are given depending on the transport model used. For the drift-diffusion
simulation and BICGSTAB, the Cpu time as well as the share ofthe simulation time spemtfor compiling,
pre-eliminating, sorting, scaling, and solving are specified.

The transport models as derived in Section 2.1.3 were used and compared on the Intel computer: the six
moments transport model (SM), the energy-transport transport model (ET), and the drift-diffusion transport
model (DD). Three different simulation tasks were performed:

1. Extraction of an IV -curve: For this simulation example, VDS is stepped from 0.0 V to 1.0 V by
0.025 V with Ves = 1.0 V.

2. Quasi-static extraction of iT: In order to apply the formula given in (3.20) two Ves steps of 1.0 V
::l:5mV are necessary while VDS = 1.0 V.

3. Small-signal extraction of iT: Asmall-signal simulation based on a conditional frequency stepping
was performed in order to extract iT.

As concluded in the evaluation of the last section, several solvers are better employable for more ill-
conditioned problems. In contrast to the drift-diffusion transport models, simulations based on the energy-
transport and six moments models tend to be more ill-conditioned. The underlying simulation setup is
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more sensitive to the mesh. As adaptive meshes are required, ongoing research outside the scope of this
thesis is performed to improve this situation. However, to some extend, solver systems better equipped for
.ill-conditioned problems can significantly reducé the solving effort. The objective of this evaluation is to
confirm the respective conclusions of the last "section and to give ~.quantitative information on this.

The results for the two in"hause iterative solvers BICGSTABand GMRÉS(M) as well as those ofthe PAR-
DIsa solver are presented in Figure 5.8. Due to the more ill-conditioned problem and the small dimensions
of the linear equation system, the direct solver significantly .outperforms the two in-house solvers for the
higher-order transport models. For the same reasons also the GMRES(M) solver shows advantages over
the BICGSTAB. However, for the steady-state drift-diffusion simulations, the advantages of alternative
solvers shrinks, whereas for small-signal simulations PARDIsa is still up to 50% faster than the in-house
ILU-BICGSTAB.
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Figure 5.8: Scaled results for the six moments transport models (upper figure). The lower figures show scaled
results for the energy-transport (left) and the drift-diffusion (riiht) transport models.
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5.6 Concluding Remarks
. .

The performance evaluation resulted in conclusions which solver system has to be activated for which kind
of simulation. As already stated.above, the solver system as a core module of a simulator is frequyntly
regarded as a black box obliged to deliver the "correct" results in a "short" time. Hence, the conclusions
can be used to implement an automatic solver selection in the simulator. Depending on the simulation
mode, for example mixed-mode, the best-suited solver system is chosen, which results in an overall speed-
up of the simulator without any user interaction.

Whereas the concept and objective of the performance evaluation hàs been proven to be worthful and
promising, the executive part can be improved in or4er to obtain more specific and validated data:

• The extension of the simulation examples set: the current set can be extended by examples of
the same type and by new simulation modes, for example by thesix moments transport model.
Since the benchmark program is extensible and fully automated, there is virtually no limit besides a
reasonable run-time of the complete benchmark. Whereas the Original set of examples has pursued
the idea of orthogonal examples, which means that they are widely independent from each other,
more examples of the same type would yield more significant averages.

• A more differentiating grouping of the results: the existing three groups can be split into more sub-
groups. For example the three-dimensional examples can be grouped in various dimension ranges,
which would allow to assess the choice of iterative and direct solvers more accurately. In addition,
the transport models shall form separate groups. Keeping the objective of an automatic solver selec-
tion in mind, the grouping can be based on any parameter known in advance, for example simulation
mode, dimension, transport model etc .

• Taking the memory consumption into account: As discussedalso in [5] for harmonic balance simu-
lations, the selection can be additionally based on the respective amount of required memory com-
pared with the memory available. If costly simulations are considered, the required memory can
become an interesting criterion. Since a simulator is able to detect the host type and the amount of
available memory, this criterion can also be part of an automatic solver selection.

• The data conditioning and visualization of all results: .in addition to the grouping, averaging, and
scaling of the results, a more sophisticated profiling of the various solvers can be given.

(5.4)

(5.3)with

Basically, the results are obtained by running a solver on a set of n examples and measuring interesting
data, for example the simulation time. In [79], a performance profile is used to evaluate and compare the
performance of various solvers. This profile is defined as follows: for an example j the solver i yields the
data di,j. Since for all examples the performance of the solver i shall be compared with that of the best
solver, dj,min is defined as the minimum data of all solvers for theexample i. Depending on an a ~ 1 the
performance profile of solver i is given by Pi (a):

Lj k(di,j, dj,min, a)
Pi(a) = -------,

n

{

.1 for di,j :::;adj,min .
k(di,j, dj,min, a) =

. 0 for di,j > dj,min .

The performance profile gives the fraction of examples for which solver i is within a factor of a qf the best.
Thus, Pi(1) is the fraction for which solver i gave the best results. PiC2) is the fraction for which solver i
is within a factor of 2 of the best. Finally, Pi (00) is the fraction for which solver i could be successfully
employed at all. The last value is particularly interesting, since it is inevitable that the benchmark takes
failures explicitly into account.
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Chapter 6

Examples

This chapter presents different kinds of examples which were simulated with the small-signal capabilities
of MINIMOS-NT. First, results of an InGaP/GaAs HBT are presented, followed by a SiGe-HBT. The fea-
tures have also been employed for investigating a wide-bandgap SiC MESFET. In order to apply the new
mixed-mode AC capabilities; three mixed-mode examples have beim simulated. The successful transient
simulation of an amplifier is followed by a small-signal simulation of the amplifier extended by a resonant
circuit. By feeding back the output of the resonant circuit to the input of the amplifier a Colpitts oscil-
lator is set up, which is then againsubject to a transient simulation. Finally, results of the simulation of
double-gate MOSFETSare compared regarding the drift-diffusion and higher-order transport models. All
simulation results are compared either with measurements or with reference results of other simulators.

6.1 Simulation of an InGaP/GaAs Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor

By means of the small-signal simulation mode of MINIMOS-NT, various high-frequency data for a one-
finger InGaP/GaAs HBT with an emitter area of 3 J.Lm x 30 J.Lm were extracted. This high-power device
has been used for power amplifier circuits for mobile communication. Figure 6.1 showsthe simulated
device structure and the pad parasitics (capacitances and inductances) of the measurement environment
used for the S-parameter measurement in the two-port pad parasitic equivalent circuit.
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Figure 6.1: Simulated device structure together with pad parasitics used for S-parameter calculation [161].
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The pad capacitances of the equivalent circuit are CpBE .=150fF, CpCE =75 fF, and CpBC =24fF. The
parasitic inductance values are LpE =1 pH, LpB =75 pH, and finally Lpc =50pH. The resistive parasitics
are neglected, since a rather small device and therefore only low currents are considered.

Figure 6.2 shows a comparison between measured and simulated collector CUrrents ic and an almost per-
fect match of the curves in the small-signal area of the figure. A further increase of the input power causes
harmonics in the device, which cannot be obtained by the linear small-signal mode (see Section 2.6).

The combined Smith/polar charts with a radius of one in Figure 6.3 show a comparison of simulated
and measured S-parameters at VCE =3 V, with current densities Jc = 2 kAlcm2, .Jc = 8 kAlcm2, and
Jc = 15 kAlcm2, respectively, for the frequency range between 50 MHz arid 10 GHz. For the same device
the high-frequency figures of merits current gain gm and the squared absolute value of the current ratio
parameter H21 were extracted. The cut-off frequency iT and maximum oscillation frequency imax are
found at the intersection of these curves with the a dB line. The lower right side of Figure 6.3 shows a
comparison of the simulated and measured gm and the absolute value of H21. The measurement data ends
at IO.GHz, whereas the simulation could be continued to 20 GHz showing another important advantage
of simUlators to measurement equipments. In addition, a mixed-mode circuit was set up to compare large
signal measurement data in the small-signal range.

The Ac-simulation takes about 200 s Cpu-time on a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium IV with 1GB memory running
under Suse Linux 8.2 for a S-parameters computation with 20 frequency steps. A number of 20 steps is
more than sufficient to produce the graphs. For comparison, the conventional small-signal equivalent-
circuit approach takes about 590 s Cpu-time at the same machine for 200 time steps at only one given
frequency. As stated in the introduction, many time steps have to be performed to ensure appropriate
accuracy in the time-domain to obtain sufficient accuracy for one frequency. To avoid this number of time
steps for all frequencies required, only one frequency is used to extract an equivalent circuit valid in a
specific frequency range. The time for such a post-processing of the transient simulationresults to obtain
the S-parameters at all frequencies is not included. Thus, the more accurate approach can speed up the
frequency-domain simulation by about 98%(taking one freqùency into account).
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of simulated and measured AC collector current ic over AC input power PrN (left). Com-
parison of simulated and measured AC output power POUT over AC input power PIN (right).
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Figure 6.3: S-parameters in a combined Smith/polar chart with a radius of one from 50MHz to 10GHz at VeE =
3 V, Je = 2kAlcm2 (upper left), Je = 8 kAlcm2 (upper right), and Je = 15kAlcm2 (lower léft). In the
lower right figure the short-circuit currentgain and matched gain versus frequency àt Je == 15kAlcm2

is shown.

6.2 Simulation of a SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor

The investigated 0.4 x 12 j.tm2 SiGe-HBT device structùreis obtainedbyprocess simulation [110], see
Figure 6.4. For DC simulations usually only the active part (base and emitter area, collector contact
moved to the bottom) of the device is required. For that reason the collector area was cut to speed-up
the simulations. Only half of the real structure was simulated because of symmetry. The upper figure in
Figure 6.7 shows a comparison of simulated and measured forward Gummel plots at VCE = 1 V.

For AC simulations, however, it is absolutely nècessary to take the complete device structure into account.
Otherwise, the simulation of the reduced device structure cannot reproduce the important capacitances
between collector and substrate Ccs as well as between base and collector CBC. In addition, the correct
base and collector resistances are missing. There are two possibilities to overcome this problem. Either
the missing parts are approximated by introducing linear elements in a post-processing step or a larger
or even complete structure is used for AC simulations. The first option allows faster simulations but
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Figure 6.4: Active antimony concentration of the investigated SiGe Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor (large de-
vice).

gives approximated results. The second one produces more accurate results and does not require a post-
processing step, but takes much more time: in the example the computational effort of device simulation

'. is 2.5 times higher.

In Figure 6.6 both options are compared: in the frequency range between 50 MHz and 31 GHz measured
and simulated S-parameters at VeE =1 V and current densities Je = 28kA/cm2 and Je = 76kA/cm2

are shown in the frequency range between 50 MHz and 31 GHz. For the first option the device structure
is embedded in a circuit containing the following elements: Ges =50 fF, GBe =20 fF, RB =15 n and
Re =27 n. Their values were experimentally estimated. The results of the second option are the intrinsic
parameters only.

For the same device the matched gain gm and the short-circuit current gain H21 is calculated in order to
extract the figures of merit cut -off frequency iT and the maximum oscillation frequency fmax found at the
intersection with the 0 dB line (unity gain point). 6.7 shows the comparison of the simulation results and
the corresponding measurement data. While the measurement data ends at 31 GHz the simulation could
be extended to frequencies beyond this intersection. Note that the peak iT in the left figure ofFigure 6.7
corresponds exactly to the frequency at the respective intersection in the right figure.

Figure 6.7 shows also the effect of the introduction of an anisotropicelectron mobility [160]. In addition,
results obtained by the commercial device simulator DESSIS [111] using default models and parameters
are included for comparison. The agreement in order of the typical curve characteristics with measured
and transformed data proves the efficiency of the approach. In addition, the performance speed-up in
comparison to alternatives is an important advantage. However, a general approach to match simulated
results and measured data perfectly has to comprise a proper physical modeling of the complete device
since there are no extrinsic fitting parameters available.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison of simulated and measured forward Gummel plots at VCE = 1 V.

. Figure 6.6: The figures compare S-parameters in a combined Smith/polar chart with a radius of one from 50 MHz
to 31 GHz at VCE = 1 V for Jc = 28 kNcrri2 (left) and Jc = 76 kNcm2 (right) for a large device
structure and a small one embedded in a circuit.
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Figure 6.7: The cut-off frequency iT versus collector current Ic at VCE =; 1 V (left) and the short-circuit current
gain versus frequency (right) is depicted [233].
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6.3 Simulation of a 4H-SiC MESFET

An advanced RF SiC MESFET was investigated by means of numerical simulation with MINIMOS-NT.
_ Thisßevice is fabricated by using ~pitaxiallay~rs on-semi-inslllating substrates. The simulator has been

extended by physically based models that permit the operation of the device to be examined and optimum
device structures to be determined [12]. Good agreement between simulation results and measurements
can be shown.

SiC-based devices have specific properties which allow them to be used in high temperature, high fre-
quency, high power, and radiation hard applications. Due to the progress in SiC-related process steps
the new devices have been developed in recent years [35,154]. Devices such as SiC MESFETS can be
employed for microwave power amplifier and oscillator applications due to their excellent DC and RF
performance [242]. In particular, the investigated 4H-SiC MESFETS structures are used as base station
transmitters for cellular telephone systems and power modules forphased-array radars [166]. The devices
are also attractive for higher operation temperatures.

In Figure 6.8, the cross-section of a SiC MESFET is depicted. - The typical device parameters are the
gate length Lg, the gate width Wg, and the thickness of theepitaxiallayer a. Due to the higher electron
mobility, MESFETS in SiC are made of an n-type material. Furthermore, the mobility of 4H-SiC is twice
than that of 6H-SiC [11]. In order to minimize parasitic capacitances, a MESFET is fabricated using
epitaxiallayers on semi-insulating substrates. The device has three metal-semiconductor contacts: two
Ohmic contacts at the source and drain and a gate Schottky barrier.

Devices for microwave- or millimeter-wave applications typically have gate lengths in the range of Lg =
0.1 - 1 J.Lm. The channel thickness a 'is typically 1/3 to 1/5 of the gate length Lg. The spacing between
the electrodes is up to four times Lg. Wg and thus the'cross-sectional area is directly relatedto the current
handling capability,

For operation the drain contact is biased at a positive potential while the source contact is grounded. The
current flow through the channel is controlled by negative DC and superimposed RF gate voltages, The RF
signal modulates the channel current and provides an RF gain,
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Figure 6.8: On the left, the cross section of a MESFET in SiC is shown and on the right a comparison of measured
and simulated DC IV characteristics [12].
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The 4H-SiC MESFET as shown in Figure 6.8 is analyzed by means of numerical device simulation for
both DC and high frequency characteristics. For the calibration the specifications obtained from Cree's
CRF-2401O 4H-SiC MESFET [41] are used to define the simulated device. The charge carrier transport
characteristics, _thed~vice dimensicons, and the d~ping details are adjusted until good agreement between
the simulated and measured IV characteristics is obtained.

The good agreement between simulated and measured steady-state IV characteristics is shown on the right
of Figure 6.8. This MESFET produces a maximum channel current of about 450 mA/mm. The ability of
the gate bias to turn the device off and on is good, as indicated by the channel current with zero and high
reverse gate bias applied. Good turn-off characteristics are observed for reverse bias slightly greater than
-10 V. The ability of the device to modulate current is given by the device transconductance which for
this device is about gm =160mS/mm .. The zero gate voltage drain current at VDS =lOVis 0.42A/mm.
This device simultaneously shows a high breakdownvoltage of 110 V and a low leakage current of only
100 }.LA/mm at 500 K.

After the successful calibration of the simulator, the small-signal simulation mode was used to obtain
additional figures of merit. The frequency range under consideration was100 MHz to 40 GHz. After
adapting the input and output impedances, the agreement between simulated and measured data as shown
in the left Figure 6.9 was obtained. It is important to note, that the RF results presented here were obtained
at a high drain-to-source bias voltage of 40 V and at the gate quiescent voltage of Ves =~9 V. In the right
figure of Figure 6.9, the small-signal current andpower gain are depicted, showing an iT =5.62 GHz and
fmax =37.18 GHz at OdB. .
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6.4 Oscillator

This example demonstrates the implemented mixed-mode AC features on the simulation of a Colpitts
oscillator and two intermediate circuits. The following three circuits are simulated by means of transient
and small-signal device/circuit simulation:

1. An amplifier with one active device.

2. A resonant circuit is coupled to the outputof the amplifier.

3. The oscillator is eventually constructed by feeding back the output of the resonant circuit to the
input of the amplifier.

Since all three circuits consist of equal subcircuits (see Figure 6.10), the input-deck inheritance feature
can be perfectly used, see Appendix A.l3 for more details on this.

6.4.1 Amplifier

The amplifier circuit is a combination of the core and the AC source subcircuits as well as of load ele-
ments. The transistor used in the core subcircuit is a 0.4 x 12J.Lm2 SiGe-HBT device structure obtained by
process simulation [110]. The structure was thoroughly investigated by steady-state and small-signal AC

simulations [233] as presented inSection 6.2.

CircuitAmplifier
{

Vsrc
Core

-SubCircuits.Vsrc { in
-SubCircuits.Core { in

out

"pinl" ;
"pinl" ;
"pin2" ; .}

CL
RL

-Devices.C
-Devices.R

Nl
Nl

"piiJ.2";N2
"pin3"; N2

"pin3';; C'
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1 nF;
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Figure 6.10: The three subcircuits which are used in the example circuits are shown on the left side. They are parts
of the three circuits depicted on the right [231].
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All simulations use the mixed-mode iteration scheme (see Section 3.6.4). In the first block the fixed node
voltages apply static boundary conditions at the transistor terminals in order to improve convergence to
an initial solution useful for the subsequent circuit simulations. In this case, the three fixed node voltages
(Vpin2 =2.0 V, VpinB = 1.2 V, and VpinE =0.4 V) represent ,the dimensioning of the circuit in respect to the
chosen operating point. Transient simulation results are shown in Figure 6.11. The linear equation system
has a dimension of 11,601 and the simulator requires between 1.0 and 2.9 s per time step on a 2.4 GHz
Intel PentiumlV with 1GB memory running under Suse Linux 8.2.
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Figure 6.11: Result of transient simulation ofthe amplifier circuit with Vac = lOmV and f = 2.4GHz [231].
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Figure 6.12: Results of small-signal simulations of the resonant circuit: absolute value (left) and argument (right).
The results are compared with ADS simulations using a VBIC95 model of a similar transistor [231].

6.4.2 Amplifier with Resonant Circuit

The second example circuit consists of all three subcircuits, since the resonant circuit is now coupled to
the output 'Ofthe amplifier. The resonant circuit is configured for an oscillation frequency of! 0 GHz. This
can be confirmed by results of a small-signal simulation as shown in Figure 6.12 (Vac = 1mY). In average,
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MINIMOS-NT requires 8.5 s per frequency step. With a VBIC95 compact model of a similar transistor,
the circuit simulator ADS'[4] was used to obtain data from the same circuit.

CircuitResonant

Core -BaseCircuits.Core { in "pin8" ; out "pin4" ; }
Vsrc -BaseCircuits.Vsrc { in "pin8";
LC -BaseCircuits.LC { in "pin4" ; out - "pin9" ; }

R5 -Devices.R Nl "pin9" ; N2 = "gnd" ; R le3; }

6.4.3 Colpitts Oscillator Circuit

Finally, a Colpitts oscillator circuit is built by feeding back the output of the resonant circuits to the input
of the core circuit (amplifier).

CircuitOscillator
{

Core
LC

-SubCircuits.Core { in
-SubCircuits.LC {in

"pinl"; out
"pin2 ,,';out

"pin2"; }
"pinl"; }
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Figure 6.13: Result of the transient simulation of the oscillator: outputVpin2 in the initial phase (left) and in the
state of equilibrium (right) [231].

At turn on, random noise is generated within the active device, which is here the SiGe bipolar junction
transistor, and then amplified. This noise is positively fed back through the frequency selective circuit
(resonant circuit consisting of an inductor and two capacitors) to the input, where it is amplified again.
After the initial phase, a state of equilibrium is reached, where the losses are compensated by the power
supply. The amount of feedback to sustain oscillation is basically determined by the C1a/ Clb ratio.

Transient simulation results are shown in Figure 6.13. In the simulator, the random noise of the active
device is replaced by a numerical noise caused by the restricted representation of floating point numbers.
The simulator requires 0.4 s in the initial phase and between 1.9 sand 2.9 s in the state of equilibrium per
time step.
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6.5 Simulations with Higher-Order Transport Models

The final section in this chapter presents results obtained from simulations of advanced MOSFET devices
withdifferent transport models. As derived and discussed in Section 2.1.3, the following transport models
are compared in this work:

1. The six moments transport model, see Section 2.1.4.
2. The energy-transport model, see Section 2.1.5.
3. The drift-diffusion transport model, see Section 2.1.6.

For the example a series of double-gate MOSFETS were used. They have gate lengths from Lg =250 nm
down to Lg =25 nm. The main objective of this example is to show that the impact of the higher-order
transport models significantly increases with smaller gate lengths and that their application is inevitable for
Lg <100nm. This is both demonstrated for IV curves and cut-off frequency extractions. The simulation
results are compared with full-band Monte Carlo results [115]. In Figure 6.14, the basic structure of the
simulated devices as well as the doping profile including a neutral channel doping are shown depending
on the gate length Lg [83].
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Figure 6.14: Stn,lctureof the simulated double-gate MOSFET devices. The gate length is varied from 250 Dm down
to 25 Dm [83].

6.5.1 SimulationResults

Figure 6.15 depicts the results of the steady-state simulationof four double-gate MOSFETS with gate
lengths of Lg =250 nm, Lg = 100 nm, Lg =50 nm, and Lg =25 nm. Whereas for the largest device
the employment of higher-order transport models does not seem to be necessary, this situation signifi-
cantly changes for smaller devices. The drift-diffusion model delivers a clear underestimation of the drain
current, while the energy-transport model starts to overestimate the current.

For the same devices, small-signal simulations have beenperforrned and the results are presented in Fig-
ure 6.16. In contrast to the drain current, the error of the drift-diffusion model regarding the cut-off
frequency iT is already significant for the device with Lg =250 nm. The underestimation continues with
smaller gate-lengths, resulting in an error of 50% for Lg =25 nm. The energy-transport model delivers the
same results as the six moments model for Lg =250 nm. However, for smaller gate lengths the energy-
transport model systematically overestimates h. Note that in Section 3.3.3, a comparison of the cut-off
frequency results with quasi-static simulations are shown .
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6.5.2 Conclusions

As derived in Section 2.1.3, the drift-diffusion model is characterized by a very rough closure of Tn = TL.
Whereas the calculated terminal currents are not severely wrong, the error becomes worse if distributed
quantities such as the carrier concentrations or other important quantities such as the cut-off frequency
iT are considered. In fact, the development and underestimating character of the terminal quantity error
is used to justify the industrial application of the drift-diffusion model for such devices, which should
have already been subject to simulation with higher-order transport models. The main reasons why the
drift-diffusion model is still widely applied are its robust convergence behavior and performance.

The energy-transport models do not show an comparable numerical robustness than the drift-diffusion
models any more. Due to the additional temperature quantities, the convergence behavior and the perfor-
mance are generally worse. The simulation setup is more sensitive to the mesh and the heat-flux reduction
degrades the condition of the system matrix [83]. However, the benefit of these models are that instead of
the cold the heated Maxwell distribution can be used, which allows to take hot-carrier effects into account.

Thesix moments transport model as applied in the simulations above uses an empirical closure relation
calibrated to bulk Monte Carlo data. The six moments models are even more sensitive to the mesh and
the condition is more degraded. On an engineering level one can èonclude that if the application of
energy-transport models has been restrained due to these properties, this will be even more the case for
the six moments models. However, they give the best results overall as more details of thedistribution
function are available. For example, whereas the energy-transport models overestimates the velocity, the
six moments models stay closest to the Monte Carlo data.

Furthermore the development of the error of the higher-order transport models with decreasing gate lengths
must not be neglected. As already said, the error öf the terminal quantities calculated by the drift -diffusion
model is not significantl~ decreasing with smaller gate lengths. In contrast, higher-order transport mod-
els indicate that the error is disproportionally increasing with smaller gate lengths. This allows one to
conclude that the six moments models should be preferred over the energy-transport models. Although

. the numerical properties of the assembled equation systems become worse, one can partly counteract
on the numerical solver level. The solver evaluation in Section 5.5.5 clearly indicates that some solvers
such as the GMRES(M) shows significant advantages over the BICGSTAB in terms of convergence and
performance. In addition, as the higher-order transport models are more sensitive to the mesh, advanced
generation of adaptive meshes would enable a more convenient and industrial application of that models.
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Figure 6.15: These four figures show the increasing errors of the macroscopic transport models with decreasing gate
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Chapter 7

Summaryand Outlook

In the course of this work the requirements for a both effective and efficient small-signal simulation
mode have been identified. The respective features have been implemented in the general-purpose de-
vice/circuit simulator MINIMOS-NT, which provides now various small-signal capabilitiès for two- and
three-dimensional device/circuit s,imulations. Among them are not only basic features like co'mplex-valued
excitations of the devices, but also extended ones which can be used to extract various figures 'of merit.
Besides the correct and efficient implementation, the usability of the new features was an important issue.

Since the small-sign~l mode is based on the 83A approach, one complex-valued linear equation system
has to be assembled and solved for each frequency step. The respective modules have been equipped
with all necessary features to handle both real-valued and complex-valued systems. They have been
extended to be generally applicable for all kindof simulations. The solving of linear equation systems
accounts for a large' share of the simulation time. For that reason, alternative solver systems with external
modules among them~ have been integrated or coupled to the solver module. These modules, which take
all identified numerical requireme~ts of semiconductor simulations into account, are employed also by
other simulators. In order to efficiently use new available hardware architectures,parallelization strategies
have been discussed. Future developments in this area should focus on further parallelization of the solver
algorithms itself, but also of suitable parts of the simulator code. ,

Basically, the implemented small-signal capabilities can be employed for a wide set of semiconductor
device structures. Thus, the simulation of advanced RF CMOS transistors or devices with compound semi-
conductors is now possible in a straightforward way. In addition, higher-order transport models are directly
applicable for small-signal simulations. The new simulation mode was used to describe the properties of
different device structures and circuits. In the course of this work, two different heterojunction bipolar
transistors based on the InGaP/GaAs arid SiGe material system were analyzed. In addition, two amplifi-
cation circuits and a Colpitts oscillator have been simulated by means of mixed-mode device/circuit simu-
lation. Furthermore, an advanced RF silicon carbide MESFET was investigated and higher-order transport
models were compared for several double-gate MOSFETS.

From the engineer's perspective, additional features of the simulator might be useful, for eXample the
extraction of noise and linearity parameters. In addition, the large-signal simulation capabilities, which
are now possible by means of transient simulations, could be extended by introducing a harmonic balance
simulation mode. With respect to performance the on-going parallelization efforts of the various solvers
are particularly interesting. In addition, platfomi-specific optimizations can be utilized. Due to the avail-
ability of drastically increased memory resources, also modules based on full matrix storages become
more and more interesting. For that reason, the integration of theexternal LAPACK and BLAS routines
might be useful. In order to make the solver module even more attractive for alternative simulators, the
integration of solvers, including in-house codes, for symmetric matrices might be interesting.
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Appendix A

Input-Deck Interface to the New Simulator
Features

While implementing new simulator capabilities it is very important to keep the usability of the new features
in mind. MINIMOS-NT employs a powerful input-deck [118], enabling the user to customize the simula-
tion settings in many details. All new features are directly available via respective input-deck keywords.
In addition, it was tried to extend already existing and thus familiar functionsin case the small-signal or
numerical context is related to them. This chapter contains all input-deck definitions the first chapters are
referring to.

A.I Activation of the Transient and Small-Signal Mode

Transient and small-signal analysis are related simulation modes. In respect" to the usability of the sim-
ulator, their setup and configuration is very similar. In MINIMOS-NT, this setup is done in thé Solve
section of the input-deck. The complete specification of the time or frequency domain is done by stepping
functions, see Appendix B.

If either the transient or small-signal mode is activated, the simulator switches to the respective mode after
the calculation of the steady-state operating point. It is important to note that the transient and frequency
stepping functions can fully interoperate with other stepped parameters, such as contact voltages. In order
to ensure efficiency, the time and frequency steppings always have the highest priority within one slot. In
case one of them should be used as a lower-prioritized parameter, the simulation results must be reordered
in a post-processing step (see Appendix C.l).

While the transient simulation mode is enabled via the transient keyword, the small-signal simulation
is activated by the keyword ae. The time and frequency domains are defined by stepping functions
assigned to keywords time and frequency, respectively. If both modes are simultaneously activated,
an error message is issued. The example shows the activation of the transient mode, whereas the small-
signal mode is deactivated.

Solve
{

/

transient
time

ae
frequency

yes;
step(O s, le-6 s, le-8 s); 1/ start, end, delta

no;
step(l MHz, 100 GHz, la, log=yes);
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Whereas for the transient simulations at least two steps aie always required, a single frequency small-
signal simulation is a useful feature. Since the dèfinition by a stepping function is mandatory, a new
function stepSingle was introduced. A single stepping might look weird at the first glance, but the
extended features, such as slots, justify this concept (see Appendix B) ..

A.2 Activation of the Admittance Matrix. Calculation Feature

The so-called intrinsic admittance matrix can be obtained by activating the admittance matrix calcula-
tion feature in section Solve of the input-deck, see Section A.2. The activation of this feature has the
following consequences:

• The ACboundary conditions as specified,in the Device section are overruled by the unity voltage.

• The unity voltage is applied once at each terminal while the others are zero. This affects only the
right-hand-side vector and the system matrix remains constant.

• For that reason; the multiple-right-hand-side feature of the linear modules is applied. Since the
multiple assembly of thé system matrix can be skipped, the simùlation is sped up significantly .

• Unless suppressA~i t tanceOutput is set, the output ofthe simulator changes from the ter-
minal quantities to the, admittance matrix.

• Several additional features and output functions can be used.

The keyword complexPolar in the Log section is provided for printing complex-valued numbers in
polar-coordinates.

The example shows the setup for calculating the admittance matrix at the frequency of 1 GHz.

Solve
{

ac = yesi
frequency = stepSingle(l GHz);

calcAdmittanceMatrix = yesi

A.3 Simulation Setup of the Diode Example

This section contains the simulation setup for the small-signal simulation of thediode.

Device

+Contactl
+ContactO =

+acContactl
+acContactO

0.0 Vi
step(-0.8 V, 0.8 V, 0.1 V) i

0:0 Vi
1. a Vi
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Solve
{

ac = yes;
frequency step(l Hz, 1e20 Hz, 10, log=yes);

In the device section (not completely shown here) the terminal conditions are set once for the DC
operating points and once for the ACsystems. Note theprefix ac of the name of the terminals. The DC
anode voltage is stepped by 0.1V from -0.8 V to +0.8 V.

As seen in the previous section, the frequency domain is defined in the Solve section of the input-deck.
The simulation consists of a logarithmic frequency stepping from 1 Hz to 1020 Hz with a multiplication
factor of la.

A.4 Inquiring Capacitances

This section shows how the gate and the gate-drain-capacitances are inquired by using the function
outputParam (see Section A.6):

Curve

file = "ac.crv";

Response
{

Cg outputParam( "Device", "CMatrix", "Gate", "Gate");
Cgd outputParam( "Device", "CMatrix", "Gate", "Drain");

}

A.S Configuration of the Two-Port Features '.

This section describes the configuration of the equivalent circuit as discussed in Section 3.5. The following
keywords in the Contact section are available: .

I Keyword I Type I Default I Description
zo Real 50n characteristic impedance
parL Real O.OH parasitic inductance for the two-port calculation.
parC Real O.OF parasitic capacitance for the two-port calculation.
parR Real o.on parasitic resistance for the two-port calculation ..

Table A.I: Keywords provided in theContact section.

Thus, all capacitances, inductances, and resistances can be defined in the same way as the keyword Z 0:

Device : DeviceDefaults

Phys
{
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+Collector{ Contact{ Ohmic{ parL
+Emitter {Contact{ Ohmic{ parL
+Base { èontact{ Ohmic{ parL

}

Solve
{

calcTwoportparameters yes;

50 pH; parC
1 pH; parC

75 pH; parC

75 fF; }}}
= -24 fF; }}}

150 fF; }}}

port1
port2
ground

"Base" ;
"Collector" ;
"Emitter" ;

In the Solve section the configuration of the two-port circuit can be found. The two ports are connected
to the base and collector terminal, respectively, and the ground is connected to the emitter terminal. By
setting the calcTwoPortparameters to yes, the calculation is enabled.

A.6 Output Functions

The standard output function of MINIMOS-NTcap also be used to request complex-valued quantities.
The return value of the output function can be passed to -anybuilt-ininput-deck function, for example
arg to get the argument of the complex value.

For output ofthe various matrix parameters the function outputParamis used. See the following exam-
ples for details, which are based on the specifications given in the Sol ve section. The outputParam
functions can be used to request the quantities YMatrix, SMatrix, ZMatrix,_ HMatrix, AMatrix,
and CMatrix. Whereas the first five matrices contains the common complex-valued two-port Y-, S-, Z-,
H-, and ABCD-parameters, the last matrix is the real-valued capacitance matrix of the device.

Note that the Z-, H-, and ABCD~parameters are availablè in combination with the parasitic circuit only
(see calcTwoPortParameters in Section 3.5)).

Curve

file = "ac.crv";
Response
{

+IB output ("Device" , "I", "BaseContact");
+IC output ("Device", "I", "CollectorContact");

+ICac = output("Devïce", "I", "CollectorContact", ac=:yes);

II intrinsic Y11and Sll:
+Y11i outputParam("Device", "YMatrix", "BaseContact", "BaseContact");
+Slli = outputParam("Device", "SMatrix", "BaseContact", "BaseContact");

II extrinsic Y11 and Sll:
+Y11 outputParam ("Device", "YMatrix", "BaseContact", "BaseContact",

parasitic=yes);
+Sll outputParam ("Device", "SMatrix", "BaseContact", "BaseContact",

parasitic=yes);
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II absolute value and argument of S21:
+S21abs abs(outputParam("Device", "SMatrix", "CollectorContact",

"BaseContact", para~itic=yes));
+S21arg arg (outputParam( "Device", "SMatrix", "CollectorContact",

"BaseContact", parasitic=yes));

A.7 Setup for the Cut-Off Frequency Extraction

The simulation concept is divided into two steps:

1. Simulation configuration and test
2. Simulation

Since the curVe shape is known in advance the configuration is usually performed very quickly. After
setting up a standard input-deck consisting of all parts necessary for the device simulation, the definition
of the stepping variables VB and frequency remain. The base voltage is stepped to vary. the collector
current in a range between 10-6 and 10-1. The frequency variable is combined with the new conditional
stepping function. This function requires two boundaries that should be updated for each base voltage
step. Thus, an index stepping is used to step through three different arrays (tables): one array contains the
base voltages (vbtbl), one the lower and one the upper boundaries. Usually these arrays are defined in
the global section of the input-deck (see below).

After the basic part of the configuration is finished, the boundaries have to be tested since their condi-
tion values must have different signs. Note the optional argument rnaxCount of the frequency stepping
function. It is now set to 3, which forces the simulator togive addItional information on the stepping and
which restricts each voltage step to three frequency stepsbeing the minimal conditional simulation.

Thus, the boundaries as defined in tables lower and higher ofeach voltage step can be tested. After
each step the simulator gives detailed information on the steps, for example

Conditional Stepping Information: Interval [1.500e+08, 2.000e+08]
Values = [3.257e'-O.1,-4.488e-03]

and in case of invalid boundaries a similar error message, for example

#### mmnt: Invalid range for,step condition (count=l)
#### mmnt: Interval [ 1.000e+06, 4" OOOe+06 ]
#### mmnt:Values = [ 4.150e+OO, 2.893e-01]

Obviously, the only remedy for these errors is adjusting the boundaries. In case of the iT extraction as pre-
sented in this work the first condition value must be positive (lower frequency means higher ß), the second
one must be negative. If both conditional values are positive, the frequencies should be increased, in case
of the opposite, they should be decreased. Note, performance is directly proportional to the narrowness of
the boundaries.

A useful feature to speed up the configuration process is to adapt the start index value that should always
be the index of the (latest) erroneous index. For example, indicesO and 1are processed successfully, but
index 2 fails, the start index should be set to 2:

index step(2, <Number of Steps n>, 1);
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If the complete simulation is done, the start index should be reset to 0 andthe maxCount argument
should be set to a higher value, for example 150. Then, the simulation can be restarted again. Due to the
narrow and tested boundaries it will be both fast, successful and as accurate as in the fourth argument of
the stepping function given.

Conditional stepping" has been extended by an automatic adaptation for the boundaries. Since it can
be generally employed for several applications, for example threshold voltage extraction; the automatic
adaptation is implemented as an input-deck-based feature (see Section B.4).

The example demonstrates the setup for the cut-off frequency extraction by conditional stepping"(see also
Appendix B.3).

index step(O, 10, 1) ;
vbtbl [0.74, 0.76, 0.78, 0.80, 0.82, 0.84, 0.86, 0.87, 0.88, 0.90, 0.92] ;
lower [l, 32, 15, 12, 3, S, 20, 29, 29, 0.5, 0.5] ;
upper [2, 35, 45, 13, 4, " 9, .40, 3D, 3D, 10, 10]
Vb -vbtbl [-index] ;

In order to step these three arrays simultaneously, it is necessary to introduce an index variable which is
actually stepped. By using this index, the base voltage VB is then obtained by subscripting the vbtbl
array. The Solve section of the input-deck should look likè this:

Solve
{

ac yes;

+lb -lower[-index] * 1 Hz;
+ub = -upper[-index] * 1 Hz;

II lower boundary
II upper boundary

frequency = stepCond(lb,
ub,
-Curve.Response.beta - 1.0,
1e-2,
maxCount = 3);

The Curve section of the input-deck contains the calculation of variable beta:

Curve

file = "sim~out_ft. crv" ;
"Response

{

+ic = abs(output("Device", "I", "C", ac
+ib = abs(output("Device", "I", "B", ac
+beta = ic/(ib + 1e-300A);

yes)) ;
yes)) ;

It is important to note that the currents are zero while the simulator is initialized. To prevent a division by
zero, a very small and thus negligible current is added to the numerator in the beta assignment.
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A.8 Setup of the Resonant Circuit and the Band Rejection Filter

This section contains the setup of the parallel resonant circuit and ~e band rejection filter:

ResonantCircuit

aux vR 10 kOhm;
aux fO 10 MHz;
aux wO 2 * pi * fOi

.aux' Q stepTbl ([0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, 10.0] );

aux vL vR / (wO * Q) ;
aux vC Q / (wO * vR) ;

lin -Devices.I p. "out" ; M "gnd" ; IO 1 A; acIO 1 A; }

R -Devices~R N1 "outil ; N2 "gnd" ; R = ~vR;
L -Devices.L N1 "outil ; N2 "grid"; L ~vL;
C -Devices.C N1 "outil ; N2 "gnd"; C ~vC;

BandRejection
{

aux fO 50 Hz;
aux vC 100 uF;
aux wO 2 * pi*fO;
aux Q stepTbl( [0.5, 1.D, 2.0, 5.D, 10.0]) ;

aux vL 1 / (wO * wO .,; vC) ;
aux vR 1 / (Q * wO * vC) ;

Vdd -Devices.V P "VinIl i M "gnd" ; VO 1 V; acVO 1 V; }

R -Devices.R N1 "Vin" ; N2 "out" ; R ~vR;..
L -Devices.L N1 "out" ; N2 IIctrll i L ~vL;
C -Devices.C N1 "ctr" i N2 "gnd" ; C ~vC;

}

Since both simulations use the same Solve and Curve section, the conditional inheritance is a good
choice to improve the setup. This feature can be especially employed for including several similar simu-
lations in one input-deck. Depending on the variable resonant (which could be, for example, 'bound to
an environment variable), either section ResonantCircui t or section BandRej ection is inherited
by the Circui t section.

aux resonant = yes;

Circuit: ResonantCircuit ? -resonant, BandRejection ? !-resonant;

Note, that the sources provide the following keywords:

• Parameter acID for complex-valued current sources .

• Parameter acVD for complex-valued voltage sources.'

• Parameter acPort for port names of voltage sources requIred for the admittance matrix simula-
tions.
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A.9 Inquiring Complex-Valued Node Voltages and Terminal Quantities

This section shows how several mixed-mode AC quantities are inquired.

Curve

file = if (-resonant, "res_out", "band_out");
Response
{

+mhz = -Solve.frequency I 1 MHz; II.will become dimensionless

+outAc
+outAbs
+outArg

V( "out", ac
abs (V("out",. ac
arg (V("out"., ac

.yes) ;
yes)) ;
yes)) ;

+outAbsdB

+acVc
+aclr

20 * loglO(value(outAbs));

output ("C", "acV" );
output("R", "acI");

The V function has been extended to handle also complex-valued node voltages. In that case, the userhas
to set the optional parameter ac to yes. Several built-in functions of the input-deck are used for further
calculations finally resulting in the logarithmic value. While the output function remained basically
unchanged, it can be used to inquire complex-valued quantities from devices in a straightforward way.

The built-in input-deck functions abs, arg, realpart, imagpart, loglO, value (to get the di-
mensionless value) etc. can beused to transform the actual simulator output to common output formats,
such as dB.

A.10 Setup for theExtended Mixed-Mode Ac .Simulation

The example shows the Circui t section for the simulation of a heterojunction bipolar transistor:

Circuit

Vbe. -Devices. V P

Vce -Devices.V P

HBT -MyDevices.HBT

IIVbe"; M "gnd"; va -B; acVO 1.0 V;
acPort . 1;

"Veell
; M "gnd" ; va = -Ci acVO 0.0 V;

acPort 2 ;
Base uVbell i

Emitter "gnd" ;
Collector "Vce" ;

The active device is the heterojunction bipolar transistor. Its setup is found in the MyDevices .HBT
section not shown here. The three terminals are connected with the Vbe, ground, and Vce node of the
circuit, respectively.

Two voltage sources are defined between Vbe and ground as well as between Vce and ground. While the
steady-state voltages refer to global input-deck variables Band C, respectively, the small-signal voltages
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of 1.0 V and 0.0 V ar:edirectly set. According to the acPort configuration, both voltage sources are part
of the admittance matrix calculation feature with the base voltage in the first and collector voltage in the
second row.

A.II Inquiring Circuit Qu~ntities

This section contains the statements which inquire the circuit parameter quantities. Note the special-
purpose device name Circuit as the first parameter of the function outputParam. It refers to a
quantity of the complete circuit, and can therefore not be used as a device name any more.

Curve

Response
{

aux B
aux C

+Yllre
+Yllim
+S21re
+S21im
+C12

}

IIVben;

"Veell
;

realpart (outputParam( "Circuit'", "YMatrix", B, B ));
imagpart (outputParam( "Circuit", "YMatrix", B, B ));
realpart(outputParam("Circuit", "SMatrix", C, B));
imagpart(outputPàram("Circuit"; "SMatrix", C, B));

outputParam( "Circuit", "CMatrix", B, C );

The built-in functions realpart and imagpart are used to obtain the real or imaginary part of a
complex-valued variable, respectively. The auxiliary variables Band C are used to shorten the parameter
list of outputParam.

A.I2 Selection of External Solvers

This section demonstrates the selection of external solver modules,and their respective solvers. For exam-
ple, the parallelized direct solver of the PARDISO module can be selected as follows:

Num

externalSolver
externalModule
externalType

yes;
"PARDISO";
"PARDISO_LU";

Analogously, the algebraic multi-level preconditioner in combination with BICGSTAB acceleration is ac-
tivated by the following input-deck parameters:

Num

externalSolver
externalModule
externalType

yes;
"SAMG";
"AMG_BICGSTAB";
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To employ an external solver module, the keyword externalSolver has to be set to yes. In this
case, the settings of directSolver and iterativeSolver are ignored. Two strings are available
to select the module and the solver type, respectively. The case-insensitive selection is checked by the
simulator and rejected in case of invalid settings. In Table A2, the valid selections are summarized.

I externalModule I externalSolver I
Pardiso Pardiso-LU

Pardiso_CGS
Samg AMG..BICGStab

AMG_GMRES
ILU..BICGStab
I LU_GMRES

Table A.2: Valid selections for external solver modules.

A.13 Netlist Definition of the Oscillator Example

This section contains all netlist definitions found in the input-decks for the oscillator example, see Sec-
tion 6.4 (page 111).

The input-deck section SubCircui ts contains the definition of all three subcircuits. The settings for
the distributed devices are specified like in the single-mode [105]. In addition, MINIMOS-NT directly
provides compact models of the commonly used circuit elements like capacitors and inductors.

Therefore, the respective Devices sections have to be simply inherited and their public members ac-
cordingly overwritten. In the definition of the resonant circuit both terminals are connected to the input,
output, and ground nodes of the subcircuit.

SubCircuits
{

Core

in 1111 •,
out 1111 •,

VO -Devices.V P "pinl" ; M "gnd"; VO 2.0 V; }

Tl -NPN C ~out; B "pin3;'; E = "pinS";

L -Devices.L { Nl "pinl"; N2 ~out; L 1 uH;. }
Rl -Devices.R { Nl "pinl"; N2 "pin3"; R 20e3; }
R2 -Devices.R { Nl "pin3"; N2 "gnd" ; R 30e3; }

Re -Devices.R { Nl "pinS" ; N2 "gnd" ;. R 1.2Se3;
Ce -Devices.C { Nl "pinS"; N2 "gnd" ; C 1.00 nF;

C4 -Devices.C Nl ~in; N2 "pin)"; C 1.0 nF;
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LC
{

in II 11 • II is assigned in circuit,
out 1111 •,
Ll -Oevices.L { Nl hin; N2 hout; L 1.000 nH;-
Cla -Oevices.C { Nl hin; N2 "gnd"; C 0.279 pF;
Clb -Oevices.C { Nl "gnd" ; N2 hout; C 2.790 pF;

For the AC source subcircuit, the conditional mheritance fèature of the input-deck is used. Since the
transient and small-signal modes are subsequently employed, the respective voltage source has to be de-
fined for a transient or small-signal result, respectively. This is controlled by the Solve. transient
keyword:

SubCircuits
{

Vtransient

VS : -Devices.V { P
VO

Vac

"pinlO"; M = "gnd";
1 rnV * sin(-Solve.tirne * 2*pi * le9 Hz); }

VS -Devices.V { P
VO

"pinlO"; M =' "gnd";
o rnV; acVO = 1 rnV; }

Vsrc
{

Vac ? -Solve.ac, Vtransient ? -Solve.transient II conditional

+R4 : -Oevices.R
+in - 1111.- ,

{ Nl hin; N2
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AppendixB

The Stepping Moduleof Minimos-NT

Stepping is a fundamental infrastructure feature of any simulation tool, since it is important for both
usability and performance considerations.For example during steady-state analysis several operating
points are normally of interest to extract an I-V curve. On. the one hand side the user can specify these
points by variables in one input-deck rather than starting the simul~tor again and again. On the other hand
side the solution of one operating point is normally a very good initial guess for the next one, resulting in
a significant speed-up of the complete simulation.

This application of stepping variables is well-known and for reasons of consistency the definition of the
time or frequency domain has been based on these concepts. This allows to employ the various powerful
stepping functions also for transient and small-signal analysis.

Stepping is controlled via the step function family. The main purpose of the step functions is to
introduce parameters for the simulation. There are several"step func;tions available:

Function Functional Parameters
step start and stop value, delta, log, del taMin, del taMax
stepN start and stop value, number of steps, log, del taMin, del taMax
stepTbl table of values
stepCrv curvefile, parameter, response, state
stepSingle singlevalue
stepCond lower boundary, upper boundary, formula, error, maxCount

Table B.I: Stepping functions provided by MINIMOS~NT.

Common to all different types of stepping functions are the administration parameters name,pri, slot,
prev, and post:

• pr i denotes the priority of the parameter. For each combination of values of the stepped parameters
a single simulation is run. The parameter with the highest priority runs fastest. Default priority is -1.
Overruling of the priority of time and frequency is prohibited, because these variables always
get the highest priority during stepping initialization. Furthermore, it is not allowed to combine
their stepping functions with other input-deck functions .

• For consecutive stepping of different pai'ameters, the optional arguments slot, prev, and post
can be used. Only parameters with the same value of slot are stepped together, while other
parameters are given the value defined in prey or post, depending on whether the current slot
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comes before or after the value given in slot. Parameters without a value in slotare stepped
in slot -1 as default. If prev and post are not specified, the first or last value of the stepping
parameter is used, depending on the slot position.

Stepping control (see Appen~lix BA) adjusts the standard del ta within a range specified bydel taMin
and del taMax. If these optional arguments are not given, both variables are set to del ta. In the case
of user specified values they should fulfill del taMin < del ta < del taMax. But this is not enforced
by the simulator.

B.l The Basic Stepping Functions

For simple additive or multiplicative (logarithmic) stepping the normal step function can be used. Here,
start is the start value of the parameter, stop its final value, and del ta the additive or multiplicative
increment. The first three arguments must be of the same type or must be convertible to the same type.
The type of the return value is determined by this conversion operation.

a step(O, 2 1 ) ; II returns an integer
b step(O, 2 1.0 ) ; II returns a real
c step (0 V, 2 V, 1.0 V) ; II returns a quantity with unit V
d step(O V, 2 1.0 ) ; II returns a quantity with unit V

In the case of quantity arguments the first three arguments must be of convertible units. For missing units
the default unit (of the first parameter) is used, but it is recommended to provide units to all parameters.
Basically, the resulting unit is always the equivalent SI-unit.

a

b

step(O w, 2 "J/s", 1 eV);

step(O V, 2 A, 1.0);

II quite a long loop, but OK
I I returns. "W".as .unit
II mismatching units, error

The optional parameter log determines whether additive or multiplicative stepping is used with additive
being the default.

Ni = step(10e3, 1e20, 1.2, log = yes);

The stepN function is similar to the step function, the only difference being the third argument. Here,
it specifies the number of step points to be used.

Ni = stepN(10e3, 1e20, lOa, log = yes); Iluse 100 points

The number of steps is used to calculate a stepping delta. Consequently, the stepN function is treated
like a step function. This is particularly important as both functions can be attached to stepping control
algorithm to modify the stepping delta during the simulation (see Appendix BA).

B.2 The Special-Purpose Stepping Functions

The stepTbl function can be used to step through the values of an array. All values contained in the
array will be subsequently assigned to the parameter. As for the additive stepping the type of the values.
given in the array must be of the same type, or must be convertible to the same type. The type of the return
value is determined by this conversion operation. .
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B = stepTbl ([ 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, O.S, 0.55, 0.6, 0.65, 0.7 ]);

To get stepping information from a curve file the s tepCrv function is available.

G = stepCrv("init.crv", "G", "Vg", pri=4, slot=2, prev = 8 V, post = 5 V);

The simple stepping function stepSingle can be used to introduce a single value into the stepping
configuration. Such a function is essentially required by a single frequency AC simulation, but can also
be used by other variables in combination with useful values of arguments slot, prev, and post. This
function must not be used for transient simulations (variable time).

frequency = stepSingle(100 MHz, slot=O); II single frequency ac simulation

B.3 Conditional Stepping

Function stepCond provides a conditional stepping based on a simple zéro point approximation within
two boundaries given by the first two parameters:

II Threshold Voltage Extraction
A = stepCond(0.7V, O.SV,

output("Device", "I", "A") - 1e-7A,
1e-4,
pri = 2, maxCount = 20);

II.boundaries
II comparison value
II error value
II optional

The stepping is coupled to an intemalcontrol mechanism which determines the new stepping value de-
pending on the evaluation of the condition. This implementation of this mechanism is based on the False
Position or Regula Falsi method (see Section 3.3.3».

The condition is the combination of the third and fourth argument. Here, the comparison value in the
third argument is coupled to an output current and has to be smaller than the error value of 1e-4. If
the condition cannot be fulfilled within maxCount steps (iterations), the approximation is terminated. If
maxCount is not given, a default value of 1000 is used.

Sometimes it is more applicable. to determine the threshold voltage by logarithmic stepping. For this
purpose, the stepping function can be defined as follows:

II Threshold Voltage Extraction
A = stepCond(0.7V, 0.8V,

log(value(-Curve.Response.ld)) - log(le-7),
1e-4, .
pri = 2, maxCount = 20);

II boundaries
II comparison value
II error value
II optional

Conditional stepping is particularly useful to determine the cut-off frequency fT. The small-signal sim-
ulation mode (see Appendix A.I) requires the setup of the variable frequency. This variable can be
subject of a conditional stepping:

II Cut-off Frequency Extraction
frequency = stepCond(10 GHz, 100 GHz, -Curve.Response.beta - 1.0, le-OS);

As shown in the following example, the Curve. Response section contains the calculation of beta,
which equals 1 .0 at the cut-off frequency. For that reason, the condition beta - 1. 0 should be fulfilled
within an error of le-S.
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Curve

+Response
{

ic abs(output("Device", "I", "CollectorContact", ac=yes))i
ib abs (output ("Device" , "I", "BaseContact", ac=yes))i

beta ic / if (ib == 0.0 A, le-20 A;ib)i

Conditional stepping obviously fails if the zero point cannot be found within the boundaries given as the
first twoarguments. By setting up a proper stepping control (see Appendix BA), the boundaries can'be
automatically varied during stepping. The boundary adaptation allows to resolve the trade-off between
usability and narrow boundaries. Narrow boundaries speed up the iterative stepping process significantly
(see Section 3.3.3).

B.4 Stepping Control

Stepping control is a powerful feature for influencing the step increments/decrements while the simulation
is already running:

• The stepping delta can be modified for the stepping functions step and stepN. This is useful to
decrease the delta in numerically involved simulation phases, butto speed up simulation by increas-
ing the delta in phases with sma:!lchanges. Breakdown voltage and transient circuit simulations are
prominent application examples for this kind of stepping control.

• The iteration boundaries for the conditional stepping function stepCond can be adapted. On the
one hand, narrow boundaries significantly speed up the iteration, on the other hand they reduce
the flexibility of conditional stepping. If the zero point cannot be found within the boundaries, the
simulator fails after the first two steps. For that reason, stepping control can be employed to adapt
the boundaries during simulation.

Basically, all stepping variables are subject to default stepping control schemes. These default schemes
do literally nothing, so the deltas and boundaries remilÎn constant. If one wants to apply nOh-trivial algo-
rithms, the SteppingControl section has to be redefined. In the subsection Scheme, a section with
the same name as the stepping variable must be added by inheriting the stepping algorithm:

SteppingControl
{

Scheme
{

}

+time
}

SimpleTimestepi

In this example, the stepping variable time (obviously" ~f a transient simulation) is assigned to the
SimpleTimestep stepping control algorithm.
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The default files not only provide the default algorithms (ConstantStep and StepCondDefault),
but also the following non-trivial ones:

• SimpleStep: A simple algorithm for decreasing and increasing the stepping delta."

• StepCondDirect: Adaptation ofthe iteration boundaries for directly proportional variables, for
example the threshold voltage .

• StepCondlndirect: Adaptation of the iteration boundaries for indirectly proportional vari-
ables, for example the cut-off frequency.

If the default algorithms do not serve the purpose, one is encouraged to define individual schemes. For
delta steppings, the respective section consists of two independent subsections with predefined names:
Fai 1ure and Converged. The former is addressed if thesimulation of the current stepping configura-
tion failed, the latter is addressed if the solution could be successfully calculated,

The author of the schem"e is almost completely free in drawing the right conclusion for the respective
simulation. The only constraint is that the characteristic of the stepping function must not be changed. Due
to the unmodifiable start and stop boundaries, an increasing stepping function must always be increasing,
a decreasing function must always be decreasing.

In order to calculate a new stepping delta, MINIMOS-NT provides the following input to the Failure
and Converged section:

Keyword Type Description
delta Real the current stepping delta
deltaOrig Real the original stepping delta as specified
deltaMin Real the minimum stepping delta as specified
deltaMax Real the maximum stepping delta as specified
deltaLog Boolean true if logarithmic stepping is activated
start Real the start value of the stepping "

stop Real" the stop value of the stepping
value Real the current value of the stepping

Table B.2: Information provided to delta steppingcontrol algorithms.

MINIMOS-NT reads/expects two variables from the respective stepping control section:

Keyword Type Description
deltaNew Real the new stepping delta
print String information for the user

Table B.3: Information expected from delta stepping control algorithms.

The termination of the stepping is indicated by specific values for de1taNe~: one for the logarithmic and
zero for the linear case. The author of the stepping algorithm is responsible to adhere to the boundaries
del taMin and del taMax of the respective stepping function. These boundaries are not enforced by
MINIMOS-NT.
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A good starting point for writing a new stepping algorithm is to create a new section which is inherited
from SchemeDefaul ts.ConstantStep. This section will look something like this:

NewSt~pping : SchemeDefaults.ConstantStep
{

Failure
{

II => reduce the delta

.aux d
deltaNew

delta I 1.9;
if(abs(d) < abs(deltaMin), if(deltaLog, 1.0, 0.0), d);

}

aux printText
print

"Decrernenting delta: " + delta + " -> " + deltaNew;
if (delt:aNew == delta, "", printText);

Converged II => increase the delta
{

aux d = if (value == start, delta, delta * 2);
deltaNew = if (abs (d) > abs (deltaMax) ,deltaMax, d);

aux printText
print

"Increasing delta: " + delta + " -> " + deltaNew;
if(deltaNew == delta, "", printText);

For the control of conditional steppings, a different kind of algorithm can be applied. MINIMOS-NT
provides values for the following variables:

Keyword Type Description
valueLow Real the current lower stepping boundary
valueHigh Real the current higher stepping boundary
condLow Real the function value at the lower boundary
condHigh Real the function value at the higher boundary

Table B.4: Information provided to conditional stepping control algorithms.

MINIMOS-NT reads/expects three variàbles from the respective stepping control section:

valueLowNew Real the new lower stepping boundary
valueHighNew Real the new higher stepping boundary
print String information for the user

Table B.S: Information expected from conditional stepping coritrol algorithms.

The stepping algorithm is always addressed in case valueLow and valueHigh have the same sign
since thén no zero point can be calculated in-between. This has different consequences for directly and
indirectly proportional variables.
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Thus, a typical algorithm looks like this:

StepCondDirect : StepCondDefault
{

+checkSign =
valueLowNew
valueHighNew
print

}

This algorithm is derived from the default one, inheritingall definitions of the input variables above.
Depending on checkSign, the boundaries are either shifted up or down.Due to multiplication and
division in this algorithm the sign of the boundaries is not changed. By using inheritance again, the
indirect variant is very simple:

StepCondlndirect : StepCondDirect '.
{

checkSign = -li
}

B.S Additional Stepping Control Keywords

In contrast to the function-level discussed above, stepping can also be controlled at the overall level. In
the Solve section, two keywords are provided:

Keyword Type Description
breakSteppingLoop Boolean break the innermost stepping loop
evalSteppingLoop Boolean evaluate the stepping only, do not simulate

Table B.6: General stepping control keywords.

The keyword breakSteppingLoop contains a condition for completely terminating the innermost
stepping loop. For example, the stepping can be Ù~rminated if the drain current exceeds 500 mA or if the
cut-off frequency is already exceeded:

breakSteppingLoop

frequency
breakSteppingLoop

output ("Device", "I,", "DrainContact") > 5e-1 Ai,

step(l MHz, 6 GHz, 100 MHz) i

!-Extern.firstStep && -Curve.Response.beta < 1i

In order to evaluate the stepping functions only, the keyword evalSteppingLoop can be set. This flag
allows a quick view on how the stepping functions work without starting the actual simulation. As there is
no simulator information available, interactive features such as the conditional stepping cannot be tested.
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Appendix C

Miscellaneous Projects

The following projects will be presented and discussed in the next.sections:

• The MINIMOS-NT Post-Processing System: Appendix C.I .

• The MINIMOS-NT Interactive Mode: Appendix C.2

• The Simulation Environment Interaction Library: see Appendix C.3

• The MINIMOS-NT Test Appendix CA

C.I The Minimos-NT Post-Processing System

Despite the fact that the contents of both output files of MINIMOS-NT can be configured by the user in a
very flexible way, it is still necessary to transform or process these outputs after the actual simulation has
been finished. In order to simplify the interface between MINIMOS-NT and such post-processing steps, a
new post-processing system directly administered by MINIMOS-NT has been introduced.

Most of the post-processing is normally done in separate scripts, which read and parse the output files
of MINIMOS-NT and start some additional calculations. For example, the purpose of this can be data
conditioning for visualization purposes or the generation öf input files for the next simulation tool in a
simulation flow. To simplify the calling procedures and to make an àdditional wrap-around script obsolete,
MINIMOS-NT is now able to execute arbitrary shell commands and to call external programs.

But MINIMOS-NT can also provide additional post-processing stepsbased on its own output data. A
simple example is the lastLine post-processing steps, which storesthe last line of each curve file block
in a new curve file. Thi~ feature is especially useful for conditional steppings (see Appendix B.3), for
example after the extraction of the iT curve. Although the respective behavior could also be controlled
directly in the curve output module depending on an input-deck keyword, it was decided to use this feature

f
as a demonstration on how to implement MINIMOS-NT post-processing.steps.

However, MINIMOS-NT was also equipped with a more sophisticated post-processing step, namely a Fast
Fourier Transformation functionality. The implementation of the transformation itself is based on the code
given in [165]. In addition, a general input-deck-based interface is provided for the user.

The user can specify an arbitrary number of post-processing steps, which are processed in a consecutive
order. The respective input-deck section has the name PostProcessing. .
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It is basically structured as follows:

PostProcessing
{

postProcOnly
printSteps
enter

Steps
{

FirstStep
{

function
}
SecondStep
{

nOj
nOj
yeSj

1111 •,

II Perform only post-processing steps
II Print available post-processing .steps
II Enable post-processing at all

FirstSubStep
{

function =

}

"II .,

The simulator iterates over all subsections found in section PostProcessing. Steps. The kind of
post-processing step to execute is specified in the function string.Each block can be deactivated by
setting enter to no. Since post-processing uses per definition already calculated data, the preceding
simulation can be completely skipped in case the output files are already present (postProcOnly). In
addition, the user can request a short help (printSteps) to see which post-processing functions are
available at all.

As stated above, the lastLine step is a very simple one. Therefore it is used to sketch the usage and
implementation idea. All available post-processing steps can be derived from default steps. In case of
lastLine this predefined step looks as follows:

StepDefaults
{

GeneralStep
{

enter
function

yesj
1111 •,

II Perform function in this step?
I I Function, such. as II LastLine" or. "FFT"

}

<GeneraIIOStep> : GeneralStep
{

input
output

}

LastLineStep
{

It" •,
"II .,

: GeneralIOStep

II Input file
I I Output file

II Write last lîne of each block
II to new curve file

function = ILastLine"j
}
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The necessary inputs are already derived from other sections, so a typical instance can be defined very
quickly:

PostProcessing
{

Steps
{

+LastLine

input
output

}

}

AStepDefaults.LastLineStep.

-Curve. file; .
"ft " + -Curve.file;

In this example, the simulation task is to start a conditional stepping in order to extract the iT curve. The
output of each step is written to the file specified in the Curve section. This file is the input file for the
post-processing step, whereas the output file name is simply the same name with a preceding fL.

C.2 The Minimos-NT Interactive Mode

MINIMOS-NT has been equipped with an interactive mode. Whereas the conventional operation mode is
batch-oriented, the user is now able to influence the simulator settings while the simulation is still running.
The simulator is started as usual, so an input-deck is read which contains the complete set of parameters
the simulator requires for all kinds of simulations. Actually, there would be no additional user input
necessary.

The basic motivation for an interactive mode is related to the various output and logging functions of
MINIMOS-NT, which are normally annoying and thus deactivated. Unfortunately, these functions would
be of great interest in case problems like non-converging Nèwton iteration steps occur. In former versions
of MINIMOS-NT, it was necessary to restart the complete simulation process in order to have the respec-
tive logging activated, for example that of the update norms. This could be even more annoying in case of
long steppings or very time consuming three-dimensional or mixed-mode simulations. So the idea of an
interactive mode came into mind, which would allow to change the input-deck database during simulation.

A typical scenario is then as follows: MINIMOS-NT is started with an input-deck which specifies a three-
dimensional simulation. The first steps, which take several hours, run very well, but then convergence
problems are encountered. The user, who was glad about a concise simulator output up to now,normally
wants then to see the update norms of all quantities, since this wouldhelp to identify the problematic
region and/or carrier in the device. The user knows about the interactive mode, presses CTRL-C and after
a while a prompt is offered.

Received signal, waiting to enter interactive mode ...

Interactive Mode (h for help)
>

- > h
h [command]
c
q

cs [dir]
cd -[dir]

print help message
continue
quit without saving anything
change current section in input-deck
change current directory in input-deck
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Is
alias

saveAlias
show

showComment

parse

[dir]
command

[item]
[item]

command

list given section, else current section
create an alias (alias X=Yi)
save all aliases 'in :mmi_alias
show information on a variable/section
show information on, a variable/section
with comment
parse ipd/ipl command

By issuing"h", the listas shown above isoffered.The user can now, go'to the Log sectionof the input-
deck and can setupdateInfo to yes.

- > cd Log
-Log > show

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Item:
Type:
Name:
Fullname:
File:Line:
Parent:
Ancestor:

-Log
section
Log
-Log
/iuehome/wagner/vproject/mrnnt/defaults/root.ipd:
- (base section)
LogDefaults

251

Type

variable

variable
variable
variable

Name

allTerminalQuantities

updateInfo
writeAuxiliary
writeComplex

Vartype

Boolean

Boolean
Boolean
Boolean

Value

true

false
false
false

Unit

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-Log >
-Log > parse updateInfo
-Log > show

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Item:

variable
variable
variable

updateInfo
writeAuxiliary
writeComplex

Boolean
Boolean
Boolean

true
false
false

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-Log >
-Log > c
Continuing

This versionof the interactivemode offersthatspecificshow capabilitywhich alsotakesallinheritances
within the input-deckdatabase intoaccount. In addition,the parsing of complete IPL commands ispro-
vided. While these capabilitiesare deactivatedby default,they are automaticallyenabled when a given
number of stepshas been exceeded.
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The user is able to influence the complete parameter database. This does not make sense for the majority
of parameters (for example model parameters), but it might be useful to inquire them on a read-only bases.
Furthermore, the interface between the simulator and the input-deck database has to be improved that more
keywords are inquired during the simulation process. A prominent example is the choice of the solver for
linear equation systems.

C.3 SEILffi - The Simulation Environment Interaction Library

SEILIB - the Simulation Environment Interaction Library ~ is designed for handling parameterized input-
decks and commands. In addition, several tools can be integrated to complete simulation flows based on
these parameterized input files and optimization setups can be configured.

Values in text input-decks can be replaced by so-called arguments, which are generally encoded with pre-
ceding and succeeding brackets: <{SEIARG }>. The parameterized input-decks are regarded as ~emplates
or meta input-decks. They are used to create the actual input files for the simulators. The library provides
several additional features, such as process administration; multi-thre~diÎ1g, and host management.

C.3.1 Motivation

The library is dedicated to all users of an arbitrary number of arbitrary programs, scripts, or functions.
Many similar simulations depending on an arbitrary number of input parameters shall be processed and
(partly) repeated. It is therefore essential to keep the inputs and outputs consistent.

Furthermore, all available computational resources should be employed to reduce the execution time. The
setup is extensible and several tools can be integrated to complete tool flows. In context of the GMRES(M)
evaluation discussed in Section 5.5.3, the librarysuccessfully processed 23,000 processes on four IBM
cluster nodes. It is important to note, that the use of arguments is not a must. So the host management can
also be used for simulations based on conventional (non-parameterized) input-decks.

The library is written in PYTHON [167]. The implementation of the library itself can be found in the file
se i 1ib .py, which has to be accessible for the interpreter ..

C.3.2 Getting Started

This section addresses the most important steps how to set up a new SEILIB application. Note that the
optimization system is not covered here, see Appendix C.3.9 for this information.

A new PYTHON script normally starts with an execution directive for the operating system. As PYTHON
is an interpreted language, the following line tells the loader which interpreter to use:

#! /usr/bin/env python

After importing the SEILIB library file, a new instance of the main class can be created, the name for it
chosen here is p:

import seilib
p = seilib.seiclass()

At this point, the proper processing can be already tested. After setting execute permissions for the script
(chmod u+x name_oLscript .py), it can be directly started like other programs by typing on the
command line: . /name_oLscript. py. Alternatively, the name of the script can be passed to the
interpreter: python name_oLscript .py.
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Note that the seilib. py file must be accessible for the interpreter. If the library is stored in another
directory, the search pathfor libraries can be extended in order to avoid import errors:

import sys
sys .path. append ( \ \name_af_directory" )

If the script is properly executed, only the welcome message of the SEILIB is printed. Of course, the
newly created instance can now be set up for the actual SEILIB application. The setup can be divided in
two steps:

1. Define the tool or the tool flow.

2. Define the arguments and prepare the templates.

C.3.3 Basic Nomenclature and Definitions

In order to understand the functionality of the script, the definitions of tool, command, host, argument,
template, and auxiliary have to be given:

Tool: A tool represents either an arbitrary program or PYTHON function. The command line for a call
and its. template input-decks must be specified. In order.to be executed, a specific command is
assigned. Since one program might be represented by several tools, each tool should be given a
unique name, which is called prefix. It can be used to derive unique file names for all auxiliaries and
output files. However, the uniqueness is neither checked nor forced.

Command: A command defines the way how a tool is executed. Depending on which of five methods is
chosen, the program is either executed on the local host or on a remote host. PYTHON functions are
always executed on the local host. In addition, a command can be restricted to a distinct set of hosts.
This might be necessary for taking the memory consumption of the simulator or license restrictions
of commercial products into account.

Argument: An argument is the general expression for either a variable or constant. The name of the
argument, preceded and succeeded by brackets< {NAME} >, can be arbitrarily used in templates and
all kind of command line definitions. During processing, this name is replaced by the current value
of the argument. Thus, an argument stands for a set of values, which are subsequently processed.
These values are defined ~ither in arrays or by PYTHON functions. In addition to user-defined
arguments, the libraryprovides so-called special-purpose arguments (see Table C:l).

Template: A template looks almost like the input-deck of the employed simulator. However, it contains
some arguments instead of some values. For example, if the base voltage is normally defined by
VB = 1.0 V;, it is defined as VB = <{VB}> V;. The templates are used to generate actual
input-decks for the simulators according to the values of its arguments. .

Auxiliary: An auxiliary is an actual input-deck which was created based on a template. Its number and
name can be addressed by special-purpose arguments provided by the library.

Host: A host generally represents a computer. The user specifies, how many processes may be simul-
taneously running and which nice level is set. An additional parameter controls the number of
subsequently started processes on that host. A host can have an arbitrary number of host-specific
arguments.
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The following examples .give a .first glance on how the script is configured:

p = seilib.seiclass()
p.hostman.newHost("tcadOl", D, 8, 1)
ecmd-= seilib.seicmdexec("<{CMD}> > <{LOG}>")

p. newTool ( "mmnt" , # name of the tool
l, l, # mode and number of sub-modes
ecmd, # command

"short", # prefix
"<{AUXl}>" , . # command line options

[, "seimos. ipd" ]) # array with template files

p.newTool(merge, 12, 1,.0, "test", "", [])

The instance of the main class seiclass is p. A new host, tcadOI, is registered at the host manage-
ment system of p. The nice level for all processes on that host will be zero, eight processes may run
simultaneously, and the once parameter is set to one (see below).

Next, a command is created, which is here an instanceof the simple execution class seicmdexec.
One purpose of this class is to compose the command line of the actual tool execution depending on the
execution method. The user is absolutely free in defining these commands. In the example, the command
line consists of <{CMD}> and.the pipe of standard output to <{LOG}>. The special-purpose argument
<{CMD}> contains the name of the tool and its command line options as specified in the parameter of the
newTool call.

Finally, the tools are specified which is here a: call of MU'IIMOS-NT (mode one, one sub-mode, prefix
"short") with one input-deck only. In the command line, this input file is represented by the special-
purpose argument <{AUX!} >. The template is stored in array, that could hold an arbitrary number of
templates which are consecutively numbered. Note that all automatically generated numbers start with
one, whereas PYTHON counting starts with zero.

More than one template is particularly useful if the include statément of the input-deck is used in order
to construct a hierarchy of input-decks (as an alternative to conditional inheritance). For example, the
physical definition is stored in a base input-deck, which is then included in various application input-
decks like for simulating Gummel plots and extracting S-parameters. As all of these input-decks may
contain SEILIB arguments, the library therefore supports an arbitrary number of templates. Note that
template names may be arguments themselves.

The secondtool is a PYTHON function (not shown here) and does therefore not require a command. It is
supposed to combine all MINIMOS-NT output curve files to one. It belongs to mode twelve.

There are five methods for executing processes:

• Normal execution (seicmdexec): A process is simply started on the local host and the script
waits untilit returns. This method should be used for very shortprograms or scripts .

• SSH process spawning (seicmdssh): The secure shell (SSH).is used to access a remote host. In
addition, a new process is spawned and the script does not wait for its return .

• SSH process spawning and waiting (seicmdsshwai t): Same as the method before, but the script
waits for all processes after the last process of the current mode has been spawned. This is necessary
for synchronization purposes. Forexample, a merge function must wait for all output curve files of
preceding simulations.
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• local process spawning (seicmdspawn): Same as seicmdssh, but the local host is used. If the
name of the local host is found. in the list of hosts, the settings regarding the number of processes
and nice level are considered .

• local process spawning and waiting (seicmdspawnwai t): Same as the method before including
the waiting as described for seicmdsshwai t.

The library always waits for all spawned processes before it terminates.

C.3.4 The Argument System

What happens to the template and its arguments? This brings the argument system into play which is
going to be discussed in thissection. The template input-deck seimos. ipd contains the following four
arguments:

aux infile

aux outfile
aux crvfile
aux numSteps

"<{CWDIR}>/" + if (getenv( "HOSTTYPE")

"<{DEVOUT}>";
"<{CRV}>" ;
<{SN}>;

. "i386", "rnos" ,
"mosibm" ) ;

As stated above, arguments are addressed by their name~ extended by preceding and succeeding brackets.
The constant <{ CWDIR}> is always provided by the library and stands for the current working directory.
The names of the input device is added to this directory, but depends on the host type due to the binary
ordering. The name ofthe device output and curve files «{DEVOUT}> and <{CRV}».depend on the
actual state of the script processing, otherwise they would be overwritten all the time. The only input
parameter is the number of steps <{SN}>, which is referenced by a stepping function. This example is
for demonstration purposes only - the number of scattering events in a Monte Carlo simulator might be a
better one.

Note that in the parameterized input-deck the double quotes must still be used for all represented strings
such as the file names. But there are no double quotes for <{SN}>, whichactually stands for an integer.
Basically, the script processes strings only, and all non-string values specified as arguments are automati-
cally converted to strings. However, this is no restriction for system handling text-based input-decks.

The last point is how the arguments and their values are registered. This should be demonstrated for the
example:

p. newVariable (" SN" ,

p.newConstant ("NAME",

getSN)

"Test")

p.newConstant ("AUXDIR", "< {CWDIR}>/aux/ " ,
p.newConstant ("LOGDIR" , "<{CWDIR}>/log/",
p .newConstant ("OUTDIR" , "<{CWDIR}>/out/",

p.newConstant("ALLDAT", "<{NAME}>_<{FLATB}>_<{PREFIX}>")

p.newConstant("AUX", "<{AUXDIR}>/<{ALLDAT}>_<{AUXNR}>_<{AUXNAME}>")

p .newConstant ("LOG" , "< {LOGDIR}>/<{ALLDAT}> .log" ,
p .newConstant ("CRV" , "<{OUTDIR}>/<{NAME}>_<{FLATB}>. crv")
p.newConstant("DEVOUT", "<{OUTDIR}>/<{ALLDAT}>_out.pbf")
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Although this does not look .like the ultimate selling point at the first glance, there are quite many argu-
ments for such a small parameterized simulation. Obviously it would have been possible to skip some
of them. But this example is also intended to be a template for further applications where the underlying
concepts might be useful.

Starting with the variable SN, its values are coming from a PYTHON.function, namely getSN. The func-
tion itself is shown below. Then, nine constants are defined:a name, three directories, one constant being
used as intermediary, the name convention for auxiliary files, and finally the three constants which were
used in the template input-deck. The following statements characterize the argument system:

• All values may contain arguments itself - they are subsequently refined, but there is a maximum
depth of 20 to avoid endless loops .

• All arguments representing directories should have the third optional parameter dir. The library can
then create the directories in case they do not exist. .

• Constants are constant in terms of their definition only and therefore they are always strings. They
can indeed stand for a constant value as seen for< {NAME}>, but they can also represent different
values as used for <{CRV}>. The definition of a curve file is constant, but it contains variables so
that the actual value changes .

• There are two ways for defining values for variables: either an array or a PYTHON function. By
choosing the latter option, the user can take advantage of the complete PYTHON language and
libraries .

• Similar to the directories, all-log files should have the optiomi.l qualifier log. By giving the optional
qualifier, the library is able to detect which log file was actually used for a process. This is partic- .
ularly convenient in heterogenous network environments if the output is piped to log files stored at
different locations. Such a setup is easy with host-specific arguments.

• The way of setting up the arguments is often ambiguous.

Nöte the different definition of <{ CRV}>. In contrast to the other constants, it does not include the unique
tool prefix. While setting up tool flows, the output of one tool is normally used as input for another tool. In
the example, the MINIMOS-NT outputcurve files are the inputs for the merge function which is supposed
to combine them. This can be easily achieved if the definition does not depend on the tool prefix.

The auxiliary files are created after all arguments have got their respective values. The stream editor is
used to transform the templates to auxiliary files. The user candefine an argument <{AUX}>, which
contains the template for a name of an auxiliary file (see the example above). If such a variable is missing,
a unique name is genèrated by combining <{FLATB}>, <{PREFIX}>, the number ofthe auxiliary and
its name. The special-purpose arguments <{FLAT}> and <{FLATB}> contain the current meta-level
and combination (for example Ml_Cl), and can be extended by a certain number of variable values (cf.
maxVarDepth). A list of all special-purpose arguments is givenin Table C.l.

C.3.5 Process Management System

The library is basically process-oriented and so the complete implementation is based on this idea. There-
fore, it is useful if the user keeps the idea of creating processes in mind, which are finally executed on one
host. The underlying simulations differ from each other by an arbitrary number of argument values. How
many processes are potentially started?
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I Name I Value
AUX Template for the name of an auxiliary file (not generated if existing)
AUXNAME Name ofthe currently processed template file (not generally available)
AUXNR .Number ofthe currently processed template file (not generally available)
AUXx Name of the x-th auxiliary file
CMD The command line of the tool and its options
COMBNUM The current combination number
CWDIR The current working directory during initialization
FLAT Current meta-level and combination (extendible)
FLATB Like< {FLAT} >, but all points are replaced by underscores
HOST The name of the selected host (is used for. the ssh command)
HUNAME The uname string of the selected host
HVARx The x-th host-dependent variable
METANUM The current meta-level number
MODE The current mode
NICE The nice level of the selected host
PREFIX The prefix of the current tool
PROGRAM The name of the current tool
SUB MODE The current sub-mode.

Table C.I: List of all special-purpose arguments, which are automatically generated by the library.

This depends on the user configuration, which can be completed now:

def getSN(name, currprocess}: return currProcess.procCornb * la
p.numCornbinations = 7

The function getSN was already referenced by argument <{ SN}> and should return the number of steps.
This number should obviously depend on the processing state. In the example, the number of steps is the
tenfold value of the current combination number. Note that the integer value is automatically converted
to a string. Furthermore, it shouldbe again emphasized that functions like getSN are native PYTHON
code without any restrictions coming from the library. The.libraiy provides the following information in
the function parameters: as first parameter thename of the argument the library is requesting a value,
since one function could be used for several variables. The second parameter is the current process (the
name of the parameter is up to the user: here currProcess was chosen) and an instance of the class
seiprocess, which stores all information on this specific process ..

But there is also a second way for defining values of variables: the array. The library automaticallyuses
the combination number as index for the array. If the array is too small, the combination number modulo
the array length is taken. The alternative configuration for< {SN} > could simply look as follows:

p.newVariable(ISN", [ la, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 ]}

Four members of the process class are essentially defining the state of processing:

Combination: A combination is a set of values of all variables. Each variable gets one particular value
in each combination. Thus, all combinations create one axis of a two~dimensional parameter space.
The class member for the number of combinations is numCombinations, which is seven for the
example above. Thus, there are seven states on this axis.
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Meta-Level: This level creates the second axis of the two-dimensional parameter space. All combina-
tions are repeated a specific number of times. The default value for the corresponding class member
rnetaMultiplier is one, which is not modified in the example above. Note that further dimen~
sions are of course possible, but it was decided to provide themon a multiplicative basis. The user
is so responsible to derive the dimension by analyzing the meta-level.

Mode: As stated above, each tool is assigned to a mode. Thus, all tools ~reate a set of active modes.
Note that a tool can be disabled by specifying a negative mode.

Sub-Mode: In addition, each tool can have several sub-modes. This means, that each tool can be subse-
quently processed more than one time.

Since this looks a bit complicated, it is inevitable to note that the library can only be as powerful as its state
system. Since the user already' specified a set of tools which have to be additionally taken into account,
the hierarchy is given by:

1. Loop over all active modes.

2. Loop over all meta-levels.

3. Loop over all combinations.

4. Loop over all tools of the current mode.

5. Loop over all sub-modes.

Inside the fifth loop, an instance of the process class is allocated, a host is selected, all arguments get their
values, the auxiliary files are created, and the tool is finally started.

The data stored in the process class is not always complete. There are three levels:

1. Value requesting level: the state information and the real constants are available only.

2. Pre-execution control: besides the state information, the values of all arguments are retrievable by
using getVal ue.

3. Post-execution control: all data is available

The library offers a flexible execution control. Before a tool is really executed, the function assigned
to the doExecu te ,class member is called. It takes the current process' as the only parameter. If this
function returns zero, the process is not executed. Note that the values of all arguments and the complete
state information is available. The user can of course use the complete PYTHON syntax to write this
function. The post-execution function afterExe,cute works in a similar way. It takes the complete
process information (including the exit code) as only parameter. If it returns zero, the library processing
will be terminated as soon as possible. Examples for these two functions are given now:

def doExecute (currProcess)' :
if currProcess:procMode != 12: return 0
return 1

def afterExecute(currProcess):
if currProcess.procExit != 0 and not currProcess.procIsCF:

print("log file: " + currProcess.procLog)
return 1

The function doExecu te allows only tools of mode twelve to be executed. The function a fterExecu te
prints the log file of the process in the case of a non-zero exit code, but only if the process represents a
program and not a callable function.
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C.3.6 The Host Manageo:-.entSystem

The host management system offers the possibility to distribute the load over several Cpus and/or over a
network (see Section 5.3.1). The user can specify an arbitrary number of.hosts which are subsequently
used- to execute processes. The system retrieves informationabout the load average ofeach host, which
can be used to select or reject hosts. By using the once parameterof the host, the user can influence the
way how hosts are selected. This should be clarified by anexample. It is supposed that more than eight
processes should be executed, and four hosts (tcadOl - tcad04) are registered allowing two processes at
the same time. Depending on the parameter once, the following host selection sequences are possible:

once = 1 : tcad01 => tcad02 => tcad03 => tcad04 =>
tcad01 => tcad02 => tcad03 => tcad04 => waiting ...

once = 2: tcad01 => tcad01 => tcad02 => tcad02 =>
tcad03 => tcad03 => tcad04 => tcad04 => waiting ...

Hence the parameter once can be used to priorize some hosts, for example to keep the first processes local
or to fully employ the local resources before remote ones are allocated.

Two classes are responsible for the host management: whereas the seihost class represents one partic-
ular host and stores all information about it, the hostMaI?-agementclass administers the list of all hosts
and organizes the communication to them. .

As already mentioned above, some commands can be restricted to particular hosts. The following example
should demonstrate this:

tcad01
tcad02
tcad03
tcad04

p. hostman. newHost ("tcad01" , 0, l, l, "powerpc" ] )

p.hostman.newHost("tcad02", 0, 2, 2, wpowerpc" ] )

p.hostman.newHost("tcad03", 0, 2, l, "powerpc" ] )

p.hostman.newHost("tcad04", 0, 2, 2, "powerpc" ] )

scmd1 = seilib. seicmdssh ("source <{CWDIR}>/seisetupi
nice -n <{NICE}> <{CMD}> > <{LOG}>",

[ tcad01, tcad04 ]) .

Four hosts are registered, but the command scmdl is restricted to tcadOl and tcad04. Note that in the
restriction array the return values of newHost are used. If there is no host for such a restricted process
available, it is simply postponed. Thus, while the process is waiting for an appropriate host, other unre-
stricted processes can still be executed on hosts tcad02 and tcad03. However, postponed processes have
priority over new processes for the hosts they are waiting for.

Since a new shell is opened for all spawned processes, .the user has to ensure the setting of the.environment.
Therefore, a setup script can be sourced as shown in the example above. In addition, the user is responsible
for taking the nice level into account. The library offersa wide variety of possibilities in the parameter
space, but the user is totally free in applying them.

C.3.7 Class Diagram

The diagram ofthe major SEILIB classes is depicted in Figure c.l. Iil the center, the main class seiclass
is shown. This class combines own functionälities and those of other classes in order to provide the 'com-
plete set of features. Therefore, it is the base class for all SEILIB applications.

In addition, an auxiliary class provides basic functions such as the administration of command line ar-
J

guments, exit codes, output functions etc. The name of this class is Auxiliary and a global instance
seilib. auxiliary is publicly available.
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Process Management System Argument System

seiclass

. Host Management System

Figure C.I: SEILIB class diagram. '

C.3.8 Example Application: The Minimos-NT Test

The formerly single-threaded MINIMOS-NT test system was parallelized mainly for two reasons:

1. New tests have been added to the test suite so that the execution time on a single Cpu computer
exceeds user-friendly limits. Such à situation could result in skipped tests and therefore less quality
and effectiveness of the test.

2. With the IBM cluster, new hardware resources are available which can be employed for spawning
multiple processes.

So the platform of the complete test system was changed from Linux to AIX, which did not have any
consequences for the PYTHON code since the interpreter is also available for AIX. Furthermore, the new
platform has additional advantages regarding the numerical representation (see Appendix CA. I).

Instead of parallelizing the existing test system, a new test system has been developed as a SEILIB appli-
cation. Since both systems are based on the same ideas, the adaptation of the old tests was very simple.
Due to extended features of SEILlB, new tests can be written in a much more flexible and easier way.

InFigure C.2, the class diagram ofthe new MINIMOS-NT test system is shown. The main class Example
is derived from seiclass and is responsible for processing one test. The process and host management
systems are directly available;the argument system is processing the settings found in the test script.

There is also one test which does not fit entirely in the concept. This test is intendedto evaluate all
MINIMOS-NT examples as found in a exa directory. So the specialized class ExaExample was written
in order to process all input-decks found in this directory and to provide all features known from the other
tests.

The new test system is not only able to parallelize the execution of one test, but also to paràllelize the
execution of all test scripts found in the test directory. This functionality is regarded as a test itself, and
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The Minimos-NT
Test SyStem

seiclass

Figure C.2: Class diagram of the MINIMOS-NT test system based on the SEILIB library.

therefore a specialized class CompleteTest derived from Example was implemented. At this point of
the test system a cascaded application of the SEILIB can be seen, which is an important aspect regarding
the flexibility and stability of the library.

C.3.9 The Optimization System

Another proof of concept can be conducted based on the next considerations. If the set of the implemented
SEILIB subsystems is analyzed, interesting similarities to the SIESTA framework [232] can be found.
Basically, SEILIB is able to process template input-decks,employs a process and host management system,
and allows to define tool flows consisting of an arbitrary number of arbitrary tools.

In contrast to the SIESTA system, SEILIB was designed to process a fixed number of combinations in a
pre-defined and deterministic way. However, this should be no obstacle for providing an optimization
feature by implementing a new optimizer class derived from seiclass. The optimization system is a
highly-specialized SEILIB application which can be employed as a full alternative for SIESTA optimization
models.

The description of the optimizer system starts with somedetails on the technical implementation: each
supported optimizer provides an interface program to the actual optimizer system. The optimizers them-
selves and their interfaces are not strictly speaking partof the SIESTA framework. SIESTA starts the
interface program as a separate process and communicates with this process by writing to standard input
and reading from standard output. This part can be easily reproduced in PYTHON.

Each optimization model includes one or more so-called free parameters which are varied by the optimizer
in order to find a minimum of a givenscalar (cost or score function) or vector (cf. Levenberg-Marquart
optimizer) target. The free parameters are defined by specifying a default, minimum, and maximum
value. The variation of the free parameters depends on the results of the respective simulations. So
during the optimization process, the interface class of the chosen optimizer requests one or more variable
combinations per step. Foreach of these combinations, the defined tool flow must be processed after the
values of the free parameters have been replaced in the template input-decks. The respective results are
collected and written to standard output.

In the SEILIB context, the free parameters are arguments with boundaries. Furthermore, in the core results
were not of interest at all up to now. For that reason, also slight extensions of the core modules were
necessary and implemented. However, each request of the interface class represents a new setup of a
pre-defined number of combinations. Thus, the concept fits perfectly in the alreadyexisting system and
very few adaptations were necessary for providing the optimization setups with all features known from
SEILIB and SIESTA. In fact, the largest part of the optimization system deals with preparing the settings
for the optimizers.

SEILIB-based optimizations are based on one of four optimizer classes, which are derived from a base
optimizer class (see the class diagram in Figure C.3).
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Figure C.3: Class diagram ofthe SEILIB optimization system.

The following four systems are currently supported:

1. Levenberg-Marquardt Algorithm (LMMIN) by Maré et aI., 1980

2. Donlp2 (DONOPT) by Peter Spellucci, 1995

3. Adaptive Simulated Annealing (ASA, SIMAN) by Lester Ingber, 1993-2000 [103]

4. A C++ Library ofGenetic Algorithm Components (GALlB) by Matthew Wall, MIT [234],1995-1999

Note that these optimizer systems are not part of the SEILIB code; but merely coupled to SEILlB. Thus,
although their code is redistributed and provided, the license agreements of the respective code or package
(see more information in [232]) have to be considered.

In the following, a short example should be discussed, which employs the DONOPT opti~izet:

p = seiopt.seidonopt()

Besides of normal arguments, free parameters are defined, for example:

p.newVariable ("a", p. getVariable,
p.newVariable("b", 'p.getVariable,
p'.newvariable ("c", p. getVariable,

1.0, -10.0, ,10.0
O.O,-fo.o, 10.0
0.0, -10.0, 10.0

Free parameters are variables and get their values from the optimizer. The name of the method is
getVariable (getValue is already used in the argument system). The optional third argument was
used for dir and log before, now it is used to ~pecify the default, minimum, and maximum value of the
variable in an array.

The most critical point of the optimizer model is the feedback path of the result. The tool flow is processed
depending on the input values requested by the optimizer. In order for the results to be writù~n back to the
optimizer, the user is responsible for

, 1. collecting the results from the correct output files,

2. passing the either scalar or vector-valued result to the setResul t method of the current process,
and

3. finally calling the optimizer method wri teResul t.
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A frequently used place for doing this is the afterExecute method, If more thanone tool is involved,
the user must furthermore ensure that this is done for the last tool in the tool flow only.

For example:

currProcess. setResult (scalarResult)
p.writeResult(currProcess)

Now the definition of the optimization model is done - the only missing part is the configuration of the
optimizer. Whereas DONOPT and LMMIN provide configuration methods, the settings ofthe GENOPT and
SIMAN optimizers have to be done directly by accessing the public members of the classes.

The advantages ofthe SEILIB over the SIESTA system are:

• Higher flexibility while defining tool flows.

• Increased performance of the script processing.

• Scripts can be combined with the model and optimizer setup.

• More user interaction and flexibility during execution.

• Simpler extraction of results from output files .

• Complete system is based on PYTHON syntax and library.

The disadvantages are:

• The optimization model is less strictly defined .

• No compatibility to SIESTA models .

• Not directly included in further developments of the SIESTA framework.

C.4 The Minimos-NT Test

MINIMOS-NT is always under development since there. are always new ideas for additional features.
However, in order to preserve the already achieved efforts, their functionalities have to be tested on a
regular basis.

The MINIMOS-NT test (mmnttest) is afeature-based test: a given set of simulations is run and the pro-
duced output files are compared with references. In case differences are detected, the reason for them
should be found out. The test is based on the following ideas:

• Before new features enter the CYS repository of MINIMOS~NT, their independence from already
tested features has to be proven .

• As new featuresenter the CYS repository of MINIMos-NT,appropriate tests have to be constructed
and added to mmnttest.

C.4.1 .Numerics .

Unfortunately, comparing output files is a cumbersome task. The main reason for difficulties is the limited
representation of floating point numbers. The output files heavily dependon

• the compiler,

• the compile mode,
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• the machine(s) used for compiling and linking, and

• the machine used for running the tests.

Therefore, the mmnttestreferences have to be created multiple time~ to cover the range of development
environments used at the institute.

Note that all vprojects have to be compiled with the same mode in order to ensure consistent numerical
representations. In addition,' compiling and linking should be restricted to one machine only, even if the
full paths are specified in the configuration file.

The problem of the numerical representation has been partly resolved'by changing the platform to AIX.
This has one particular reason: The main development platform of the institute is Linux. So here a variety
of compilers and compilation modes can be found, becauseeach developer has personal preferences which
are widely accepted and supported due to the academic context. But once the development is ready to
be ported to AIX, all members of the development team use the same compiler and (almost) the same
compiler configurations. Since AIX is not the major development platform, it is also easier to recommend
respective guidelines.

Since the test can be run on more than one platform, also inter-platform comparisons can be made. These
analyses can detect implementation errors which become obvious by running a binary compiled and linked
by another compiler. As the SEIUB test system conveniently allows to repeatedly access the results files,
several checks can be additionally performed during' a post-processing of a test run. These checks may
also include comparisons with references generated for other platforms.

C.4.2 Nomenclature and Definitions

As stated above, minnttest is a feature-based test:

• Afeature isa single MINIMOS-NT functionality, in most cases as described in the documentation .

• A test combines a set of related MINIMOS-NT features, for example stepping functions or optical
model functionalities. '

A test consists of general settings such as the name or id as well as of different models .

• A name is the name of the template input-deck.

• An id is a unique three-character abbreviation of the test.

• devices is a list of one or more input pif files.

• schemes is a list of one or more iteration schemes.

• args is a list of variables equally used for all models.

• models is a list of one or more model combinations~

For all devices and all iteration schemes all model combinations are performed. The small optical test is
given as example:

import
example

seitestlib
seitestlib .Example ()

example.newConstant ("NAME",
example. newConstant ("NAMEID",
example.newConstant ("DEVICE",

"Optical" )
"OPT")

"Diode-PIN" )
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example. newConstant (" SCHEME",
example.newConstant ("LVL",

example.numCombinations = 2

"DO")
1)

example. newVariable ( "ID" ,
example. newVariable ( "JO" ,
example. newvariable ( "alpha" , .

C.4.3 TestLevels

"01" ,
"le12",
"0.5" ,

"02" ])
.i1e15" ])
"0.7" ])

In contrast to former mmnttest versions, a level system was introduced ..A level is defined by the argument
<{LVL}>. Generally, it was decided to provide nine levels, which are defined as follows:

I Level I Execution Time I Started I
I

I

1 < 30s always
2 < 60s always
3 < 120s always
4 >= 120s always
5 < 30s .not always
6 < 60s not always
7 < 120s not always
8 >= 120s not always

deactivated I never I
Table C.2: Definition of the test levels.

The ninth level is reserved for deactivated models, for example unsuccessful simulations. The other two
blocks are divided into four categories each based on the execution time. This time refers to a specific
computer, compiler, and mo~e. At the moment there are over 800 tests available, thus, a complete run
takes several days on a single computer. This would be obviously very inconvenient fÇ>rfast tests during
development. In addition, not all tests have to be run really every time. Despite some models are maybe
still important in context of full tests, they can be skipped in order to speed-up pre-cheek-in tests. So
before changes may be committed to the CYS repository, a fulllevell-4 test should be performed. Level
5 to 8 are additionally tested by automatèd test runs, which aie started independently of feature check-ins.

The --level option of the test script requires a range or level numbers, all separated by commas, for
example:

• - -1 eve 1 1: seleCts level 1.

• --level 1-4: selects levell,2,3,4 .

• --levell, 3-5,7,8: selects levell,3,4,5,7,8

C.4.4 File Structure

Core of the test is the main library sei testlib. py, which provides two main classes: Example and
CompleteTest. The former is derived from seiclass, the latter from Example (seè Figure C.2).
The new test library is therefore à full SEIUB application. This library is imported and used byeach test
script file. To run all tests automatically, the driver script Înmnttes t .py can be used.
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Each test consists of several files:

• the test script file in mmnttest which contains all settings and model combinations,

• the test template file wh ich is a parameterized input-deck stored in mmnttest/tpLipd,

• the test device file stored in mmnttest/in_pif,

• maybe test data files which are stored in rnrnnttest/data(see the stepping test for an example).

The following directories, which may further depend on the host platform, are created by the library if
they do not exist:

• in_ipd: the actual input-decks. Their creation is based on the template in tpLipd .

• in_pbf: the input-pbf files, which are the converted pifs from in_pi f ..

• ouLcrv: the output curve filesof the tests .

• ouLlog: the log files contain the MINIMOS-NT output ofthe respective test.

• out_pb f: the output pbf files of the tests.

• ou t _pif: the output pif files of the tests.

Obviously, there are connections between the general settings and filenames:

• the name specifies thetemplate input-deck in the directory tpLipd,
forexample tpLipd/Optical. ipd. tpl

• one device is specifying the input pif file in the directory in_p if,
forexample tpLipd/Diode-PIN .pif

In the former versions, the input device names were connected with the test name, which is actually not
necessary. Furthermore, this connection avoids a quite useful sortfng by device classes such as diodes. In
the new system, the device name must start with a class and continue with an optional description.

Since the test system combines input information to filenames, several conventions for naming test files
must be adhered to. Devices start with a general device description, for example Diode, the first letter is
capitalized. To further specify the device, for example the material Si-Si, an appropriate string is concate-
nated, separated by a hyphen. So it is easy to see all alreadyexisting devices of a specific category and to
pick one for a new test if appropriate. Of course, the extension has to be pif.

Templates start with a capitalletter, the name describes the test. The extension has to be ipd. tpl. Note
that the name of the test is connected with the general setting name in the test script.

Test scripts start with a specific prefix, which is mmnt- for all tests of MINIMOS-NT, and a specific name
of the test script. It is recommended to use the same name as for the template. The extension is . py.

As already shown above, the test script test-optical. py contains:

example .newConstant ("NAME" I

example .newConstant ("DEVICE" I

. "Optical") # connected with the template
"Diode-PIN") # connected with the device
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C.4.S Model Identification System

A system was defined to create unique file names for the actual input and ol;ltput files. To identify a test,
two strings are used:

1. The <{NAMEID}> ofthe test itself, which is now a.three-character abbreviation, for example [MD.

2. The <{ID}> ofthe model, which is given as first argument of a model

Why is <{ID}> a separate argument and not automatically generated by taking the combination numbers
into account? First, related tests can so have a relationship expressed by the combination number. Second,
skipped or added tests do not destroy already generated references (note that the combination number is
part of the filenames). Based on the idea of the former versions, the device name and the iteration scheme
are added to the filename.

C.4.6 The References

References are created by specifying the --genref option together with a new reference directory:
--refdir x. The directory x should be an existing directory with adescriptive name. This directory is
not automatically created if it does not exist. However, the shell script automatically creates the following
four subdirectories ifthey do not exist: x/reLcrv, x/reLpif, x/reLpbf, and x/reLlog.

Since the output log contains information about the simulation time and date, the output log of the simu-
lations is not automatically compared. However, it might be interesting for manual comparisons.
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AppendixD

Calculation of Additional Extrinsic
Parameters

Based on the extrinsic Y-parameters (see Section 3.5), the S-,H-, Z-, and A- (ABCD-) parameters are
calculated:

Dg = (1 + Yu)(l + Y22) - Y12Y2i,
DR = (1 - 8u)(1 + 822) + 812821 ,
Dz = Yu Y22 - Y12Y21 ,

8u = ((1 - Yu)(l + Y22) + Y12Y21) 1Dg,

812 = (~2Y12)1 Dg ,
821 = (-2Y2dl Dg ,

822 = ((1 + Yu)(1 - Y22) + Y12Y21) 1Dg ,

Hu = ((1 + 8u)(1 + 822) - 812821) 1DR, .

H12 = (2812)1 DR,
H21= (-2821)/ DR,

.H22 = ((1- 822)(1 - 8u) ...:...812821) / DR,

Zu = Y221Dz ,
Z12 = -Y12/ Dz ,

Z21 = -Y21/Dz,
Z22 = Yu/ Dz ,
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Au = - Y22/ A21 ,
A12 = -1/Y21 ,
A21 = (Y12Y21 - YUY'22)/Y21 ,
A22 = -'-YU/Y21 .

(0.16)

(0.17)

(0.18)

(0.19)

Note that the extrinsic Y-parameters are multiplied by the characteristic impedance. If the user wants
MINIMOS-NT to calculate for example intrinsic H-parameters based on the formulae above, not only the
parasitic elements must be set to zero, but also the characteristic impedances of the ports have to be set
to one. In case of a mixed-mode simulation, these additional two:'portparameters are not provided. This
is due to the fact that they were originally bound to the parasitic circuit which does not make sense if the
simulation is anyway based on dynamic boundary conditions imposed by a circuit.

However, these calculations are in fact post-processing steps, which could also be done in the context ofthe
generalized MINIMOS-NT post-processing interface which was recently introduced (see Appendix C.1).
Although the chosen approach is coherent and straightforward, it might be a useful alternative to exempt
the MINIMOS-NT output functions of the various sets, to move the optimization to the post-processing
interface and to provide the transformation formulae in the input-deck. This is not only a matter of
implementation and design, but also of usability.

In addition, a Graphical User Interface for editing curve files has been developed. The MDI system
(Multiple Document Interface) is able to visualize the curve data values in tables and offers the specific
functionality to transform two-port parameters into other representations. The user is able to select specific
ranges and mayalso edit the complete file, which is particularly required in case manufacturers provide
measurement data in different formats. The program can also be started in batch-mode as used in a loop
for optimizing the transformation to extrinsic parameters.
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AppendixE

Matrix .Storagè Formats

Since the linear equation systems are arising from discretized partial differential equations; only a few
elements of the n x n entries of the system matriCes are unequal to zero. In Table 5.1 the share of nonzero
entries is between 3.24 %0 and 0.04 %0. In order to reduce the memory consumption required for storing
such sparse matrices, specific matrix storage formats are employed.

The assembly and in-house solver module use the storage format called MCSR [178], which stands for
Modified Compressed Sparse Row. An analogous concept is.the Mcsc format, which stands for Modified
Compressed Sparse Column. The order of the latter format is not row-oriented, but column-oriented,
which significantly speeds up deleting of a complete column. The PARDISO solver module requires the
matrix in a format called CSR, which stands for Compressed Sparse ~ow. The SAMG package requires a
format with the same name, but a different variant of it.

E.! Modified Compressed Sparse Row Matrices

In general an MCSR or Mcsc matrix is very well suitedfor sparse matrices with the diagonal elements
all non-zero, which is a basic requirement for the in-house solver module (see Section 4.9). It consists of
two parallel arrays of equallength but different data types. One array contains all indices (idx), the other
all values (val).

The template MCSR class encapsulates all data membersrequired for storing MCSR matrices and provides
the interface to this data. The dimension of the system matrix is n. The number of non-zeros in the matrix
isnnzall. .

Note that all existing elements count as non-zero elements, even though their actual value might be zero. In
context of Newton adjustment, it makes definitely sense toassembly also zero entries in order to reserve
the space for elements which are later required. This can happen if transient contributions or ignored
derivatives are later added.

The n diagonal elements of the matrix are stored in the first n array elements of the value array. The
value of the i-th position val [i] is located in the i-th r~w and i-th column of the square matrix. The
off-diagonal elements are stored in the array positions after the diagonal elements in the val array. In the
case of a MCSR matrix the off-diagonals are sorted by the row indices. All off-diagonals of one row are
stored sequentially. The val array contains these sequences for all rows beginning with row number O.
There is no space or separator between the sequences. The last off-diagonal is stored at val [nnz] .

The index array is required to store the column indices of the respective values. This array runs in parallel
to val. First, the column numbers can be found in the positions idx [n+l ... nnz] . Second, the row
numbers and the border between two sequences/rows are'needed. This information is found in the lower
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part of the index array which runs in parallel to the diagonal elements in the value array. for the i-th
row the begin index of the sequence stored in the upper part is foundat idx [i]. Hence the end of the
sequence equals the beginning of the next row idx [i +1]. To enable a consistent treatment of all rows,
especially in loops, it is convenient to leave val [n] unused, to keep the arrays parallel. .

Using the Mese format means that the off-diagonals are grouped by column. All off-diagonals of a
column build up a sequence. Hence, the Mese can be considered the transposed matrix stored in Me SR
format.

As an example, the following 4 x 4 matrix should be stored in a MeSR structure (228]:

row/col
o
1
2
3

First of all the four diagonal entries 2, 4, 6 and 8 are stored in the lower part of the value array- and then
the four off-diagonals 1, 3, 5 arid 7 in the upper part. nnz is eight, two arrays with a dimension of nine
have to be allocated. The lower part of the value array contains the four diagonal entries, the next entry is
left out and then the off-diagonals are stored sequentially. Hence, the value array looks like (u stands for
unused):

pos 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
val 2 4 6 8 u 1 3 5 7

The lower part of the index array contains. the starting index of every row in the upper part, the upper part
the original column indices:

pos 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 78
idx 5 6 8 9 9 1 2 3 0

The access to this structure is straightforward. For instance, the entry a~ the position ( [row, co 1] )
[2, 2] should be derived. For a diagonal entry, the entry can be directly derived: val [2 ] = 6. The
next example is the off-diagonal [1, 3], hence the index array is needed. The off-diagonal sequence
of row number 1 starts at position idx [1] =6. In case there are off-diagonal entries at all, their col-
umn indices have to compared with 3. So thenumber of off-diagonal entries of the first row is derived.
The starting index of the sequence of the next row is idx [2] =8" hence there are twooff-diagonals
(i dx [2 ] - i dx [1] = 8 - 6= 2). The first one belongs to column i dx [6 ] = 2, so the next one has to be
checked, idx [7 ] = 3, which is, the right position withm the array. The last step is to read the value
val [7] =5. If there is no value for an existing position stored, it is assumed to be zero.

E.2 Compressed Sparse Row - Variant 1 .

As already mentioned above, PARDISO requires the system matrix stored in a format called CSR, Com-
pressed Sparse Row. Since there are several variants, this one is called Variant 1 in this work.

The main difference between MeSR and CSR regards storing of diagonal entries. In Me SR an array of
length n is used to store all diagonal entries, even if there are zero önes. The CSR format does not store
all diagonal entries, and requires therefore also the index illformation for these entries .. For that reason
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all entries of all rows are stored sequentially in the value array of length nnz and all column indices are
stored in the parallel array ja. The only information missing is the starting index of each row, which is
stored in the may ia of length n + 1. The CSR representation of the matrix above looks as follows:

pos 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
val 2 1 4 3 5 7 6 8
ja 0 1 1 2 3 0 2 3
ia 0 2 5 7 8

E.3 Compressed Sparse Row - Variant 2

The difference between Variant 1 and Variant 2 is the place of the diagonal entry within the value sequence
of each row. Whereas Variant 1 stores the diagonal entry in ascending order with off-diagonal entries,
Variant 2 requires the diagonal entry to be the first one of each row followed by theoff-diagonal entries.
Therefore, the matrix example is represented as follows:

pos 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
val 2 1 4 3 5 6 7 8
ja 0 1 1 2 3 2 0 3
ia 0 2 5 7 8

E.4 Matrix Storage Format Conversion

Since the CSR format is used iri context of external solver modules only, the MeSR class provides a
method for converting the already stored Me SR matrix to the respective CSR variant.

This method takes two booleari arguments: the first one, fortran, can be used to adapt the index array
for the use in FORTRAN code. It is a well-known fact that indexing in FORTRAN starts with 1, whereas
with 0 in C/C++. For that reason, the indices have to be incremented by one in case the array is passed to
a function written in FORTRAN. The second flag sortedDiag indicates whether to store the diagonal
sorted (Variant 1) or at the beginning of the row (Variant 2). The respective arrays are stored within the
class and respective direct access methods to the CSR data are provided .
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